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Laurie Blauner

i

LIFE vi/ITH STAN»

First there is ghting and then the VaIT1Pifes- A few Yeats later Lillie is tee
big for Stan, her father, to swing her back and forth in his overnight bag. She is
ten and Ciaire is 5iX- Her dark hair hears Siappihg her awake’ iaiighihg> iike ah
animal kissing her long face. She remembered her small hands gripping the
sides of the hr0Wn leather <:arry—0n Case- The metal reetangles Or the 0Peh
zipper ran beneath her underarms, railroad tracks with a bulge in the center
around her tiny body. She felt free, tossed toward the apartmentis teXtL1ted
ceiling with her father’s hand tethering her from becoming lost in the air, resembling some extinct bird. Her father liked the moments she Was suspended,
frozen in air at armis length, a buttery under glass, interesting. t1nk110Wahle>
untouchable. She Could mouth Words and not he heard, this mystery in his
often used bag.
It is the year President Kennedy is shot and pinned to his Car like some
specimen. Lizzie is trying to catch goldsh in a pond at the school fair. Her face
winks in the corkscrew light from the surface. The other children’s and adultis
voices recede against the green and brick walls. The tables, games, and shouting
seem to be in another world, leaving Lizzie to her own. She opens her mouth to
swallow the refracted colors moving down the image of her throat like tasting
colorful clouds. Her ngers resembling grass sway in the shadows of the orange
fish. She is less concerned with catching the fish than holding them. She
wonders if they think they are giving themselves to stone gods or are curious
enough to breath air, no matter what the result. They affect one another
through motion, her movement is the medium, swishing her fingers, they dart
the other way. She can feel them brush her fingertips like a new language. And
sometimes vocabulary is just beyond her and she feels alone. The goldsh are
rnoving their lips to say something and then a man’s face appears in the
sequined water, swimming in small waves at first. He is wearing a dark suit and
the face of any man. As her hands become still it becomes a familiar face. But it
still imitates so many men at the school fair. The loudspeaker tears staccato
through her limbs: “President Kennedy has been shot. We are closing the fair
irnrnediateht President Kennedy has been shot. Go home.” Lizzie touches a fish
and doesn’t want to release it. It is a muscular part of her that she wants to hold
onto but it is struggling $eParareiY re he iei 50- She reiiheliiishes the sh
watching the orange curve of its back disappear like a Comma fading into a line.

“Hi honey.

Letis go-”

It is her father With his metal knee eaP rrerri

8
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rhe War» his dark hair flying

from his scalp in curves, his long ]ewish nose resting like a dragony on his face
and Lizzie’s. Now she can smell his clothing stitched with cigarette smoke. He
always has a pack tucked in his jacket pocket near his unresolved heart. It is a
grainy, pungent odor permeating everything he touches with yellow-tipped
fingers. His breath smells of cigarettes as though he inhales a different air. His
pants are so tart it is as if he lives and dresses himself in another house entirely.
“Qkay,” Lizzie says holding his jacket sleeve while colorful crowds of adults
and ehiidren eddy around thern erying_ She Wants to say good-hye to her e1ass_
mates but she doesn’t see them anymore. Lizzie wonders at so many people
Weeping for someone they didn’t know, someone they never met. But people
weeping nonetheless because of what he represented, although she doesnit have
the words to say this. Although no one would know what to say if he stood in
front of them right now. It is like reading at school. Sharing in someone’s life
heeanse of who you think they are It is eaiied history_
Wind combs their hair on the streets. Lizzie’s brown leotards make her skin
think of static and electricity. She pulls them and they fall comfortably back
into the shape of her legs. People on the cement New York streets are crying or
on their way to somewhere they could cry. A footnote of sky is visible between
the tall buildings that display their windows like glass doors into other lives.
Lizzie thinks of her lost fish, happy in its veils of water and light, glad to no
longer feel the spider touch of her treacherous fingers, to no longer think about
the lurid end of its life anymore.
* * * * *

The elevator leads them loudly past the doormen on the ground floor and
to the carpeted hall on the ninth floor. The wallpaper blossoms with fleur-de-lis
in the overhead light. Lizzie’s father, Stan, short for Stanley, fumbles like an old,
harmless bee at the locks on the thick front door. After so many clicks they
enter the bright light of the kitchen. Lizzie follows the cigarette smoke, some
ghostly presence, like bread crumbs or pebbles to be used to find the way home.
Lizzie hears voices from her parents’ bedroom. She thinks longingly for
once of Stan’s mother’s apartment with her living room furniture encased in
heavy plastic. Untouchable. Unusable. Quiet. A butterfly collection with
fuchsia, chartreuse, magenta and cobalt colors on fire beneath all the wrapping.
Holiday presents she wants to quickly tear open. There aren’t many other
people left in the respective families. Lizzie hears a monologue touching her ears
in long waves. She apprehensively follows the smoke trail into the bedroom
Wondering whose male voice is admonishing her mother. She thinks of a storm
rearranging human gestures, upsetting limbs down to the bone.
“He died,” Lizzie’s mother says calmly, quietly. The television splashing a
Cold, gray light across her face in the same pattern as fallen leaves.

Laurie Blauner

9

WOQB touching her eulying hOdY in fC$- it i5 the Way birds leave the
earth to sleep in a tree. Her feet jump into the air. She imitates Isadora Duncan.
In her turning, in her body twisting to say something she knocks her sister’s
coat rack to the floor. Broken. She bites the skin of her hand between the
knuckles, her own taste, her salty fear. A finger of wood is split off and lays on
the carpet like a separate path or lost exclamation point. She stares at it with its
architecture of judgment and grief, its small abandonment in the history of this
household. Broken, and she hears the eloquent punishment but does not know
what it is yet.
She scotch-tapes the piece to the rest of the coat rack. The easy sunlight
coming through the apartment window dodges the outlines of the other buildings outside. Lizzie thinks of a river with its shadows and light, distracted by
stones until they become a part of the flow. She continues dancing by the old
birdcage whose canary turned its back on her world and died. By the empty
plastic turtle bowl admitting nothing and everything. Turned like a clear shell
on its back. She had hamsters who ate one another, mice who escaped and lived
behind the walls of the apartment, and even once two alligators who squeaked

looking at the television screen which is looking back at her as
though Stan and Lizzie are interrupting an ongoing conversation.
“Don’t you even care?” she says turning part of her classic face toward them,
one half dark, one half alive with the flickering moonlight of current events. She

WOuid

She is

is accusing them.

Lizzie’s muscles freeze. She shuts her eyes and sees the fish in its wet struggle
with her fingers. Its need to escape.
“Yes, yes, of course we care,” Stan replies in his New York accent. He is

beginning to get agitated. Smoke flies to the corners of the room, crawling past
his eyes.
a long, beautiful vase holding the light and pushing it
will overflow and shatter at the same time.
a funny goddamn way of showing it.” Her tea hair circles around

But Lizzie’s mother is
away. Lizzie is afraid she

“You have

her head in a beehive. Her deep blue dress rustles as she moves to the dresser.
The television moves its leaf motif in a pale blue light up and down her leg and
side. Air is inscrutable around her flesh.
Lizzie thinks of the meaning of the President’s death running through her
fingers like sand from an hourglass. She realizes that is not what her parents are
talking about. Light from the television is flicking angrily on her arm.
“Aw, honey, you know I eatef’ Smoke is meandering around his elenehed
teeth. His fingers are nervous in his pockets. His suit looks deated as though
his body is shrinking. “I’m so sorry.” His head is slightly bowed with his nose
visible and smoke exhaling, forming a ghostly web around his body.
She turns around undone. Her teeth bared and unbuttoned. The rose of
her mouth stretching into a grimace. “Sorry my ass. You stupid goddamn sonof-a-bitch. You don’t know a damn thing. You weak, mealy-mouthed asshole,
pushed atound by his own mothen You really ate stupid and pathetie HOW
could I end up with some stupid asshole like you. I could have done better
picking up some jerk on the street...”
Lizzie quietly leaves the shaking and testing hedtoom_ She moves out the
duet haeltwstd, heels first until she is outside and then she turns het haek to
them. She slips like smoke through the foyer, past the living room, into the
bedroom she shares with her sister. The whitewashed furniture fastidiously
carries the long mirror, the two windows; underneath is a large, round tin
ramshackle with toys. It is still and silent except for the faint sound of atguing
from her parents’ bedroom. She looks at the unmade bed and familiar pillow,
companions. She is safe and free for now. She sees her hands take on the shape
of birds as they fold and unfold in the mirror as she dances. Her chocolate
tights scratch her calves as they move up and down, rubbing her thin legs. She
looks at the composition of her face, the large brown eyes, hollowed bones as
her body twists in the glass to the invisible music. It is a form of sleeping. The
space conforming to her body like a tight-tting stain of a dress her mother

10
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F1

deg, 3 POOdie,

Called Beauty-

When her sister, Claire, comes home Beauty is behind her feet trailing like
3 Small, iOO$eI1ed ShOe- Lillie says “G0 put your coat here—on that coat rack.”
Thump gees the COQI and nger Of WOOd Onto the floor. There are vowels
Of Crying-

“Fm geing

IO

teii MOm and Dad.”

“NO---Please,” sobbing, “Lillie-”
“Oh MOm- Dad,” making believe She is shouting, knowing their parents are
too embroiled in their own cruel games and problems to be concerned about

Lillieis and Claire?More crying. Beauty is a small sob under her feet. Lizzie hates Claire for
letting herself be dressed identically to Lizzie. Matching Doctor Dentons with
their thick pebbled feet loose on the floor. Matching sister dresses with frills
Choking their necks, velvet ones so when they sat together they resembled a
Pleated 0Cean- For repeating What Lizzie says as if it is her own thoughts.
For following Lizzie and pestering her friends. For changing the channels on the
television whenever Lizzie orders her to. She is a mindless robot wanting to be
Lizzie. And Lizzie loves her for it too. And for suffering through Lizzie’s reading
hl11O>

Ciaireis gi&mOrOuS sky-blue Cats—eye glasses studded with
Ceneentrating On LiZZie’$ Chalk against the blackboard. The
mlmbers and letters seem small and dangerous. For being in the plays they
devised just to charge their parents a quarter. For helping Lizzie sell comic
b°Oi<$ and iemenade 011 the Celd, gray New York street under the stenciled
Canopy of their building. For being the one and only witness.

and math

ie$$OI18-

rhihO$FOI1eS

5
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Lizzie had wanted their mother to give Claire away when she was born.
“CouIdn’t you sell her today?” Lizzie pleaded.
“No, no one wanted her. ”
“You could give her away. Try the steps of the Metropolitan Museum
tomorrow.” Knowing everyone would be better off. Knowing there wasn’t
enough room.
“Okay, I’ll try.”
“Can’t you call her Susan? Claire is such an ugly name.”
Claire’s rst word was “light” with her chubby knob of a finger pointed at
the yellow overhead xture. Thinking it was something she could bite hard and
chew. Hoping it would taste good. She watched with big brown eyes set in her
face like dark jewels as Lizzie kicked shoe salesmen, her childish legs resembling
scissors at the petals of their noses. Dr Lizzie stood up and screamed in Temple,
“Why do all the people stand up and sit down, stand up and sit down?” Lizzie
helped her mother get a garden-sized washing machine by saying to Stan’s
parents: “Stan and Mother are fighting again over getting a washing machine.”
A big square, green one arrived the next morning like another child.

,

*****

In the morning an eyebrow of light raises itself around the window shade.
Stan has already gone to work at the clothing stores he owns. Lizzie and Claire
tiptoe through the hall and branches of light to their parents’ bedroom door. It
seems unchanged. Lizzie’s eyes question the surface and nd nothing, no explanations to describe “broken.” No trace of the tight, green fruit of their violence
to hold in her hand, to pick apart, to eat and discard.
“\X/'ho’s that?” Mother mumbles with a black sleeping mask crazy over her
eyes. The sheets and blankets stir near the sisters’ waists, some landscape
changing for the next season.
“If that’s you Lizzie you know I have a stick under my bed that I’ll hit you
with if you wake me up again.”
Lillie did actually nd a long, thin board tucked into her bed underneath
her pillOW Once. She knows she could outrun her, having done it before. She
thinks about bruises with their blue edges budding across her skin. “Anything

*****

That night Lizzie, wanting to be held, holds herself in blankets. Sheets
become a stranger’s soft arms, the pillow, a kiss in another language. She can
almost see her lamp stenciled with gray fish holding each other’s tails in a line
around the circumference with their thick curved lips. The darkness is always a
dialogue waiting to begin_ And She eeuld heat a murmur Qf voiees like the
weight of stars she knows exist beyond the periphery of city lights. The apartment lights would keep her company in her sleeplessness. She would imagine
someone eating or reading or thinking or just moving through their apartment
restless as a lost mouse or ghost. Her parents grow louder in the mystery of their
anger. And her consolation in the stars falls away, a scarf caught in the Wind.
“Lillitoes,” Lizzie whispers to Claire’s bed. Claire had been rocking her head
against the headboard until her bones seemed to collapse, falling asleep minutes
agt,_ perhaps that’S Why thty Could not heat the ghting bcft,t@_
<<Lil1itOe5’>> She says again and Claire Sits bolt upright’ Winces into the

bf0k¢H?”

“Nothing but your back if you don’t leave right now. ”

*****
AI10Iher day. From the big toy tin Claire plays with Barbie and Ken, out on
9 date th their tad Plastic Cat hhat Bathieis Cohalasthlt Dteam Homd His hahd
inches stify around her shoulder. She is as cold as winter, eyes unmoving. It is

long afternoon. Ken takes off Barbie’s clothes with his stiff, plastic arm. They
tau OHIO the HOOI, piled like snow. Barbie and Ken roll around in the car
rubbing their esh-colored indentations against one another.

a

darkness tainted with nearby apartment lights. Lizzie knows the words inexplicably make Claire Cry and Claire Can>t explain What they mean

They could hear fragments: “Well you did it”; “what about...”; “shove it.”
The bodiless voices rising and falling, slipping in and out of names, a long
throat of moving water. Mother locks Stan outside the bedroom door and they
hear the choreography of his screaming through the thin vertebrae of light
under their bedroom door. “Let me in you goddamn bitch. Let me in now or
I’ll break down this door!” There is pounding and blood runs through Lizzie

beating a vernacular music. She feels his anger blossoming against the door, on
the skin of her small shoulders as though waves of emotion could lift her up
and take her away. “There” and the thick wood cracks. Claire’s eyes are disassembling the ceiling. Lizzie kneels at Claire’s bed and holds her little sister’s
weightless hand. Lizzie thinks of the stars as people in their apartments looking
down on them. She tries to think of names for her goldfish slicing the water like
a dream: Goldie; Hazel; or Mildred. The cracking stops. She feels her heart
speaking to her, saying “forget about it”—“please.”

“That was good,” Ken
“YOU

t

IT1¢S$<-Id

says distantly» hah@d- (‘When can I Ste You agaiht”
says walking the steps to her open home

up my hair,” Barbie

Wlth her Clothts tolled in hht Straight out amas“PlaYihg again?” LiZZi¢ says, hfif L1tI¢faI1C€S drifting past them like songs.
Sht is not ¢XP¢¢Fi11g an a$W@F- Her f@¢I dfpd 0V@l' hf 0W¢f@d bdspfld,
hYing Over the carpet. She closes her English book, wedging the lined paper half

niieei with Sentenees and a Peneii into its thiek 5PineLizzie rewrites her life with poetry, the words “sun” and “moon” crawling
across the lined pages. Crayon drawings line the stanzas like colored owers
against the horizon. She thinks “this is the city,” the one where her mother

her neck. Lizzie is hot traipsing down the aisle, sweeping past the eyes at her
feet’ her aqua otgandy dtess stieldng to het tiheage_ She vaguely heats the
announcer saying “a night out eyen fot ehildten should he enttanelng_ Notice
the suhtle flare heginning at the waist moving down to the hemline_” The tone

moeieis eieihes’ oating down ii iigiiieei runway He” red engemeii” eeiiniing
taffeta, chiffon, silk, or crinoline like so much money. It was what Lizzie’s

E

grandmother had done in the garment district, meeting her husband there too.

-

down the hallways Lizzie is ntond

Lizzie picks up the phone receiver in the kitchen and hears a manis disemhodied voiee say “l want to tun my tongue down yont long legs, enteting eyety

orice of your body, licking your toes.” Iris not Stan.
“Yes; Andm,” Mothet’s wotds_

one
picking up her homework and poetry and

dress then a White Siik "ee'neek
says

hoitiing them against her ehesti no ionger interested in this game

“Have you ever had anyone suck your toes?” Lizzie puts her hand over the
receiver, giggling, fascinated. “Claire, come” she gestures, to the far end of the
long kitchen. Beauty, the dog, is a lace around Claireis ankles. Claireis hair is a

***”*

dark tangled cloud at the back of her head. She stopped combing her hair
several years ago and wouldnit let anyone touch it. Lizzie holds the phone
towatds the eeiling and they hoth mess theit eats along one side_
“No, tell me mote” Mothens wotds hoyet in the ait_

when Mother Waiks down the r iinwa)’ aii e)’eS

are turned towarei her and
the black linen dress she has on. Lights explode around her. The audienceis talk
eludes her, sizzling under bright flashes, a murmur that she canit distinguish

“I like running my wet tongue along the nails, around the edges, licking

noni the annonneeris )’oiee> the Shnrriing or reet and arms> her own lannt)’
footsteps to the end and back. She saunters, bounces, loving the ridiculous
outfits, the upturned faces trained on her as though she is an apparition, a prize.
She Sometimes eiiseovers her PhotograPh on the inside Pages

of het mothet’s heanty_
* * * **

‘(Which one Shoniti i Wear?” Mother asks turning and turning on her suhrie
shaped legs in high heels. She is a carousel, holding up one red cowl neck

“The red one,” Lizzie

Curtains at her own paee, peels

“Lizzie” with her ngertip in the languorous sweat. Now Mother, Claire, Lizzie
and the othet models and ehildten have eatned a ftee weekend at this hotel_
This hm, large hotel testing in the Catskills whete they ean play and tun no and

Stan says her face hailed to him’ ‘ii rose among many owers (Lizzie Wonders
what she really called him). She had been born a ]ew but had her face chiseled
=<into
a sculpture for God.” The rare red kiss of her lips. Lizzie closes her eyes
and listens to the eternal traffic, the noise of wings beating against the windows,
the occasional headlight searching the walls for rest. There is a whole other
world out there, uncoiling beneath Lizzieis fingertips, outside the incandescent
glass. She squints. Mother enters with two dresses in her arms.
S

monotonous, lulling. She pirouettes in the corners, skipping back through the
off the dress she is allowed to keen She leaves a
damp palm print on a ehtome ehain messes het hand on a mittot and wtites
is

between the toes. Taking the whole toe in my mouth.” Claire grimaces at Lizzie
though she smells something disgusting.
Lizzie and Claire are laughing so hard soundlessly, that their palms jump off
the receiver, the cord is shaking. Their other hands cover their mouths. Their
smiles explode oyet theit tingets and it is hatd to swallow theit langhten
as

or a neW5PaPer or

oeeasionaii)’ rnotiei5- She outs thern out’ savoring ever)’
magazine when
detail, criticizing her own nose or the frozen arch of an eyebrow. In the back
room nearly naked women are being quickly dressed. A tangle of long, thin
arms and legs, underwear as second nature as skin, stick pins and bobby pins are
scattered over chairs that no one has time to occupy. Lizzie and Claire are
behind the movable racks. A red shirt is snapped from its hanger like a bird
Stattleel into ight Mother spies the girls below the horizon of mirrors and
She

*****
Reruns of “My Three Sons,” “My Little Margie,” “Andy Griffith,” and
“Leave It to Beaver” drift across the television. Household gods describing

rinoreseent iight5- The)’ are iineneiinnhereo h)’ the rush» the eieadiiI1e8, the
eiraina- The)’ are Pia)’ing earns‘ Go Fish‘ She nudges rhern onto the hrirgeoning
stage one by one. The children of other models follow them. One rushes on,

f0rms

of family life. Highways of light moving up and down Lizzie and Claireis

features. Claire is always obedient to Lizzieis directions to change channels.
Beauty is a dark spot in the center of the carpet waiting to be loved.
The sound of their parents quarreling wanders from the kitchen, down the

tottering’ Surprised by the irideseeiii iigiie eiie eaiis iiiie the back morn again,
giati to he done‘ Beads of Sweet deepen iiie eeiei of Morheris Peaen
shirt, clear dots gather over her upper i1P- A Water)’ neeieiaee is 5n$Pend¢d FY0111

nail into their bedroom. It is high-pitched, almost screaming and crumbling
iike Clay into the carpet. Unlike the usual evening arguments where Lizzie wants

grater'~ii>

2

i
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to hold her breath until it is over. She prays those nights that neither Stan nor
Mother will come into their room to dispute their side and reasons. Making
believe she is asleep she is slow to answer them. It seems the same blood
meanders down all their veins and stops just before the heart. They have stolen
the moon and put their faces on it instead. They have buried the stars with all
their needs. Some nights Lizzie and Claire sneak up to their parents’ bedroom
door with drinking glasses to their ears to catch the hiss of their words more
clearly, curious and entertained by their struggle. Then they run barefoot back
to their beds trying to make sense of the phrases hurled around that room,
especially the infidelities thrown like rocks at each other. Then they finally fall
into sleep, confetti after a parade.
But this time seems different, mOre shrill. They f0liOW the sound cautiously,
barefoot to the swinging kitchen door exhaling cigarette smoke through the
cracks. The smoke and light straying in curlicues around their childish faces.
Claire’s nose, ears, hair are hidden in the bruise-colored shadows but Lizzie sees
the tension, the secrets in her features, the anticipation. They push the kitchen
door slightly ajar, their heads, zeroes stacked over one another. Smoke clouds
hover in the bright light and their parents don’t see them.
“I tell you there’s no Lucy at the store,” Stan says pacing, his feet ticking in
squares on the linoleum floor. Lizzie thinks of adult hopscotch. He is wearing a
suit. His cigarette is glowing near his lips, is pacing with him.
There is ice in Mother’s eyes, eyebrows arched into blonde bridges, her red
mouth tight as an asterisk. Her glassy voice, “You’re such a lying son-of-a-bitch.
You’ve taken my father’s money for the business and gambled it away. You’re

drama as though watching a television program. He grabs her arm. “V/ho
would want a poor schmuck like you.” He is twisting her hand, their bodies
intertwined, until there is a glitter of metal in his other hand.
She is back near the front door, her red lips sneering “And does Lucy know
you are only this big?” She is waving her little pinkie.
*****

In the soft geography of her bed Lizzie tries to dream about winter’s glance
over trees and grass, the weak, fading light. There is gray underneath everything, everywhere. The sidewalks, the sky, even the edges of clouds peeking out
from the enormous buildings. Claire and Beauty sleeping in their separate beds.
The grainy, pungent odor opens the door and enters the room. Stan sits on
the side of the bed. His clothes exuding smoke, his cigarette pack extending his
breast pocket. He sighs deeply.
“Can’t you protect me?” Lizzie whispers. Her flannel nightgown twisting
with the sheets. She can hear her sleeping sister’s refrain: me too, me too.
“What, Hon?” His mind is elsewhere. He barely knows where he is. He pats
his suit breast pocket instinctively checking his pack.
“Can’t you protect us?” Lizzie takes a breathful of Stan.
“What do you mean?” He mumbles, the words falling down a long set of
stairs. He is not in this room. Then he wanders outside of it. He only cares for
Mother’s aching loveliness. The curves of her legs in high heels, the moment of
lipstick on her mouth, eyes like deep, dark petals, cascades of wood-colored hair
and her flirting way of talking, of drinking liquids, including scotch, first with
the ick of her tongue in the glass. It is like having an armful of flowers, a
bouquet, without thinking about the future, without thinking about the water
they need or how they’ll dry out and die. VI/hat to do with them. He just likes
holding them. Nothing more, nothing less.
Lizzie turns away from Stan, stares momentarily at the corner filled with
night, feels a pinch of fear resembling a paper cut at the possibility of vampires
and then pretends She is asleep,

never home and you expect me to believe you?”
“I’m always working.” Stan stops to hunch his shoulders into the air, the
cigarette smoke stops flowing, grows thicker around his dark hair. \X/hat do you
expect? he is thinking. He is defensive and Lizzie sees he wants to fade into the
walls like a shadow. He puts out the cigarette.
“My ass. Then why couldn’t I get you yesterday when I called the
Connecticut store? VVhy do you want me to become a redhead—like Lucy?”
Her red dress glares in the kitchen light.
Beauty nuzzles the bottom of the door, her black fur brushing their legs
tenderly, her eyes, a totem below Lizzie’s and Claire’s.
Stan looks at the floor, moving still, “Aw, fuck it,” he says quietly to the
cabinets. “Maybe there is something there. Not that I’m admitting...”
Mother becomes a burnt piece of paper flying near the ceiling. She disassembles her limbs, her face is fractured, lacerated. She grasps scissors, her arm
glinting high, arching in the air. “You are a stupid asshole. I don’t even want you
with your small prick,” and the scissors comes down toward the landscape of his
body. It happens in an instant, so quickly. Lizzie and Claire and Beauty are
frozen at the sliver between the door and its frame. They are caught in the
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Amy England

TOUCHING MORONS

TRAN SLATIONS FROM BUSON: EVENING

I

friends, choose to shut down
friends, wring the blood out of your socks
.
.
.
my friends, my friends. My friends.
There is danger in the body.

O mon no
O mo

't0

Z

' a a
Z"
J’

Haru no kure

A grand thing! A blood swamp!
A tvvo-ton underbelly!
I am

resting on the road kill
health hazard

a mess! Palms

You! Are a

a broadcast of nature
animal political
kissing me full on the mystery
reading my palm with your tongue
growing tails of sweat
Of sparrows, of bread crumbs

The Great Gate’s
doors are h‘?aVY5
sprlng night coming down

II
Na "0 /1and ya
Yellow rape flowers,
Bu/ei u/a /alga:/vi ni

Moon

east

Hi u/a nis/11' ni
Sun west

III
Kagiri aru
Mortal, leisurely, this life:
Inoc/11' no /vima ya

autumn evening

Aki no kure
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BUSON: LIGHTNING AND VARIATIONS

PALE CRISTQBAL

F012]/11v GORAK

Imzzuma ni

Koboruru oto ya
Ykke no tsuyu

In lightning
sound

You were staked to the campus lawn, spouting heresies. The fire
caught on gasoline, then wood, but didn’t hurt you in your asbestos skin. Your
voice the center of the re, like Yaweh, yelling, Christopher Ricks, Tell me—-—

of drops:
bamboos tears

i”“z”m‘z=lightning (ina=riC€ Plant’ t5uma=Wife> 5P°u5e)
k0b0ruru=fall, drop, spill, overow, run over, shed (tears)
0t0=sound, noise
ya=!, :
take=bamboo

You were staked to the campus, re caught, blazed, center

of fire, like

YaW€h_

Staked. Campus. Center

no: s

of re.

Salamander yelling. Tell.

tsu)/u=dew, dewdrops, tears, mortality, imsiness

In lightning ash,
the frail bamboo—
patter of rain

When lightning
marries the rice eld,

bamboo weeps

In rice-wife lightning
mortal bamboo
sound
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Bishop complained, he would be dead in a Week.
Chiara supplied a mat and, because he was so ill, she begged him to accept
'
h sewn and stuffed with oose feathers. He ke t it one ni ht,
:hi¢)giil(sieii1:iifibaiic(l< to her with a warning itihat it was stuffed wifh devils, heg had
not Slept one wink. Brother Angelo found a flat rock in the road which suited
Francesco perfectly. He was not going to start sleeping on pillows.
He wanted to be left alone, especially at night, but he had scarcely been in
his new refuge a Week when the visitors began. He heard them scratching in the
walls and in the thatch overhead, then he felt the rst one rush across his legs.
This was not to be a resting place, but a place of further trials. He heard one,
then another dropping from the low ceiling, scurrying frantically, though there
was certainly no danger, this Way and that. One bumped into his bare feet,
then, with small, sharp claws, pushed past him. He brushed away another
burrowing in the folds of his tunic, but this was a mistake, for the frightened
creature rushed up across his chest and into his beard. Francesco cried out into
the darkness, but only the mice heard him. There were more and more of them.
He sat up and waved his arms over his head. Tiny, swift claws raced up his spine
like a chill, then he felt the soft brush of fur against his ear. He fell back upon
his mat, pressing his lips together to keep in a shout. The darkness around him
was astounding, as dense as lead, and the stifling heat drew streams of perspiration from every pore. He could feel it pooling in the hollow between his clavicles and running off his brow into his ear. All he could hear was the sound of
the nervous creatures, scratching and jumping, giving sudden high-pitched
cries. How busy they were, swarming over him. One was still, perched atop his
left knee, another was tearing at the mat between his feet. They Would eat the
mat out from under him_ “God he merciful to me, ii Sinnee» he Said Sefthe And

exeeiiotom
SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF ST. FRANCIS

TRIPTYCH3
SAINT FRANCIS RECEIVES THE STIGMATA FRAMED BY TWO
SCENES ILLUSTRATING HIS HUMILITY AND OBEDIENCE.

i

i

1,

()N

H15 OBEDIENCE

Obedience Subiects a person
to everyone on earth’
And not only to P eop 16’
but to beasts as Wen
and to Wild animals’
SO that they can do What they like with him’
AS far as God allows them‘
_St' Francis OfASSiSi
The Pmliie ofi/irtuoi
‘

They hadn’t known where else t0 take hiIT1- T116 doctors tothatie the
Porziuncula; it was a malarial swamp. He had refused invitations to palaces and
hetihitages
ttoih
eVetY Ptovihee and he was Postpohihg Cattiihai Ugoiiho Who
.
.
.
.
,
.
.
Wahteti him ih Rieti Where the PoPes tioetots eouid tteat hiih- Ohi)’ Sistet
Chiara’s suggestion pleased him. They would build him a shelter near her
convent where, from behind the safety of their grill, the nuns could supervise
his care.
His care wasn’t complicated. He wanted to lie on the floor in the dark.
Indeed there was no need even for a candle; he was entirely blind and so
exhausted from preamhing that he Could only Walk a few steps Linaided The
Brothers gathered ‘reeds and sticks and threw up three walls which Brother

Rtihho Pateheti With mud uhtii it iooketi iike ah ehotihotis ahthiii gtowihg out
of the high stone wall of the convent. Inside it was sweltering and the heavy

~

there was his own voice in the darkness, as reassuring as the caress of an old
friend. Louder this time, he sent up his petition. “God be merciful to me, a
sinner)’ He threw up Om; hand [Q bat away the small, sinewy body that he
sensed was there failing from the theteh above his i:aee_

In the morning the friars eome down from Assisi’ down past the field of
grain—through the olive grove, the old familiar path. Leone has half a loaf of
hind, Angelo carries a leather tankard full of pig’s foot broth that Bishop Guido
has Pressed upon him_ Massee has lashed a eeiamie pitehei to his Side with his

will use it to carry water from the convent well. Already the sun
blazing and the paiehed, eraeked earth heneath their hare feet is hoe The air,

Waist cord. He
is

eioth they htihg ovei the tiootway to keel) out the mosquitoes ihtitie it hottet
still. Pacifico and Rufino brought in a low table which they placed against the

itting

haek Wtiiii Leohe hottoweti 3 stooi ehti a lug ttoih BishoP Gtiieio> Who agteeti
gttitigihgiY> as it was his oPihioh that Ftaheeseo shotiiti sta)’ ih his house Where
he could have proper nourishment. If he ate the poor stuff the sisters ate, the

Others join in their turns, praising God routinely, for they are too tired and
dispirited for anything more. The Brotherhood, once the source of so much joy
and pride to its i-eiinder is in Sueh disarray that an who Care for him Shudder to
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acrid, burns in their nostrils. In

Over

a voice as flat as the drone of insects
their Shaggy heads’ Rune recites the morning antiphen and the
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speak of it. They keep the rumors from him. They do the bidding of Brother
Elias, but they stick to the old rule, begging their own bread while he is
conversing with his cook on the best method of stewing pigeons. He is solicitous of Francesco’s health, but is he not most anxious to know the exact
moment when he will be able to drop the pretense of caring? These four,
Masseo, Angelo, Leone, Rufino, Francesco’s companions in the early days when
they were driven from the town by outraged shopkeepers, when they took
shelter in the woods and lived like resourceful animals with spirits as high as the

1

treetops, now are tired, middle-aged men, trudging along in the sultry morning
air with heavy hearts full of suspicion. They cross the bare patch of ground that
borders the convent, then go single file between the cypress trees and the cool
stone wall. ]ust ahead is the dark lump of the lean-to, jutting out from the
smooth, pale stone like an ugly wart on a fair complexion. Leone arrives first at
the doorway, but he does not go in. Instead he looks back at his companions
with a smile of surpassing sweetness, surprising in a face as rough and coarse as
his. He nods towards the door. They know why; they hear it too. Francesco has
a strong, clear voice, and he is singing at full volume. They do not recognize the
tune or the words: “For she is useful, humble, precious, and pure.” They gather
close, exchanging amused, indulgent looks. “Be praised, my Lord, for Brother
Fire, by whom you light up the night, for he is fair and merry, mighty and
strong.”
So he is happy here, in the place they have made for him. Despite his
illness, his blindness, the constant pain in his head, he is singing as cheerfully as
a morning lark. Masseo steps forward and pushes the curtain aside. Light oods
the dark, miserable hovel. He lets out a soft cry of dismay and backs away,
holding the cloth so that the others looking past him can see what he has seen.
Francesco lies upon his back, his arms folded over his chest, his hands partly
hidden in his beard. His eyes are open, and though he cannot see he appears to
be looking right at them. He has not stopped singing; his beautiful voice pours
out to them, framing the praises he has passed the night in composing. The
mice are everywhere. They cover the floor, squirm into the cracks in the walls,
leap frantically from the table, trying to escape the light. Two dive into the
sleeves of the singer, one jumps from his chest to his forehead, then rushes out
the door past the four horried friars, who step gingerly out of his path.
“Francesco,” Angelo exclaims.
Francesco breaks off his singing and with difficulty, raises himself up onto
his elbows. A mouse darts across his hand. “Angelo,” he calls out cheerfully. “At
last you are here. I want to send for Brother Pacifico at once. I have composed a
wonderful new song and I want him to write it down for us all.”

Giotto

STIGMATA
Upper Bass-[Z-as Ofgm Fmmsssos Assisi

1

,1
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2. ST. FRANCIS RECEIVES THE STIGMATA

...it was wonderful to see in the middle of his hands and feet, not indeed the
holes made hY the hah5> hut the hails themselves’ tetmed Ont

tetahnhg the hlaehttess

E

et his hesh and

°th°hThomas of Cdano

First Lift

Cur lexicon

associates visions

.

.

invitation from God.
The plan was a simple one. They would walk for four days to this place,
hulld their usual huts and make a lent of the forty days from the Assumption to
the; feast of St. Michael the Archangel. Francesco’s sight was failing but he was
detgrminetl to go on as if it made no difference. He held his hands out before
him, stumbling in the road between Masseo and Leone, singing the Laudes in
his clear, strong voice. But early on the second day he fell to his knees in the road
and admitted that he would accept the services of a donkey if some farmer could
b t. und to make the l O an Angelo and Masseo Went ahead leaving Francesco

was an

ofst Fmmis

with mysticism, irrationality, occultism,
.

.

.

.

imprac—

e o
and Leone in the narrow shade

.

f

_

(jarroly Erickson
The Medieval I/lgign

Everyday Francesco goes farther from the shelter and closer to the edge.
.

>

of a bay tree.

Leone could see their destination,
from the green floor of the
sharply
of
rising
La
Verna
the stark, gray mountain
valley, the peak partially obscured by a thin, white cloud, pierced through and
held in place by a dark green swath of pines. It would be cooler there.
The farmer Angelo and Masseo found was a querulous fellow who never
ed t alltlng and eomplalnlng They piled Francesco Onto his donkey and

Ucahty anii n,1adness' F.tOIi1.Out point of View the vlslotmy is a petsim who
sees what isn t ther ' his visions se a t h
l . I th
ddl
. .
Cl t.
d
lt’
P ta t lm mm tea lty n
C ml
e agtsi
V1SlOnS C 1116 [ea lty.

_

_

PP

.

him there’ perched on tht rocky
ledge, his arms outstretched at his sides, his face lifted toward the intense clear

continued on the road, but there was no more singing, only the repetitive drone
of this tltesome mad The donkey trudged along sleenlly’ hanging his head, his

blug of the Sky’ Lame Wants to Speak’ to Warn him back’ but he has Promised
not to’ so he leaves the bread and Welter on thn rocky Outcropping mar the
shelter and goes back down, filled with anxiety, to the others. To get there he
has to cross the ims
lo g brid g e theY have m a d ti’ Whi Ch ll S hi m W ith t ctror’
Y
for if he slips and falls into the chasm below, he does not doubt that he will
shatter on the rocks like a clay jug. He goes on hands and knees, clutching the
rough log and praying every inch of the way. Then he scrambles along the
downhill path ’ clinging to bushes and thin saplings that bend one to another,
handing him safely down like sympathetic friends over the treacherous decline.
As he hurries across the clearing where they have made their leafy huts, Masseo
and Angelo come out to meet him. They sit together on the hard ground in the
shade of the enormous beech. The purple leaves rustle overhead in the thin

big ears lowered as if to close out the sound of his master’s endless nagging. The
man upbraided the world, from the Emperor to the crows which rose up like
black Waves Ovet the dty elds as they passed At length he shouted up to

W/htn he brings tht: food and Water’ Leone

Sees

>

Francesco, who rocked about miserably on the plodding creature’s uncomfort»
able spine “Ate you teslly that Bmthet lstaneeseo everyone is talldng about?”
lqtaneeseo smiled down upon him, elutehlng
matted mane to steady himself “Yes,” he replied

Otlahclos Ottet Wlthoht the usual tesetvnttohs about the hO5Ptt9~htY of the
wealthy and powerful. The wise Count had not offered them a seat at his table,
soft beds and polished floors; he did not seek, as so many did, to make house
t

Pets Qt the ttiat5- Rnthet he Otteted them et tnggeel Whdethess in which to Pm)’
and fast, a lace uninhabited because inhos P itable. Francesco was convinced it
76 l\Tnw Qrlnnnq Rnvinmr

few strands

of the Short

“I want to give you some advice,” the man continued. “And that is to be as
goed

as

people say you ate»

“Stop a moment,” Francesco called out. Masseo turned in his tracks,
grasped the dOnl(es,>s hsltet’ and hteught the procession to an abrupt haln
s

Chin)’ hteeZe- Masseo Shates out the ttesh lent the Snlthets htnught that
m°th1hg- Thete ate beans and 3 Cabbage as Wen; the Count 15 ton genet°n5>3
“Did Yon See hhn- i Angelo a5k5Leone nods, chewing his bread. He is uncertain whether to voice his fears.

The)’ ate Snppnsed to he meditating npnn Chnstis Snttetihg tn the gattlen>
deserted by his friends, branded a criminal, certain of betrayal. “He is weeping,”
he says when he has swallowed his bread.
Masseo and Angelo exchange guarded looks.
They came to this mountain in high spirits. Francesco had accepted Count

a

'
“‘

:1

Francesco clambered down to the dusty road and got to his knees before the
farmer. Then , to the astonishment of the rustic and the amusement of his

Brothers, he bent over the dung-encrusted clogs and kissed them repeatedly,
thanking the fellow for this valuable and welcome admonition. The man stood
with his mouth open his sweating dirt-streaked brow furrowed with concern,
So thoroughly confused that for several moments he could nd nothing to say.
Th‘is was in th e o ld spirit, an d wh en t h e lfarmer insiste
'
'
d on h e l ping
'
Francesco back onto the donkey, the brothers gathered around, offering encouragement and praise. They had not gone far before the farmer reverted to his
litany of grievances, but his heart was no longer in it; he hesitated, digressed,
and even imagined excuses for his enemies. Francesco had disarmed him, as he
disar med the world, and they were once again the cheerful friars who would
Save the world by their example.
After they arrived at the mountain and Count Orlando came out with his
-

-

-
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and taste the moisture in it and hear the urgent breeze whispering through the
grass tufts lodged in the rocks near his feet. Like the grasses, he is rooted and
patient, a small, frail figure in his rags and length of rope, his bare toes splayed
against the stones. There is nothing tenuous aheut him; he Will 110$ moveA drop strikes his brow, another smashes agaiI1Sr hi5 Palm, Sharp and COHBehind him, from the branches of a stunted laurel there issues a strangled cry, then

soldiers to welcome them, Francesco’s mood darkened. The first night they
5taY¢d together, exhausted from the long rriP and Content I0 Sleep peacefully in
the huts the soldiers had helped them put up near the beech tree. At dawn
Francesco wandered off, as was his habit, in search of some secluded place to
pray. He did not appear again until sext and stayed only long enough to receive
Communion from Leone. He hardly spoke, appeared, they agreed, distracted.
He kept his head tilted toward the forest, as if he was listening to someone
talking there in the shadows ust beyond the clearing. He refused the food they
offered him and cautioned them against the Count’s hospitality. “The more we
cling to Lady Poverty,” he advised, “the more will we be honored.” Then he
went back, touching the trunks of the trees as he passed, pausing once to stare
at a rock, then stepping gingerly around it, back into the forest.
The time passed. It grew cooler, the days were shorter, the nights were
black. Francesco wanted a new shelter in a place he had found, high up, near a
cliff where the view on a clear day drew the eye across the green valleys and low
hills all the way to the sea. He could not see it, but he liked the exposure of the
place, the way the rock thrust into a void, so that he seemed to be standing
alone in the sky. He would stay there for the rest of the time.
Something was going to happen, he explained. He didn’t know what. He
would see no one, talk to no one, only Leone was to come twice a day, to sing
matins and bring him a little food. The feast of the Exaltation of the Cross was
near; he wanted to contemplate nothing but Christ’s passion; he wished to enter
into it here, they must all enter into it, each in his own way, as they had never
done before. He prayed to experience himself the physical agony of the crucifixion as well as the full redeeming force and intensity of the love through
which that suffering was so willingly embraced, that passion in which joy and
sadness, pain and ecstasy were inextricably commingled.
They did, as they always did, what he asked. W/hen they had finished the
shelter they left him there, and Leone crawled across the log twice a day.

“Did he eat anything?” Angelo
“No,” Leone replies.

of wings as a hawk hurtles past him Out Over the edge and UP mm
the heavy, brooding , darkening mass of the clouds. He lifts his head and opens his

h¢ hears the rush

eyes-the hawk has startled him—-but he makes no more movement than this. He
rather than see the big wings snap in, then spread wide as the creature
Catches a powerful up-draft and disappears into the Storm, mm the dark Cerlrer Ofit
where Francesco is trying hard to send his own soul. “Who are you?” he says.
More drops answer him. His lips are moistened, his burning eyes are bathed,
iey water soaks his beard and slips down his neck in a thin stream. He has lost all
feeling in his arms. A sudden gust whirls around him, pressing the damp wool of
his tunic against his legs and chest. He closes his eyes and listens. The wind
hisses like angry voices whispering, but beyond it he can hear other sounds; the
world is far from quiet. Small animals, rabbits, chipmunks, and lizards scurry
among the stones and in the undergrowth of scrubby bushes, searching for
shelter. The thin trees creak and groan and their branches scrape together,
making a hollow, bony sound like a skeleton getting up from a long sleep. The
raindrops spatter against the hard ground, more and more of them, and he hears
each separate small explosion, as if a great mocking crowd stood all around him,
tapping their tongues against their teeth repeatedly, making no effort at words.
If the World mocks him, if even his own brothers have no use for him,
doesn’t their contempt only kindle the flame of his love for them?
He lifts his face to receive the full fury of the storm. It is dark now, there is
no light from the sun, the moon, the stars, nothing but a great blackness pouring
down a cold torrent, like a rain of arrows from the bows of a million archers.
There are as many drops as there are stars, it is as if the stars have turned to drops
and the wind gathers them and flings them against him in sheets. “Who am I?”
he asks, but he can’t hear his own voice and cold water fills his mouth so that he
is forced to swallow. He stares up into the blackness. As far as he can tell his arms
have frozen into place, nor can he feel his feet which are down there, somewhere,
in the icy pools that have gathered among the rocks. He sways with the force of
the wind but otherwise he does not move. His courage does not fail.
In the camp below him the four friars struggle to hold their rickety shelters
together, but the branches fly off in every direction and the vines girding the
walls snap like bits of thread. A section of mud-daubed wall collapses on
Brother Angelo and his companions rush to pull him out. They shout to one
another over the storm. Angelo is not hurt, only God has told him to lie down
for a moment. They are laughing and shouting as they rush into the woods,
Can feel

asks.

Francesco stands alone on the bare ledge, his arms outstretched, his palms
turned up, his head dropped forward so that his chin nearly touches his breastbone. The muscles in his arms vibrate, protesting the strain of this unnatural
position, but he is not listening to his arms. His lips move ceaselessly, forming
rote words, but no sound comes out. His eyes are closed.
Before him, jutting up and out like the prow of a ship is a narrow raised slab
of stone. The sun has set, the valley far below has faded from green to gray, but it
is not yet night. A bank of ominous clouds is poised before the mountain side,
gathering force. Francesco doesn’t need to see to know a storm is approaghjng
He can feel the cool caress of the freighted air on his face and neck, he can smell
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clinging to the trees to keep from falling.
In the morning, in the still, bright air that follows the storm Leone will
nd Francesco seated on the rock outside his shelter, wet, shivering, entirely
absorbed in wrapping a few strips of wool he has torn from his breeches around
the wounds in his bleeding feet.

5. ON

His HUMILITY

According to the advice of that doctor it was necessary to close all the veins
from the ear up to the eyebrow, though according to the opinion of other
doctors it would be quite the wrong treatment. They were right; it did him no
good. Likewise another doctor pierced his ears and yet did him no good.

9

Scrzjata Leonis

Let each man glory in his own sufferings and not in another’s.
St. Francis of Assisi
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Cardinal Ugolino will be delayed no longer. He has been in Rieti for weeks,
the Lord Pope’s own physicians are in attendance, and he is certain they can
relieve the torment of Brother Francesco’s eye disease. His message invokes the
vow of Holy Obedience--this is not a suggestion or an invitation. They are to
leave San Damiano at once.
The four friars arrive at the city on a market day, having walked three days
across the wide green valley, stopping at night to rest and to wash their sore feet,
begging their food from travellers they encounter on the road, but since they
left Spoleto, these have been few and they are weak with hunger. The narrow
streets overflow with soldiers and merchants, clerks and clerics, servants and
slaves, all in some way attached to the papal court, having come up from Rome
with their Master to escape the pitched battles in the streets. They upbraid one
another in the rapid dialect of their city, which the friars, passing among them,
grimace to hear. Brother Francesco keeps his eyes down. His face is concealed
by the woven reed hat the brothers have made for him, to protect his weeping
eyes from the sun. He keeps his hands hidden in his sleeves and his feet are
wrapped in woolen socks and protected by the leather slippers Sister Chiara has
made for him, which slap against the stones giving him a queer, duck-footed
gait. His three friends gather close around him, for he cannot see well enough
to find his own way, and if he is recognized he will draw a crowd. The world is
not indifferent to him now, but he is too ill to preach. The silent, anxious group
makes its way, dodging the stamping hooves of the horses, through the
boisterous, pushing crowds, the clamorous barking of dogs, the cries of street
vendors, past the wide portico of the Cathedral where two black friars, arguing
about some ne point of faith, fail to notice them, along a narrow alley where a
family of cats drowses in the last rays of the sun, to the heavy bolted doors of
the Cardinal’s residence. Here they give their names to the guards. At the words,
“Brother Francesco of Assisi,” the two soldiers drop their studied, professional
hauteur, and peer closely beneath the strange headgear at the downcast face of
this famous personage, who stands quietly dabbing his eyes with the strip of rag
he carries now wherever he goes. “ll Santo,” they agree, and in the next moment
they throw openthe heavy doors and usher the shabby, weary, hungry friars
into the Cardinal’s reception room. A servant, occupied in lighting the vast
Valerie Martin
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array of candles in sconces ranged along the walls and on every available surface,
to inform the Cardinal that his guests have arrived.
Soon, from within the palace, they hear coming toward them, evidently in

it, and for the love of God, he would gladly endure it.
W The doctor turns from his irons to examine once again the enflamed,
poultices of
we eping eyes of his patient. At San Damiano they had applied
of pus, as if they opened a
feverfew and marjoram, which drew down quantities
d ate. This was, the doctor explained, exactly the wrong treatment for such
Ho? gsc These were butchers, not doctors, and the famous Brother Francesco
a dlsffcki they had not killed him. The proper course was obvious: as the vessels
Wasd d yus they must be sealed, not irritated and drawn. The doctor has seen
ex: :urtI%)d many such cases and has no doubt that in a few weeks his patient will
E: singing not God’s praises but his own, all over the countryside.
Quld endure

is dispatched

eenversatien with Someone who is not given the ePP°rtunitY to respond’
the
familiar booming voice of the prelate. Francesco removes his hat and turns to
face the doorway. He cannot see the voluble Cardinal, who appears at the far
end of the marble hall, nor the thin, rat-faced man, dressed oddly in a wide
collar of white wool, an embroidered doublet, a scarlet cape, and pointed shoes,
who trots along at the Cardinal’s side, but he knows, they all know, that this is
the doctor, trained, equipped, and eager to try the fortitude of a saint.
Francesco is seated upon a rough wooden bench in a low-ceilinged, mudthatched room, his face bathed in the glow of the coals burning in a portable
brazier near his feet. His companions stand near him, their wide, fearful eyes

fixed upon the doctor who crouches before the fire arranging his various irons
upon the grate. He is dressed more soberly today, as bets the seriousness of the
business, though his shoes are embroidered and absurdly pointed and his short
red doublet is glossy and so stiff it rustles as he rises to his feet, informing his
patient that he will proceed with the operation when the irons are as white as
the coals.
They did not stay long at the Cardinal’s palace. Word of Francesco’s arrival
quickly spread through Rieiti and the populace showed no mercy. They
crowded about the doors and windows and shouted his name. The boldest
slipped past the guards and ran madly about like mice in a maze, throwing open
doors and snatching whatever they could find, bits of food they would claim he
had tasted, a cushion he had surely sat upon, a napkin he must have pressed to
his suppurating eyes. Ugolino was good natured; it was only their faith, after all,
that drove them to such excesses, but when one young rufan was relieved of
two of the Cardinals gold and coral spoons, even he agreed that the wisest
course might be to follow Francesco’s wishes and move him to the hermitage at
Fonte Colombo, where the doctor could attend him without interference and
the Brothers would be able to care for him in his convalescence.
So they had brought him here, just as the sun was setting, disguised in a
cloak the Bishop provided. When he proved too weak to walk, Brother Masseo
and Brother Bernardo joined their hands to make a kind of chair, and in this
way they carried him, as they had when they brought him down from La Verna.
He was subdued, terrified, as they all were, of the ordeal to come. Being
branded by the doctor would be pain of a different order from that of his
rapture on La Verna, where he had been branded by Christ. This time there
would be no passion, no ecstasy, no consummation, only ordinary suffering at
the hands of a man who had only suffering to offer. But if it would give him
some relief from the agony of his eyes, he had admitted to the Cardinal, he
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The coals begin to crumble and the embers glow and hiss. Francesco bends
toward the brazier until he can feel the heat on his forehead. “My Brother Fire,”
he Says. “Be courteous to me at this hour, because I loved you formerly and still
low; you, for the love of the Lord, who created you.” The doctor, rolling back
his sleeves, eyes his patient doubtfully. Francesco, absorbed in his address,
continues, “I beseech our Creator who made you, to temper your heat now so
that I may be able to bear it.” At these last words he raises his eyes to the
Brothers huddled behind the doctor. He has calmed his own fear, but a panic
grips their hearts and when the doctor lifts the first iron, one by on they slip
from the room. The silence that follows as they gather outside the door is more
unnerving than a cry of pain. A nauseating smell of burning esh floods into
the narrow chamber, lling their mouths and nostrils so that they clap their
hands over their faces, and gaze at one another in horror. Brother Rufino drops
to his knees, then, in a swoon, flat onto his face on the hard earth oor. Brother
Leone sobs openly, calling on Christ to grant their holy Father’s humble
petition. The smell grows more intense, they cannot catch a breath without
swallowing it, so they flail and gasp helplessly like sh flopping on the shore,
gulping poisonous air.
In the room the doctor lays the iron back upon the grate and turns to
examine his handiwork. Francesco does not move, he has not moved, has not
spoken, clenched his sts, cried out, or wept. He gazes placidly into the middle
ll! With the vacant listening attitude of the blind. The bright red flesh between
his ear and eyebrow still sizzles and at the edges of the wound thin strips curl
away, blackened by the heat of the iron. Carefully the doctor bends over him and
removes a few hairs from the singed brow. “Now for the other side,” he says.
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Rodney ]O11€S
IN MEMORY OF AL COHN, THE HUMANITIES LIBRARIAN
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UNTITLED 1998 (Egon Schick)
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121-nc/m

pencil,

1,,/3,

Gem on paper

it is in Al Cohn’s dark blue rage

That he is not here, only December again,
Dark blue, and Al Cohn gone, Whose eyes
Were fixed in a thousand books. How clear
That something of Shelley must be saved,
A few of the sonnets like spice for the meat
Of everything that is forgotten, a few
Footnotes of what men did to rescue Herrick
Or Christopher Smart. How clear that
Someone must keep inventory now that tv
And movies obliterate books, and no
One reads the text that is not written,
W/hich is only the day coming clear beyond
The bare blue spaces among the limbs
Of the oaks in front of the library. The scholars
Wince as they come down the steps,
Polyglots and etymologists, afcionados
Of Berkeley and Raleigh. One squirrel
Greets them, a kind of institutional rat,
Fat and skinny at once, bobtailed, bedraggled
From the rst snow. They are not all
lafgon-meisters and gender-benders,
Neologizing, braying the third-hand,
Fourth-rate exegesis. They are not all
amateur necrophiliacs. And I thought
i them today because a student wrote
“Swell guys,” and another student asked,
ésnt that wrong, using Old English in a poem?”
BIOW little 2121have in common, yet the dark
l1¢ rage o
Cohn is something, isn’t it?
$118 l11S spirit leading the scholars. One has been
arifying a misinterpretation of a riddle
SPliCed into the second scene of the third act
Of 8 bad play from the seventeenth century.
On¢ has noted a forgery in The Book of Common Prayer.
some are desparate and many are indolent.
D,\A...,“ T,‘....... 0|:

a Xerox of a washed-out script
will spend two summers verifying
As the indisputable handwriting of Samuel Pepys.

One clutches

That

she

For these few perhaps there is no hope.
Stories and poems will always be examples
Of something else, cold and far off, sham
Coins of the primal egotistical wilderness,
Bridges a seminar must cross in its biweekly
M. ti
th
themy
igra ons 0 e coun ry o
It will be ve years before they ask, “Where
Is the soul? \X/hat is it to be alive?
Which way to the egress?” But for the true
.
.
Reader, the one who vanishes into ]oyce ’
The one who admires I-Iart Crane only for the sound,
And the one who quit medical school
To spend a year washing dishes and reading Whitman,
If there is a principle angel, it is not tenure
But Al Cohn’ exactness, his rage for humility.
-
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The chirt kept sliding there. It was like a problem
With law or philosophy. The more
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Better the next afternoon when you joined me,
Sweating out your rst day home from college

When others might have slept or shopped.
.

I

not see you, the hole had grown
by then, but heard your rock can
Rattling in the depths, and an occasional
COL1l(l

So vast

Shit or goddam, or an allusion to T/we Inrno.
Did I seem remote? Father was never so proud
Qf daughter. We finished excavating by dark,

rolling toward us from the prairie.
Hhat night we were like a Dorothea Lange family,
oarding water, using buckets instead of toilets.

§rn°W—Clouds

in late spring I come back to our work,
tted by cheating at the joints,
611! In the underground, taking crap, still holding.
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THE PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINE

THE MIND OF THE LEAD

5

Gumnusr

vi

With COPP¢f pillagcd ff0IT1 bllsid f3di0$
And shorted-out appliances in the dump,
r would Wrr¢ rr1€ rransrormer

The boy under the tree in Sally Mack Woods is wasting time

*

Whidq is said to pass,

A generator

Could be bought I had the motor
Qf a cast-off washing machine. I had"
My inherited blue and red 24 inch
Ladies’ Schwinn Pr°PP¢d On rrs handlebars
Between the garage and the pecans.

i

I had I116 fe and th¢ book

On Michael Farraday and Guglielmo Marconi.
The Way it Would WO1'i< is this!
The front Wheel would attach
To the generator, and when the bike
Began to roll, the front wheel would turn
The generator, which would send
~

A current swelling through the transformer

~

Into the motor, which would turn
The back wheel. It would go on and on.
I

That was the idea. Qf my other thoughts
That year, one was of a brain without a body,
That cognition might exist, in leaves,

In bits of glass struck by lightning,
That it might occur like my own life,
Secret, dark, incapable

of expression.

Anothgr was of bodis Without brains,
Real bodies, and so many

s

But which seems to him, as the dark gathers, to ooze and trickle
with now and then
A squirrel, faintly pattering in the indeterminate distance,
until there is only
A ticking from far off, like water in a cave. The darkness
is said to fall,
But he sees how somberly it rises from the fallen leaves.
He thinks
Of the air inside of the rocks, that if he had a guitar, it would be
a black Flying V or sunburst Les Paul,
That, if this were acid instead of pot, he could hear the wheels
cracking in the voices of the owls.
He thinks the tree comes up out of the side of the mountain
like a gang of kids
Running from a nightvvatchman, and one, who wears an old
pilot’s cap,
Says, “Let’s split up,” which marks the place Where
the branches divide.
It is the place in the lecture where the teacher does not know
the answer and says,
“There are three aspects of that issue that I would like to discuss.”
It is the place
In “Layla” Where Clapton and Allman break into separate melodies,
3 rrrr at 3 rims?’
And farther on, the melodies grow even more various, approach
manic chaos

POI several bars, before

nodding off and falling again
rrrro tilt! unifying theme.
The b°Y has heard that music is not sound, but an engraving
Of silence,
rht silence is dened by what precedes and follows it,

of just the few——

I do not know where any of them

and Only in this way

° rh¢ moments differ from each other. Meanwhile,

are now.

1‘
no \'r__._ r\_.1,___.._ n,___:--.-
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choices

may play some part:

nr

_1__

__- 1
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an
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To wear a switchblade earring instead of a cross; to get
a tattoo of Lenny Bruce;
To change his name to RAM. Tired of being young,
he despairs

of love,

And reveres the loneliness of thieves and suicides,
but the. tree is heavy on his. back.
if the tree were a guitar, it would be a 63 Telecaster,
thinks,
He
and

as

V,’-

he walks back

Down the mountain, he plays it, hunching through the trailer court,
bending the invisible notes.
Let the ones pulling back curtains think what they will.
It is the beautiful
Tune of his ego that he plays. Neither does it matter that
they do not hear.
He is already angry at posterity for forgetting his fame.
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panicky and started
visitors we had when Mom was still there. Tara got all
her
bawling made me feel
reason,
For
some
in.
came
water
bawling when the
underwear into those
and
socks
my
1 SS afraid and I just calmly started putting
Cerinkly plastic Safeway bags. I gured they were waterproof. I put my shoes in
the bags too, but Tara insisted on wearing hers.
“I don’t want to step on any nails or dead animals,” she said.
When we stepped outside, the water came up to our knees, but it was
'
real slow- It was colder than the rain, and after about a hundred feet the
alf f
1
numb I
16 d thre€ ba S’ two for mg and Om for
,
g
'
bottom h O my egs
they weren’t
my shoulder so they wouldnt get wet in case
from the
Tara , 8 lun % them over
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BIRTHMARKS

My twin sister Tara and I were twelve years old the winter the Snoqualmie
.
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it oated our trailer. Dad must have seen it coming because he tied
both ends of the trailer to the pine trees and threw car bumpers and boulders on
,
,
the roof to welght it down. I didnt think itd float anYWaY because of all the
holes. Rats came in and out at will to nibble on bread crusts or scraps of bologna
rose so high
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“You re WrO,ng’ I tid I16?‘ Its pumshmenn Gods plsimg on L1?’
Then whys he doing it just on the people out Tolt Hill Road?’
“Cause we’re too stupid to live anywhere else.”
I remembered us wiping our breath off the bathroom window with toilet
.
.
.
paper, rubbing so hard the paper squeaked, as we watched the water rise against
the barbed wire strands on the fenceposts. Planks oated by and buckets and
bushes, I‘(l)OtS aigld Ell. The trufck tire Dad had llliung with baling wire from a bent

,
hich hed made out of dun from thg COWS that Wem
g
rs com os W
Grange
P . ’
h
l
oo ked at us like we were the
T
ey
passed.
as
we
eld
the
in
forlorn
sta d mg
.
d I Whistlgd for than to follow thinking I Could break Opgn
,
an
ne socie
huma
.ty’
h b bed wire and let them out, but th ey Just stoo d t here with their milk bag s
t C in . h rivet We Walked to the S Ch O O1 bus this Way every morning so I
in in t e
hang g
had the road memorized, I thought, until I stepped into the ditch and had to
l the ba s into the water to catch my balance. One of Tara’s books ipped
S ap f
in into th€
out jllcknfw it,d be mine,» She said
“
.
,
»
You wa nt it? I ll save it.
.
She bit her upper lip in a way that made me think of vampires. “I read it
31
d ,,
it?»
make
rea..%,'hen Why did

Over tree assoe

I C Comer O Someoneis pom steps and the riv kept pushing
until it finally uprooted the tree and then the steps and the tree floated on down
until they bounced off the side of the Granger barn and kept going, to the

We hiked to the Shell Food Mart where the lot was already full of cars lined
up for gas and people inside were buying junk food like it was the end of the
world. The
duty let Changg into dry Clothgs in thg Storagg room

Ocwil I %“€§s¢d'
Thls “Va doesnt go to the Ocean’ Tara send‘
“Everything goes to the ocean.”

behind the coolers where they kept boxes of soup, pop, all kinds of beer, and
candy bars. I’d never seen that many Almond joys and copped six off the top row
and Clowd th€ lid
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left out. One ni ght when we came home from Leon’s lace there was a bad er
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inside and I‘\/[om wouldnt go in till Dad had beat its head in with a tire -1l‘OI1.
Tara said floods were su osed to wash awa eo le’s sins, somethin she’d
pp
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learned at the Bible Camp Dad made us go to before we bought the trailer and
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moved to Carnation Washin ton.
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what kind of gratitude is that?”
He don’t care. I take ’em off the rack all the time.’
“YOu>r€
l.k D d ,,
“Dad lillii AZ-Zey Syd)’: “
df
da
Nadin Ra bum,S, Widow who
h
. ' h
W6 Sta ed f
Y
or
I
me
mg
ts
an
Cu
Y
Y
W0re her hair in a bun and could have passed for the woman
who rode the
bi¢Y¢le in Ivizard of Oz and turned out to be one of the witches. She knew us
frOm the Lutheran
church where we always showed up the night after a big
thin
another. Nadinés
for
ght at hem‘: Whenwer Dad felt
“Jesus, Lizzie,

n

-

didnt have an answer, which was the way a lot of our discussions

-

ended. I didn’t have the answer either, but I’d learned from watching our dad
that you didn’t have to. We were supposed to be identical, except Tara had a
ur le birthmark on her neck that looked like a tongue ' Mine was almost the
P P

It was on my butt‘
Mom had been gone for over a year by then. Ran off with somebody I

Same except

figured had to be Dads cousin Leon because he stopped coming around about
.
the same time. So we were home alone when the water started seeping through
the holes and the cracks in the trailer. There wasnt any phone. I mean we had a
phone, but it wasn’t connected to anything. Too expensive, Dad had said, butI
thought the real reason was because he kind of liked us being alone after all the
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the apple pie neatness of her bungalow, Nadine had to be one of the healers.
Every time something came on the radio about the oods, she’d turn it up.
“Shh. They’re talking about the river.”
Someone from the Army Corps of Engineers was talking. “ Thezster waters
are scouring t/we ground and were asking people not to disturb any artzzcts or bones
t/re)/nd. Call your local law enforcement oice or t/ae state arc/Jeologist.”
“Did you see Deliverance?” I asked Nadine when the radio went to sports.
“Did your parents let you see that? Horrible movie.”
Tara and I had seen it at the night day care in Moses Lake. “Tara closed her
eyes when they did it to the chubby gtiy.”

“Did not.”
I saw you.”
who didn’t have nightmares after that” Nadine said, “has ice water

“Yes you did.
<‘Arryone

in their Vans-”
“S665 Lillie?”
Dad stayed at Nadine’s too. She xed us baked lasagna with garlic bread the
rst night and pork chops and applesauce the next. She even offered Dad red
wine in a small juice glass, which surprised me, but he made a point of sipping
it, and he didn’t turn over any furniture or throw dishes. At the end of each
helping he wiped a clean piece of bread across his plate like a sponge and bit off
the edge.

“Ricky Lee, you eat like a teenager,” Nadine said.
“Sorry.”
“I forget what it’s like having a man around.”
Dad was still very muscular for someone in his thirties, probably because
the jobs he liked required him to hammer and lift heavy thing5_ His latest jeh
was unloading ships for the Port Authority, where he’d started out graveyard
and worked his way up to days. Living in the same trailer, I’d seen him naked
lots of times. He had muscle compartments in every part of his body and
whichever way he bent or stooped different ones rippled and creased. Even his
penis was sometimes taut when he woke up and stumbled into the bathroom in
the morning. Nadine was no different than other women I’d seen study Daddy’s
physique. The way she let her hair down each night after dinner while we were
watching TV I figured there had to something going on, but Dad was always
on th¢ Couch in the morning
“See,” I told Tara, “they’re not sleeping with each other.”
“Duh. You don’t have to wake up with someone to be sleeping with them.”
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“Qh, yes, I do. You taught me.”
I loved Tara and Would have swam across that whole fricking flooded valley
-th her on my back if I had to, but up close and awake, we disagreed over just
out everything that mattered. She thought Dad was a bum and felt sorry for
I had it 'ust about the reverse.
Mom
J
Each day after school we Walked out as far as we could on Tolt Hill Road to
we Where the water Was. Dad’s scheme had worked. The trailer had rotated,
was upright, with a mud line half
most of the junk had fallen off the roof,
the
door and watching the Water
iniagineddopening
sheathing.dI
way up the
am.
out like some hy roe ectric
mSh()n the fourth day, we were able to go all the way to the trailer. The muck
pmerieally sucked the shoes off our feet, but Tara stayed With it. She wasn’t as
prissy as she put on. If it was something that mattered, I’d put Tara up against
just about anybody. The truth was she was a dirty fighter. She kept her fingernails long, and more than once had left claw marks down the side of my face.
When a girl at school made a joke about her birthmark once, Tara stuffed her
into a loeker and left her there until the janitor got her out.
“Lizzie, come here. Quick.”
I was knocking the clay out from between the spokes of a bicycle I thought
was mine but could have been anyone’s when she called me over behind the
trailer. She was sitting on her haunches staring down at the ground like there
might have been a giant night crawler. Tara always made me kill the spiders in
the shower. At first, I thought it had to be one of the Granger cows. Only part
Of it Was visible above the mud, like it had gotten caught in quicksand and
pulled under. I picked up a piece of shale and rubbed the dirt off it, following a
leg I301"-e I0 hO0f that turned Out I0 he f00ITara C0Vere(l her m0l1th- “lek-i
I Pulled On a piece of muddy cloth that ripped away from the bone like Wet

but
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Something-”

“The f%1di0 Said not t0 tOL1Ch it-”
“scmw the Yadi°- Th¢Y’r¢ looking for arrowheads and Indian shit”
“YOU

think it 0ateCl

CIOWH

here?”

“Must Of-”
didn’t even try to stop Tara from calling the cops when we got back to
It made her feel important. They wanted to know where the trailer

N=1d1ne’s.

and took d0Wl1 her name and Nadimis t@l¢Ph°n@ numb“ and Tara had to
lot of answers that didn’t have anything to do with the bones. She was on

“Anyway, Nadine’s too Old]

81‘/e a

“Nadine has better taste, yeti mean)’
“Nadine would die to do it with him.”
“You’re as self deluded as he is.”
“You don’t even know what that means.”

the Ph0l1e for a long time, her day in the spotlight.
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If I’d known at the time

What Sheid found,

I probably would have stopped her and reburied the bones.
Daddy Was pissed when Tara told him what she’d found and slapped her
across the face. He tore out of Nadine’s without even finishing his dinner. The
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The bag he dropped into the sink had four cheeseburgers and two orders of
a handful of plastic catsups for Tara and tartar sauce for me. We
c0 ld fries ’ with
sat on Tai"a’s bed and ate in the dark.

bite mark in the drumstick he left stuck upside down in the mashed potatoes
looked like a man howling into the wind. Nadine cringed as Dad’s fender
scraped against her fence backing down the driveway. Then his tires spat gravel
onto the cars parked in the street as he drove away.
They had removed the body before Dad got there.
Next night, they came for him.

He’d fallen asleep with his boots on when the cars started pulling into the
ya;d_ I pushed the bath towel we used for a curtain to the side and watched
them line up in a semicircle, their headlights on high beam, trained on the door
to the trailer. The only vehicle with the lights out was Dad’s pickup, Wi11Cl1.
th¢y’d surrounded. Qne by one they got out of their cars and stood there with
thg motors running. Someone walked in front of the headlights motioning to
the others. I already knew why they’d come. I’d figured it out in school. It was
the only thing that tied everything together. I prayed I was wrong the way Id

Tara and I had hooked up the hose and took turns spraying down the walls
inside the trailer, washing the muck out the front door. The linoleum had never
been cleaner. Even the scuff marks from Dad’s boots came out. There was only
one piece of carpet, on Dad’s end of the trailer, that was nailed to the floor by a
strip of aluminum along the edges, something warm for him to step on when he
woke up with his hard on in the morning. The carpet was soaked and left shoe
prints when I stepped on it. Tara had the bright idea to force the water out with
a rolling pin. Her bunk was on the bottom so we had to tie her blankets and
sheets around a tree and nozzle them to get the brown out. Then we each took
an end, wrung them good, and powered them with the hose again.
“You can sleep with me till yours dry out,” I told her.
There was no electricity so we asked the guy at the Food Mart to let us
microwave some burritos and pizza slices and wrap them in extra sacks so they’d
stay warm until Dad came home. \While Tara was begging the guy to add it to
our tab, I slipped some Hostess cream filled cupcakes into my pockets for
dessert, four of them, one each for Tara and me, and two for Dad. In view of
the flood and all, which had hit many of his regulars, he let us have a flashlight
Off that rack and i1¢d it with hattariha
“Save the Wrapping,” I told him_ “V/¢’ii hiing it hack when the Power

been wrong about

The knock on the door shook the trailer. “Ricky Lee Taylor. Are you in there?
Jesus, I thought, they didn’t need to break the place down.

“King C°uhtY Shetith’ Dad was still Passed out on the bed‘ From the glow
of the flashlight, I could see skin where his shirt had pulled up out of the back
of his pants.
I put an arm around Tara and squeezed. “It’s okay.
Qn the 11eXt l<I10Cl<, I Walked over to theidoor, opened it, and as’ calmly as if
I were complimenting him on the shine in his hat buckle, said, I-Ies still
working.”

Without out deet5tePs> the head of the than was about even with mule‘
The headlights Wete too htight to make out his faee’ hut I eould tell heid unhole
stered his pistol and was holding it next to his leg pointed into the mud. The
men by the cars had their rifles drawn, butts against their belts, and muzzles
pointed in the air.

Comes Olaf’

Dad was munching on a hamburger when he came home, vacuuming the
remains of a strawberry shake off the bottom of the cup, reeking of cigarette
smoke and beer. “It’s fucking dark in here.”
We’d shined the flashlight against a piece of aluminum foil, Tara’s idea, but
it didn=t do much good It was Stiii fucking dark in theta
“We found a clean sheet for your bed, Daddy,” I said.
“Fucking ood)»
Tara had backed over to her bunk and that’s where she sat, with her arms

across hm Chest

in that I told you so

pOse_

I kngw it was my Ob to pry a

compliment out of him on the job we’d done with the trailer. “W/e’ve got
dinner ” I said.
“pm tiiad of this shittin’ rivet”
“ifs gone how Daddy]
He was humping into things, Chasing as ha feh his Way toward the
cuPboard with the Jim Beam. “Smells like someone Pissed in here.”
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Mom.

I

“Hes hete> ahighh” Someone Yeheth “The hood’? eoh Warm‘),
Ahothet ohe Said» “Show het the Warrant’ Buzz‘,
“Step aSide> Young lad)‘ We’te eomihg ih-”
I htashit goihg to move and I ‘hone’ hut one of the guys f_mm_the Second
row picked me up by the armpits and carried me into the trailer like I was a
Zombie‘
That’s when Dad started for us with a frying pan. “Let go of her, asshole!
Pout OF ve more guys with guns squeezed through the door, pushing me
and whomever was holding me against the refrigerator. They had flashlights,

powerful oheS> hot the Cub Seeht kind the guy at the hood Matt seleh and the)’
framed them on Dad’s face as he started flailing with the pan. Someone tackled
hhh and knocked him to the floor. The trailer was shaking as they growled like
hogs and the pan clattered against the radio alarm next to Dad’s bed. Two more
lhIhPed him, then another, and they pinned his limbs against the freshly hosed
1
.
.
molehm llke a butterfly. Dad wrenched his neck one way, then the Other-
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“Help me, Lizzie, god dammit!”
I pulled loose and dove into the pile, squirming my way between the
policemen and Dad, stretching myself out as large as I could to cover Dad’s
stomach with my back. “Leave him alone.”
I kicked them as they tried to peel me off. One of Dad’s arms broke free
and he wrapped it around me, pressing so hard it forced the air out of my chest.
Someone swung at Dad’s head with the butt of a gun and I felt the spray against
my face as it connected. Then he swung again and again until Dad’s arm went
soft and they lifted me up parallel to the floor while I kicked and screamed until
I ran out of strength too.
V/hen they stood me up, I could feel the arms of a woman around me, her
breasts against the back of my head, and I twisted around to see that she was
wearing a uniform. Another woman in uniform was holding Tara over by the
bunkbed, and Tara’s face was wet and rubbery. No vampire.
They held a club across the side of Dad’s neck and pressed his face against
the floor while they clamped his wrists into cuffs behind his back and shackled
his ankles. There was a stream of blood coming out his forehead and sweat
darkened his shirt like a vest. Even in irons, he was still the stron est man in the
g
house. It had taken a platoon to reduce him to a whimper.
Dad rode in the lead car, which ashed its blue light as we drove past the Shell
Food Mart. There were four more cars between Dad and us, in the ladies car.
Tara was still wee P in g when we reached the freewa and I wanted to think
Y
of something to brighten her up. I thought of the dwarf bunnies we had in
Moses Lake that shit all over our bedroom, and slept with us at night under the
covers until hers was slaughtered by the neighbor’s dog in the backyard. I
thought of the time she’d gotten a standing ovation at Parents Night for reciting
Winnie the Pooh, and neither of our parents had showed up to hear it. Tara had
a beautiful voice, and when she was playing the part of someone make believe
she was riveting.

The Weman lieutenant Said We had to go downtown, which meant Seattle,
which was fine, because that meant we’d be able to see Dad. I knew Tara would
die when they told her what had happened, so I tried to prepare her.
cc

Tara.

>>

She wiped her cheeks against the sleeves

of her shirt and looked over at me

with a softness I couldn’t remember since we were little and wore the same
matching dresses to school.
“You know that was Mom we found.”
She nodded her head and the tears erupted again.

When Tara and I were ten and Dad worked swing shift at the sugar plant in
Moses Lake, Mom used to drop us off at day care at night. Maybe it wasn’t a
daycare, but I remembered a room full of toys and a TV and other kids whose
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patents Worked at the sugar plant. There were cots, but the proprietor didn’t
eat-e if we watched TV as long as we stayed on the cots. Tara and I pushed our
eets next to each other and sometimes just talked about things. Neither of us
felt neglected. Adults had commitments. We knew that. And besides, we had
each Othen

r

“You; dad’5 not the only one who has to work,” Mom told us.
I thought.
“Delft tell him about the daycare though,” she said. “I want to surprise him
for Christmas with some extra money.’
Sometimes when she picked us up her hair would be all mussed and she’d
be in a big hurry to get home before Dad did. She’d give us a candy bar or a
quartet-_ “R¢1'ncf1‘1l)61‘ our little secret.”
Qne night she missed and Dad was straddling a kitchen chair in his skivvies
when we came in.
“Where the hell you been?’ he said. His voice was cocked like any second
he was going to squeeze the trigger. Both of them had been drinking.
Mom ushered us past the doorway and towards our bedroom so he
Quldn’t
notice us. “WhY do You care?’ she said.
W
“It’s a school night.”
We had our own room then, and I closed the door, but I could still hear
them. Tara plugged her ears when they fought.
“We went to a show. Can’t I take them to a show?”
“Show, fuck. You’ve been prowling again, Della.”
“Don’t start that. I can do whatever I please with my free time.” I waited for
her to say something about her work, to surprise him with an early Christmas
present. Those were the days when I was still wrong about Mom.
Sometimes there would be slapping and knocking around and Mom would
full Out and not come back until morning. When she was low on money,
Mom’d skip the daycare and take us with her and we’d wait for her in the car.
She showed me how to turn the ignition key
on and run the heater without the
motor going.
“I wish she’d just leave us home,” I told Tara.
“ We’re
too little to stay home alone.”
Tamis faith in Our I110Ih¢f always amald H16, 68P¢Ci&ll}' 8&6 What
happened one summer when we were still in Moses Lake.
Mom took us to a
neighborhood where
everyone had double garages and automatic sprinklers and
rock formations in their
yards with flowers and exotic plants.
“I WOn’t be but a few minutes,” she told us. Mom could look so pretty
ghffg she dressed up and darkened her eyelashes with mascara.
“Whatever you
() , ont
’
get out of [113 (jar and stay down so nobody $365 you, »
Tara Was stupid enough to listen to her. I got out and sat in the shade of the
Car Whc sh‘? Couldnit see me» Carving Pi¢Ce5 of a5Ph31'3 out
of th¢ Strait with
WhQ,S arguing,
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my jackknife. When Mom came back, Tara was passed out in the front seat.
The car was as hot as an oven, and we had to take Tara to the emergency room,
where I heard the nurses say she was suffering from heat exhaustion and
dehydration. “Your car’s a metal box, Mrs. Taylor. It’s a good thing you found
her when you did.” They acted like Mom was some kind of heroine. It became

“He was just rubbing my neck, Ricky.”
“I)on’t you know the girls are sleeping ten feet from you? What’s the matter
with you?’ I could tell he was trying to keep his voice down.
“Qh, Ricky.”

“If they W¢r¢n’t your Children I’d have ldeked your ass out with him.’

anoth one of our little s€CretS'
W“ left Moses Lake in a hurry after Dad Said heid been laid Off at the Sugar
plant, but I knew it had something to do with Mom being
arrested. She was
gone for a month and Dad said she was visiting her sister in Omaha. I knew she

I stopped looking when he grabbed her, afraid that he might throw her
against the side of the trailer. It was the same kind of ght they’d had before she

Went to Omaha
I Could fed the air in the trailer soften when he let go of her,
Next morning on the way to the bus I tried to cheek it out with Tara.

had a sister in Omaha, but they detested each other and there was no way I
thought they could live in the same house together for a month. They’d scratch
each other’s eyes out and go blind. Once on the phone I’d heard Mom call
her
sister a “spoiled cunt” and slam the receiver down, still muttering “cunt” to
herself.
That’s when we bought the trailer, an old Airstream, from one of the guys
at the sugar plant. Dad didn’t have a job but his cousin Leon had a couple of
lines in the re for him in Seattle. “The economy’s hotter than snot over there,”

Dad reid u5- “The rraiieris gonna he re1hP°r3r}’-”
Things were pretty good between Mom and Dad on the way to Seattle.
They made love every night after they thought Tara and I were asleep, but it
was hard to keep secrets in a twenty-foot trailer. When we found the spot
out
by the river, I-e011 Starred Coming 0Ver- He iived in i$$3qU9»h and Worked at
Paeear, milking rrL1Ci<S- Le0I1 had rhiek neek and 8 head that
W85 F00 Smii fer
his body. He’d come over and have dinner and he and Dad played gin rummy
for money and Mom drank along with them, at rst cheering for Dad, then for
Leon. Dad tacked a blanket to the ceiling to divide our bunks from the rest of
the trailer, so we could sleep or study the nights they played cards. Then Dad
went swing shift at the Port and Leon kept coming, still eating dinner, drinking,
playing cards. But it was just him and Mom.
“Do you think Dad knows he comes over?’ I asked Tara.
“They’re cousins. Who cares?”
“Open your eyes.”
One night there was a walkout on the docks and Dad came home early.
Mom had her blouse unbuttoned, which wasn’t totally surprising because she
did that right along when she was hot. Her and Leon were necking on the bed.
I heard Dad’s pickup and could have yelled something to warn them, but I
didn’t like Leon that much anyway. Besides that would have been cheating Dad.
They didn’t hear him until the door opened. I saw the whole thing from
through the gap where the blanket hung crooked against the side of the trailer.
I didn’t know who Dad was yelling at until I saw him kick Leon in the
bunghole, then the balls, rolling him over and over until he’d stuffed him out
the door the way he’d done with that badger.

was

That

“He wouldn’t have come around unless he was invited.”
“\X/hafs that supposed to mean?”
“You know What I mean,”
“But Why does he have to hurt her?”
I didn’t like that part either. Dad was too strong for his own good.

Mom had gured out that the trailer was a bad place to rendezvous. We
didrft need dayeare anymore, so she’d x us something for dinner and just

go

out at night. It was the same routine as Moses Lake except she didn’t have a car.
But she had no trouble getting rides. Mom made friends. Every night a different
rig would pull into our driveway. American cars, Japanese. She wasn’t fussy
about the brand, ()ne night She rode home on the back of a motorcycle,

=1
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part of the day we had privacy.
“W/6 Won} h¢ seeing Leon for a while,” I said,
“Good riddaneef’
Om...

There’d be a little murmuring out front and then she’d burst in the door twenty,
thirty minutes ahead of Dad and go straight to the bathroom to wash the
makeup off and slip into her robe and doeskin slippers.

I

Each night the cars got closer to the trailer and the murmurs got longer and
the time that lapsed between Mom’s opening the
door and Dad’s became
shorter and shorter. Then one night
her companion drove so close I could make
Out the song on his radio. They came up
to the door together.
He must have tickled her because she laughed. “No, you can’t come in.”
“I just have to take a leak.”

“Hurry then.’
The man left the bathroom door open while he peed and I imagined his
Pee Splashing onto the linoleum. Then he ushed,
snapped off the light, and
mioihed Mom in the kitchen. He must have been heavy because I could
feel his
SteP$ hellding the trailer inward.
Then it was quiet. No words, just moans. They went down on the
oor
an_d the fable legs scraped. There was enough
light that I could have seen everything» hut I didn’t want to look. I didn’t have to. I knew what was going on.
I
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feared it.

They shaved Dad’s head so that his whiskers were as long as the hair on top
fd never seen that part of him naked and couldn’t help staring at the bone
structure when he hung his head down. Even through the plexiglass, I could
smell him and it took me right back to our trailer.
“What are your friends at school saying?’ he asked.
“Nothing. lust stupid stuff.”

-

Dad must have left his car out by the road because I didn’t hear anything
until the door ew open and the light went on. All he said was, “Shit!’ It was
more resignation than anger, not the voice of a murderer.
I peeked out of the gap in the blanket. The man was zipping up his pants.
Dad didn’t touch him. Instead, he dragged Mom out the door by the hair. And
that was the last time I ever saw her.

“You can ehange sehoolsf’

Tara had the chance to stay for the trial, but she refused, opting instead to
go to Momis Sister in Omaha“ I thought it was an Odd Choice‘ Shéd be stuck
once more with someone skeptical of Mom’s innocence. I called and begged her
to come back.

“HOW

C811

YOU Stand I30 ¢V¢I1 bf:

“What about what

She

nfiaf him?’ $h¢ $aI(I-

did?’

“TIKTY donit equate-”

“I d011,! think I16 did It-”
“Ymlire CTQZY-,
I missed Tara something terrible, but she wouldn’t relent. It was like she’d
stuffed me into a locker and left me there.
But at the moment, nobody on earth needed me more than Dad did. He
stopped eating. He tried to kill himself with Lysol.
I stayed at Nadine’s, who made the whole thing so cut and dried. “Some
people just don’t belong together,” she said. “It’s nothing you could have
stopped.”
They assigned a social worker to me, an older lady who had to do one
porch step at a time when she came over to Nadine’s and even then she was still
puffing when she sat down in the living room.
“How’s your sleep? Are you sleeping all right, sweetheart?”
I

“Sleep’5

nef’

“What about your eating? Are you eating all right?”
“Sure.”
“We can find you a new home, you know.”
“It won’t be necessary,” I told her.
Nadine wouldn’t give me a ride down to the King County jail, so I hitchhiked. I Wasn’t fussy about the brand as long as they were heading to Seattle.
Qnce a guy in a station wagon with a gold chain around his neck and samples
of wallpaper scattered all over the back put his hand on my leg. “I’ve got a
daughter about your age,” he said.
“I’ve got gonorrhea,” I told him.
He laughed and raked his ngers through my hair.
The rst time we stopped at a light, I rolled out the door and ran to a
phone booth. He took off before the light turned green.
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“What for? I’m not going anywhere.”
His lips Seemed eshy, almost jnioy, and I wondered if the Lysol had eaten
away the rst layer. He kept biting them, taking the lower lip into his mouth
and jetting it slide out from tinder his teeth like a piece of gtiStle_ “I don’t think
it’s good for you to come down here.”
“What am I supposed to do, watch soap operas at Nadine’s?”
“Yon know what I mean.”
The only thing disgusting about the jail was seeing him so down. He’d
always been unsinkable, even when Mom was arrested in Moses Lake. “Tara
said to say ‘hi.’” I lied.
His eyes watered and he wiped it away with the sleeve of his overalls,
“Fnek,” I heard him mumble.
“Quit it, You’te acting like the}/te not going to let yon ont_”
He looked up at me like I hadn’t been listening and his forehead made a big
white spot against the glass.
“Jesus, Daddy, look at all the things she did. She was a cheat.”
“Don’t say that.”
“I’m not stupid.”
“She wasn’t a bad person.”
“You sound like Tara.”
He shook his head. “Lizzie, listen. You’ve got to let go. I’m sinking. Hold
on to what’s still floating.”
“Like what? Mom?”
“Stop it. Give me your hand.” He opened his palm and pressed it against
the glass next to the speaking hole. “Come on.”
I Put my left hand against his right, so that our fingers lined up.
“My lawyer says I should plead guilty.”
I Was trying to think of things that would keep me from crying, like the
W3)’ I16 used to lie on the floor and lift Tara and me in the air, one of us on each
IPOI, and he’d tell us to fly, and we’d let go of his shins and spread our arms out
-

~

Ill“ agles.

“I58 gonna be just you and Tara. Whatever happens to me, you and Tara

haw to $IiCl< together.”
Haw Could I tell him that we’d already lost Tara? “Don’t plead guilty, Dad.
ease.
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“I want you to remember something about your mother.” His mouth was
“When you and Tara were
born and they wiped you off with washcloths, your mother said, “Honey, look
at their birthmarks. That’s where God kissed them.’”
close to the speaker hole and he was whispering.

When the jury led out for the last time, the officers cuffed Dad up again.
This time, they also put shackles on his legs.
Nadine and the social worker tried to hold me back, but I ran to him the
tried to drag
Way I had in the trailer that night and grabbed onto his cuffs and
Why does
gone!
“She’s
I
yelled.
bastards,”
“You
me.
with
floor
him down on the

They let me sit in the front row during the trial. Nadine was on one side
and the social worker on the other. The trial took two days and each day they
led Dad into the courtroom in handcuffs, sat him at the table next to his
attorney, then took off the cuffs before the jury came in. There were two
sheriff ’s officers, one who sat across the aisle from me and the other one next to
the exit door. They must have read the police report, telling how it took five of
them to hold him down on the floor of the trailer, and that was before all the
detectives, and lab technicians, and the medical examiner had explained what
they’d found in that shallow grave out behind the trailer.
Dad’s attorney was younger than Dad, with a ponytail tied by a red rubberband behind his neck. He put Leon on the stand and made him talk about the
card games they played in the trailer. I almost spit when he said he had a “Crush”
on Mom, but he denied having intercourse. He was looking right at me when he
said, “Honest, I never had sex with her.” Nadine reached over and pulled my head
against her to cover my ears when he said that, and then again when he said,
“Sometimes I think that woman was just starved for a little affection.” Dad’s
attorney didn’t believe him anymore than I did and asked him about other
Women he’d slept with, but the prosecutor objected and the judge said, “I don’t
think this witness is the one on trial here.” I didn’t like the judge either. The jury,
everyone in the room, eyed Dad, Nobody looked him straight in the faee_ They

it matter?”
I Wrapped one arm around the loop made by the handcuffs and hOOked the
other one around the leg of the attorney’s tahle- 50II1e0he grabbed me by the
waist and pulled, and the table shuddered as it Came With us-

eyed him, and I wanted to ask them where they got off being so high and mighty.
I told Dad’s attorney at the break how Leon and the guy who eame into the

She had e0I1eeI1ttati0I1- She did-nit take dead end-s~

trailer to use our bathroom that night were lying and how that was only the half of
it. I used Dad’s words. “She’s been prowling around at night since Moses Lake.”
“I don’t want Lizzie on the stand,” Dad said. The veins bulged out in his
neck the way they had the night we came home and he was sitting in the
kitchen in his skivvies and Mom told him we’d been at the show. “I don’t Want
her testifying against her Own motherj’

Show I Wdsnit hoIdIng 3 gt ndgeShe Wfete haele “That Was sWeet-

The attorney shook his head. “You could stand some good news here,
Ricky.

a>

“Ti-En Cop

a p1¢a

and legs go home)

temper. That part of what Leon had said was true. But I’d never
seen him so calm. It was like he’d suffered some kind of conversion. He was
Christ carrying his cross. Everyone spat and jeered and he just put the thing
back on his shoulder and humped it on up to the top of the hill, where the jury
nally lanced his ribs and let the last bit of hope flow onto the hardwood in

Dad had

a

that courtroom.
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“Lizzie, it’s okay. Go to Tara-ii
Thete was hardly anyone in the courtroom when they escorted him out. It
was like this wasn’t even news in the W0rlCl Outside Of CatHati0I1- N0 One
snapped his picture. No one asked him hOW he felt- BY this time l"ieXt Weel<> I
thought, nobody in that courthouse would even remember his name.

I stayed with Nadine the rest of that year and finished school. For a while, I
carried a steak knife from the set Nadine kept in a wooden rack in the drawer
under the everyday silverware. I wasn’t going to stab anybody, just flash the
blade if I had to. But instead of teasing me, or saying something insulting, kids
seemed scared

of me.

Tara didn’t bother to answer the first several letters and I gured that was a
hopeful sign. Maybe she’d fallen in with a good crowd at school and didn’t have
time to answer. Maybe they’d discovered her talent for acting and made her the
lead in Our You/n. Maybe she was playing first base on the softball team. Ur
composing a sonata, or writing a book. There wasn’t anything Tara couldn’t do.

I told her what Mom had said about our birthmarks, thinking that would

l Was alWa}'s jeal0L1s heeallse mine Was Oh

the heek and Yours W35 Whete nohody eotdd see the
I WIote> “I didnit need one on my neeh- It was had enough IhY head was
Serewed on haekwatds-” I didnit teaIIY heheve that’ hut I Wasnit going to take
any chances not getting Tara back. Self respect was the one thing that was mine

and’ thetetote> something
[0

I hgdted I eotdd give away to mY 5I5tet III Wanted

The next Christmas she surprised me and came out to Carnation. It was
her Idea to Walk Tolt Hill Road. The trailer was gone, but the Grangers’ cows
were Still thete and theY stated hIdnIdY hke the)’ dtdnit Ieeognize heThe ttailef Was g0I1e and the Wires that used t0 COI1heet With the trailer
werecoiled high nP on the Pole neat the etoss PIeee- htonn the Innd I eodld teh
the river had already been up once for the season, but it hadn’t washed things
dean the WaY Tara always said

it was sl1PPOsed to.
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Andrea Adolph

Steve Wilson

CONSIDER THE OPENING

MQuTH’D SONNET

r

Rosmarie \%ldr0p

Place the keyhole nowhere near

the breastbone, slip the key in
closer to the rickety hip.

Make

W¢’r¢ amused

indiscriminate
breaking over the teeth
then
off
again
catechism shrug it
t/1ere’ll be /tell to pay curtains for you
you too have a bone needs picking
packing laced up and waiting
where Anatolian Cafe jazz seeps through
downtown say it with me t/ae Cafe
at dawn dumbed down doesnt matter
we almost made it /J0me rounding third
say it as if some one thing makes sense
t/)at’ll be the day eate eata cl)/smic
and dropped ’er on ’er /read what’ll

it gold.

Carve the door out small
and arched across, above
the thigh but lower, slightly
baCk

fmm tfoubl

with certain syllables

ii

Fit the door with two
whittled birds straight off
the sixth card which never
turns up, never

we

think of next?

this?

this?

nds its way from the depths
of the deck, never
indicates the need for an entrance
(there is never a knock), never
manifests at the center, the top
of the marble gray shaft hollow,
slick with emptiness, leading
down the spine to a high-windowed
warehouse, light, clean,
mechanism clicking
against disuse, the lock
having seized up years ago.
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idam laylor

THE LOST WORLD

I cannot say what I need to say! No one speaks
the name of the tree near the Ventura mission
that lopes and lurches like a drunken dragon
when the wind blows, revealing a sinewed belly
of branches; or the name for when you see the tree
from your car and lower the radio
as if you could hear it better, wishing you could
stand still in the street as the car continued
without you into town, obeying each empty light.

and you start laughing and you do not speak
the thought, because it is everywhere like breath,
like protons, and you know lightning has struck you both,
but also everything——the room, the world. And it is
another thing entirely when you are with your dad
sitting on a mildewed Wicker couch in a dark room,
and he is dying, and for a moment you both glow
mmembering your talks in the woods at night—a flash
of divine mercy, another name no one speaks.

I don’t know the words for the sundry wildflowers
that orgasm in this vacant lot, though they have coaxed
my secrets with their yellow ngers, their violet mouths.
No one speaks the names of the four-petaled blue compass
or the golden clarinet that turns a man
into a honeybee, and few know. Though any child
will tell you the name of the blinking towers on the hill
or two roads crossing, no one knows
the word for crying and laughing at the same time,

I
'\

or the verb for two people thinking the same
thought in the same moment—and variations when
it happens with your lover on a cross-country trip
and you thought she was asleep; another name
when it happens in bed as she dips her chest
into the mirror-water of your face; another word
when you stand together in the kitchen,
slicing carrots and peppers and turn toward each other
in the same instant, and nearly knife each other,
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Christine Hume
ECI-IOLOCATION

They are birds, he said, giant moth-eating birds
face is a theory
After he wire-hung antelope heads in his oak
words don’t give us faces
She draws a speculation of ancient ruminant musculature
show me the face ofhere
Upstairs her brother practices violin
a zce unresponsive isn’t a face
The soundlings in delay stray and circle
anything that} scary is a zce
Ice-smitten, skin-suspicious, horn-sobered
is a tce a lip an eyehrow
Antelope heads rack and fray her winded sight
where a face zces it sees
This time her brother makes it through to the part he must pluck
touch or writing completes a ice
She could track her way back by bird racket, telephone line
faces need to he used hecause they’re unnished
Her mind takes the shape of three ornaments turning on a tree
a hlindzce is a face
Where her face is docent to cages of bent spotlights
can a face say without a mind
Then the strings run again from the top
hurn dissolves a fixedface
The tree is not a mistake is wingfuls of false eyes
fonathan Santloer

UNTITLED 1998 (Basquiat)
II ,5’/4x 1] 3/4 inches
Pencil on Paper

Christine Hume
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Prageeta Sharma

A

FREE STONE

Q.

SUBURBAN ADDRESS

3

For Q-

“] have never

Our night of high schools and murdered girls
Of brother bell
Of Dope valley
Banana seat you ride near me
Close to window panes overlooking graveyards
Oh graveyard
Oh highway of Ferrari
Oh sunken bottles and text
On highway
On bourbon and dark path
And woods smell of rape
And have you lost our minds
In reports and testimony of others
In rubies on the concourse of scantiness
We chill and are easy
adult videos
We mock the adult money
We are past basketball hoop dunks
I administer to light
Isolated
I have separately to the young street men
Many drunken paths many sliced tired
Many ink stains on the pockets of boys
Off the parochial bent
.
new thankless chearleaders
new cars
Since then
A wanted thicket behind the haircutting salon
A wanton athlete behind the haircutting salon
ll h
G
Aiiil weydblszeilid to Sflli: Fiaiiliigiifzim Common
.
It is like a prairie you say this afternoon while we were eating breakfast
while there were three women
While there were three children
an address of a shirttail
off
distancing
sectioned
street
A wingspan
graveyard
Oh
Twice my memory
suburban frame we form several different
This Framingham
.
.
suburban to claim settlements however ridiculous
Complicated girls
.

.

clearly given to you
;/ye associations

you have for me, you
wit/1 such a'i1/idea’ prescence my dream
does no t s/vow
you. do not dream. ”——Rooert Creeley

I

I stand, poised embracing your conjecture—
your analytical self hidden within its antithesis.
A blended heart frayed with the demonic arrogance of the scientist.
Similar they are—as south is from the far east. Your machine wit——
frothy, gladdening sensibilities for radical de-centering—
to cook, to work, to smirk.
Now for proper sympathy
for a memory. The providential sun-—close to noon
twice green without any hope—
I came to a drop of bleakness!

I

5

Pragmatism regulated me.

And
to the heart of creative friendship—I crept.
h
Th
h
.
Now
'
cruise to s r .
—
at was t at past ls 1mre'
O C
I
want the elegant demeanor of,
in elderly terms, of give me your hand.

~

~

1

I

I

'

gcgjggéhitizou for (gun?-‘B
u now ear. ut ,
‘

I have
o nice e ows—-got to report to t
wrot
6 poems while you wrote software.
An HCIIUHII
da
Y, What I saw for our after-hours

e

genera

s,

_

1:: lgitrlsgei

I
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ymes—drcafittlgrgeli and counting‘
mine o_ng'term Iwttign
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of adultness,
not

a servanlt.

ysterious savant w o was not
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but you are not a hidden academic, an intellectual,
a programmer, a bank man, a broker, or an expensive terrorist
but a man in some I-Ieideggerian sense—only slightly in that sense.
I think, you must have, if I have it right,
confused the shepherd with the master.
Let stone treaties now sparkle without fruit, rhapsodize

I

Mar¢y Dermansley
STUPID LOVE

Hanging up on Glenn was something I did that summer. I didn’t want to talk
to him, He had a new girlfriend. I was glad for him. I called three, four times a
at the pool.
day. This was before *69. I carried extra dimes for the pay phone
I was life guarding at a rooftop pool in a thirty story high-rise for senior
job after college: paid to gaze
eitizens in Center City, Philadelphia. My first
laps across the shallow end of
walk
pitiful
them
I
watched
people.
blankly at old
on their backs, enormous
women
floating
the pool, looked away from the old
breasts in padded cone-shaped bathing suits pointing skyvvard. I took
complaints. Nodded my head, not listening. I don’t like old people. They block
the sidewalk and hold up lines at the supermarket. Blather about the weather
and their grandchildren. They secretly hate children; that’s been my experience,
starting with my grandmother, who used to give me half a stick of Trident when
I asked for gum.
As jobs go, it wasn’t bad, but at the same time, it didn’t inspire much condence. My college therapist was still there for me, but he was charging $60 a
pop now that I was on my own.
And Glenn. I had been counting on Glenn. I-Ie’d graduated a year earlier
and stayed at Penn for his doctorate in Classics, Ancient Greek and Latin.
Which meant to some people he was a genius, but he couldn’t figure out how to
catch the bus that stopped in front of his front door. I had to teach him how.
We went to the movies, went out to eat, and when I was feeling low, we stayed
in, cooked a pot of ratatouille, had sex. I helped him buy shoes. It was a good
friendship.

in the sound quarry——language as a transport medium.
And after I created the metaphor, and after I understood
the natural world for its natural order,
I realized how uickl we incite invention from desire
i
q
Yyou twenty times over,
For the poem invents
and it’s meant to. I am transporting you to your
parallel desires which are left unharmed
for more familiar dwellings—for more familiar girl dwellers.

***
“Actions speak louder than words.”
That’s what his new girlfriend Daphne told him. What Glenn related back
t° Inf at our favorite deli, shamefaced, unwilling to make eye contact.
YOU should watch out for women who speak in cliches,” I said, but Glenn
only shrugged his shoulders.
Wanfllpthing he could say would convince her that I wasn’t a threat. She didn’t
lm talking to me on the phone. She’d already put the stuffed aardvark I’d
F:/€g_l11m for his birthday into the closet. I didn’t know what to say. I sipped
anti 1“ Coke. Glenn took a bite of his turkey sandwich. The bread fell apart
I watched him critically as he licked the mayonnaise off his ngers.
1

I
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“You’re going to let her tell you what to do?” I said.
“I’ve never seen any one do declensions as fast as she can.” He nally
looked up from his plate, excited by the thought of it. “It’s amazing. She’s
amazing. Look at her.”
He took a picture from his wallet, a snap shot taken at a department party.
She had the long, thin, muscular arms of a dancer. For two years, I’d gone
secure in the knowledge that I was too pretty, too interesting, too good for
Glenn, and then he Went out and get 50me0Y1e taller and Pfettie
“She also doesn’t think that we should eat lunch together,” he said. “This is
it for 3 While-”
I stared at the picture. I wondered if she knew CPR.
“She wants to be the only one that eats turkey sandwiches with you,” I said.
“The only one,” Glenn said and shrugged again.
I ate my turkey sandwich slowly, neatly, as Glenn was trying to put slices of
turkey back on to crumbling bread. He’d managed to get sprouts in his hair.
”She jL1SI Came Out Ofa had felati0I1Sl"liP,” he Said. “I guess she’s a little

insecure.”
“That’s attractive in a woman.”
I was looking down at the loose flesh on my arms. It didn’t matter how
many laps I swam. I tried to pick a sprout out of Glenn’s hair but he shivered,
pulled away. “So. We’re not friends anymore.”
“No,” Glenn said. “I don’t know.” He picked up my hand, kissed the palm,
didn’t let go. “You’re not the most regular friend. In the traditional sense.”
My best friend at college had fed me a similar line. She liked to French
braid my hair, used to give me soft, giggling kisses on my neck when we said
goodnight. But she ended things, too. Gut me off completely and started out
going out Wlth some guy named Buff who Wore enormous black baskgtball
Sneakers and a red baseball Cap

***

I loved Will

Smolen’s office. The floors were a dark polished oak. The arm
chairs were a rich, dark red velvet, and I could count on gazing at his thick
purple socks when he crossed his legs. The strip of oor in front of the tall

windows was lined with plants. He always greeted me with
if he were pleased to S66 me

a

lopsided smile,

as

In college, Will Smolen, therapy, was a free service, like the gym where I
swam my laps, and valued as much as the all you can squeeze fresh orange juice
at Bryn Mawr’s Sunday brunch. But that summer, it was my own money. Each
session represented nine hours at the pool, a short dress at Urban Outtters, all
the restaurants I couldn’t afford. I kept going for that rst crooked smile, the
plush chairs, the low soothing voice. And because I was paying for this
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company, I felt entitled to keep things from him. For instance, I talked about
Y lunch with Glenn and didn’t mention the hang-up calls.
I'D
“D0 you think this is all about the new woman?” said Will Smolen.
bvlously, he didn’t think so. He wanted us to go back to Steven, a forty-eight
Old gardener I once made the mistake of telling him about.

lg”

“That old news,” I said. “It doesn’t matter. He never mattered.” I was
guilty, I hated to be guilty. I’d cheated on Glenn. I had this boyfriend and after
two years he was still stupid in love with me and I was bored out of my mind.
So I slept with the school’s head gardener a couple of times. For a month or so.
Two. Then I had to break up with the gardener when he fell in love with me. It
was a mess,

'

“Well, it could matter,” said Will Smolen.
It was none of his business. I chewed my hair. I’d resolved that Will Smolen
waslft allowed to upset me anymore and failed. I leaned back in my velvet chair.
I crossed my legs. I looked at the small orange clock on the end table. Five
minutes until the end of the session. I looked down at his exposed ankles for the
purple socks. I didn’t know if these socks were a fashion choice, a gift from his
mother, a quiet signal of gay pride. I watched Will Smolen watching me and I
removed the hair from my mouth.
“So,” I said. My legs were shaking and I put my hands on my knees, made
them stop. I thought about the hang-up calls, the steady increase each day. “You
think it’8 not possible for Glenn to be my friend anymore.”
“N0, l Clidnit say that,” Said the ever Calm Will Smolen. “Fm just wondering
if there might be some lingering old wounds.”
“That Was a year ago,” I said. “More than a year.”
We sat there in silence. I stared at the plants in the window. The African
violets seemed ready to bloom. The branches of the tallest ficus
were only
inches away from the high ceiling. I would drink
iced coffee at Capriccios. Buy
a Chocolate croissant for lunch. Try calling Glenn
again before I swam my laps.
“Hey,” Will Smolen said. “Where are you?”

***
The hang-ups.
I d nished another day at the pool. It had been a good day. I’d swam laps
ler closing, stayed until dark, looking at the Philadelphia skyline
from my
lg” Perell I Walked the two miles home. I bought a falafel from the street
Render en the corner, sat on my the front steps of my building, taking small,
aal)P}’ bites. Thinking I had life under control. And then I was alone in my
spdrtmene Wide awake» Wanting to be a5leeP> stuck on
the thought that I Ween”?
upposed to Cell Glenn enYm°reThe rst ”hello” Was happy, excited. He thought it would be Daphne,
>
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***

Which meant that she wasn’t sleeping over.
I waited a few minutes, called again.
“Hello?” he said, sounding confused, expectant.
I hung up.
And called again. Right away. He answered. I hung up.
I couldn’t sleep. I had drunk six iced coffees during the course of the day.
This was also the summer I started drinking coffee. I took a walk around the
block. And then walked it again, twelve times, before I went back in. I knew
not to Walk 919116 in Philad€lPhia at nighh but I fdt as CYQZY as the CraZY P@°PleChewing on my hair. Kicking a loose soda can around the block, making sure I
didn’t lose it. I wasn’t supposed to be hanging up on Glenn. He was supposed to
be in love with m¢> h was mY Closest friend I Called again‘
“Hello?” he said.
And then there was me breathing on one end, Glenn breathing on the
other. I heard Bob Marley from the apartment above me. I had zero tolerance
for white college kids who listen to Bob Marley, wear tie-dye, sport dread locks.
I threw a red Super Ball at the ceiling, and it came crashing down on my stereo,
bouncing on the floor, knocking over a glass of water onto a stack of papers.

On the rst of August, I called and didn’t hang up. Daphne answered the
hone When she asked who was calling, I said Carla, without shame, like I ha
P
an'ght to call, which according to any sense of fairness and seniority, I did.
“Qh ” she said.
Thais was a long, heavy momenr before Glenn game to the phone, “You
shouldlft be ealling here,” he whispered,
I tried to picture the room, Glenn at his desk, a pair of long skinny arms
around his fragile neek.

wondering if you’d want to come over for a swim after I close up the
pool,” I said. “The old people will be locked up and medicated in their
“1 was

Condos)’

~

“Carla?” he said. “Is that you?”

“**
I taught the morning exercise classes.
We did the same exercises every day. Which were the exact same exercises
these exact same senior citizens performed the summer before--except for two:
one had died in her sleep, the other had a stroke and had essentially recovered,
except for a persistent drool which so embarrassed her, she rarely left her condo.
I tried to throw in some neck rolls. All through ]uly, my neck had been stiff.
The complaints started.
“Heather never made us do these.”

.

‘

‘

“My doctor wouldn’t like this.”
“It’s time for the leg lifts, dear.”
“Isn’t the air too cold for that?”
“Let’s just try it,” I said. “Gently roll your head to the right and hold.”
I counted to three. I saw necks, loose skin, owered bathing caps held at an
angle. Heard a collective groan, saw heads go back up.
“Sorry,” I said. “My mistake. What comes next?”
“Leg lifts, sweetheart,” they said in unison. “Leg lifts.”
Leading exercises in super slow motion made me tense. After the class, I
went to the pay phone and called Glenn. His answering machine picked up, as
it always did at that time of day. I listened to the message, hung up at the beep,
went back to my green plastic chair at the edge of the pool.
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“Carla,” he Said,
“I55 gorgeous up here at night. You can see the stars. I normally do laps but
you eould just play around. You should really see this pool.”
“No,” he said. “I can’t come swimming. You can’t call anymore.”
“Qh,” I took my trusty red Super Ball and traced the shape of my foot. “It’s
been 3_l{n()3t two months.”
“You make everything so hard, Carla,” he said. I heard something bang in
the background. Then a door slam.
“Don’t you miss me?”
“I’m going on the theory out of sight, out of mind.”
“Another cliche,” I said.
It seemed all wrong. That I graduated from college and had no plans, that I
paid a man to listen to me and told him lies. This was also my summer of self
pity. When I called Glenn back later that night, I tried talking like one of my
Old ladies, high pitched and nasal. I asked for Sidney.
“You have the wrong number,” Glenn said. His voice sounded at, sad.
I called back, using the same voice, asking once again for Sidney. Wrong
numbers often happen in pairs,
“Oh, Carla,” Glenn said. “What are you doing?”
H6 Couldn’t know for sure that it was me.

***
Pd already settled at my favorite table in the corner of the new Borders
B°0k8t0re cafe when I noticed Daphne hunched over an enormous Greek text

at ‘hf? table next to mine. She was drinking mineral water.
Qnly days before, I’d passed Will Smolen on the escalators at Borders; he
was 8°iI1g up, I was going down. The event transpired in seconds, but I wasted
an entire session explaining why I loathed seeing him in public places,
why I

.
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tell you? I’m glad for him. I keep trying to tell him.”
“And stop it with the calls,” she said.
I felt my face go red.
Daphne turned back to her book and I could see that it would be a contest
shaking; I got up
to see who would leave first. My stupid legs wouldn’t stop
and lft.

couldn’t trust the free smile. The week before I’d seen my hearing impaired
dean, the one who’d recommended I take some time off after my junior year.
I knew one thing. I was going to stop going to Borders.
My options in Philadelphia were becoming more and more limited. I’d
stopped going to Capriccio’s after I slept with one of the cafe boys there. But I
was going to cash in on the opportunity to stare at Daphne. She was the kind of
woman I tend to look at. She had those skinny arms, the straight, shiny hair. A
long neck, prominent clavicles. I held my cup of coffee in front of my face,
pretending to contemplate the shape of the thick white mug. I didn’t write in
my journal, didn’t read the book I’d brought with me in case I didn’t feel like
writing in my journal. I didn’t even make eyes at the cute cafe boy with the
silver hoop earrings who’d started giving me free rells.
“Stop staring at me,” Daphne said.
She underlined a sentence in her text book with a yellow highlighter pen.
She looked calm, poring over her Greek dictionary.
“What?” I said. I looked over at the counter. My cafe boy had been looking
at me. He smiled and held up an empty coffee cup. I shook my head.
“Stop staring at me,” she repeated.
“I’m not staring,” I said.
Daphne underlined the next few lines and I understood then that she was
underlining haphazardly, at random.
“Cut the crap, Carla, she said. Ive never been in the same room with
such malicious intent directed my way.”
“Wow,” I said. “You know who I am. Did Glenn show you my picture?”
This was exciting news and I grinned. “He showed me a picture of you. At that
party? He must have shown you a picture of me. Which one did he show you?”
At the counter, an old woman shouted an order for a latte without milk.
She was one of my exercise ladies. I laughed hard, nervous, spilling coffee on
my fingers. The exercise lady saw me and waved. “There’s our lifeguard,” she
said to the cafe boy, clapping her bony hands together. “She’s a darling.” She
spoke so loud that everyone at the cafe, with the exception of Daphne, who was
)7
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my goggles, ready to
Glenn showed up at the pool while I was adjusting
He wore a
chin.
his
at
clipped
been
swim, His shoulder-length hair had
His knapsack had been
Zippered t-shirt tucked into belted khaki shorts.
had polished him up over the
replaced with a black leather satchel. Daphne
he’d picked up from me. The
a
habit
hair,
of
a
strand
on
summer. He chewed
well on tips. They thought
I’d
done
old people were still filing out, slow as ever.
Iwas coming back next summer, saving up for law school.
“She’s furious, you know.”
I didn’t know.
“The way you stared at her. I don’t know why you want to mess this up
for me.”

beautiful,” I said. I hoisted myself from the pool, sat at the
edge, my legs dangling in the water. Thats why I stared.
Glenn sat down next to me. He took off his sandals and put his feet in the
“She’s really

(C

J

still underlining, turned to look at me.
“I know you him want him back,” Daphne said. “He isn’t interested. He’s
moved on to greener pastures.”
Again, Daphne was at it with the cliches.
To most people, she might seem like the smart one. Ancient Greek, grad
school, a steady boyfriend. A fast look at my journal might reveal entire entries
detailing what I’d eaten on a particular day. But I was light years smarter than
Daphne. Anyway, malicious intent. Me. She was as boring as fumssic Park, a
sorority girl at the mall.
“You’re talking about Glenn?” I said. “The sweet, skinny guy? Stringy hair?
Big nose? You think I want him back? I was the one who dumped him. Didn’t
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water.

.

.

“You think she’s beautiful?” he said. He had that happy look, the way he
did when he described Daphne doing declensions or when he hummed while
afig Vanilla ice-cream. I remembered undressing him on the single bed in his
“HOW d0fIT1 IOOI11, C=1r€ful 110$ I0 bang against I116 b00k$h@lf hanging Ovefhad,
I116 Way he trembled when I touched him,

“I do,” I

said.

“You call every day,” he said. “Hang-up.”
I dove into the pool.
“But you never talk to me,” he called out. “You never did. Ever. You just
w¥11I¢Cl until I figured it out about that gardener. As if it were nothing. You
hurt me.”
I did a length of free style, a shaky flip turn, and then a couple of slow
aCl<—stroke, watching the sky turn from baby blue to candy pink. I swam some
félpre free style, did some languid breast stroke, and when I stopped swimming,
@1111 was still there, his feet splashing in the water.

I d0 miss you,” he said.
in the water, positioned myself between Glenn’s bony knees. He
18 chin on the top of my head. My view of the world was a blur through

leanZcit§<>d
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foggy goggles.
“I’m in love,” he said. “I’m in love with Daphne.”
I kissed him, his nose banging against the plastic frames of my goggles. I
moved my hands to his shoulders, his neck, his face, nally
resting my wet
ngers in his hair. I leaned in close, soaking his new clothes with
pool Water,
marking him with chlorine.

R0 Berk Slzidmore
HANICS PLACE

Tina, the whiner, is really my wife’s friend. She invited us over for dinner.
of those Women who since high school has been in a series of dreadful,
heart wrenching sagas with a collection of marginal, sadistic guys. After divorcing
ha last husband she ended up with the house. It’s in the same neighborhood on
the outskirts of Atlanta where jessica and I lived when we got married seven years
ago. Identical ranch houses that seem smaller than when we lived there. jessica
@115 me about Tina’s latest man as we drive, a guy with a paying job who’s
never
been in jail, so expectations are sky high. jessica is like Tina in that respect. Hope
springs eternal. We don’t park in the driveway because a fat tire black Plymouth
Charger with a rusted, piecemeal tailpipe is parked there.
“Is that Mr. Wonderful’s hot rod?” I say.
“His name is Chuck,” ]essica says in a cautionary way.
“As in, chuck wagon?”
Poised for social discourse, she ignores the comment. We disagreed
about
coming over. I’ve been in a funk lately, in no mood to put on the happy
face for
friends. Plus, there’s an awkwardness I sense with Tina. She still
does paper
work at an auto body shop and we’re doing stuff now like ying
to Thailand on
business and living in a stucco fortress in a fashionable
exurb. What man can
easily walk away from a shiny new house, sun
light ashing off brass xtures,
his wife biting her bottom lip, her eyes moist,
the place beaming with infinite
promise, as though the dusty workmen made
it for us. The dangerous convergence that one risks with house
hunting. There wasn’t anything wrong with our
old house. My parents have
lived in the same house in South Carolina all their
married lives: Roof. Plumbing. Good
enough. The new house reduces my
¢0mmute by five minutes—Hooray!—each
journey now a brisk forty-one,
assuming no smash-ups to
clot transportation arteries. Never assume. Heading
illwnternational project for
a software company requires one to be punctual. I’m
almost making six gures—don’t
get too happy, the chateau consumes most of
the Fake home—part of the newly decadent
management culture getting spa
:1lsuCl baths
to unleash problem solving skills. My boss ]erry’s
idea, not mine. We
°_ SPCHCI time listening
to consultants talk about whether it’s better to wear
C
.
.
.
.
.
,
hmos Of Dockers as appropriate
business casual dress. The sick thing
is Ive
started listening.
5h¢’5 one

I gr Out of the car and realize I’m overdressed:
expensive tassel loafers,
lifgssed slacks
and a black silk jacket that jessica bought for me cheap
in
ailand. An

outt more suited to sipping single malt scotch libations,
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mingling with folks still sporting their Qlympic Volunteer outts at ]erry’s golf
course castle in his gated community. Commoners still have access to our new
neighborhood. The jacket is sharp I’ll grant you, but I’d feel more at home
onstage in Vegas. W/hen I put it on Iessica purred and said I was the handsomesr

“Not even the good Lord above could x that bastard right now.” He
for a denim shirt hung over a chair and starts buttoning it from the
monq up. Chuck reminds me of the guys I worked with the summer during
College when I poured tar with a'road crew—indestructibly tough, but with a
orednm and brooding resentment that makes them hard to read. I’m from the
b
South Carolina piedmont. I haven’t always been Mr. Cosmopolitan.
Tina appears in the doorway with her hands on her hips. “Can I finally use
the Sink now?” Implying it’s all Chuck’s fault.
He glares at her, arms crossed and doesn’t move a muscle. “I keep telling
you. I’ve got to have the right tool,” he says through his teeth.
“Well, could you do that then?”
“I could call my brother.”
“Then please do that.” She turns and walks away.
Chuck looks at me for a reaction. I take a long sip on the beer, the
aluminum aftertaste smarting in the back of my throat and then grin at Chuck.
He shakes his head. “That woman’s on my very last nerve.” He puts down his
beer, picks up the receiver to the wall-mounted phone and dials. “Hank, it’s me.
aches

guy in the world. Imagine her heartbreak if I had demurred.
Tina opens the door with puffy, bloodshot eyes and greets us with a voice
strained from trauma, a bashful smile. She puts her hands together next to her
heart—our presence a blessing——and gives us both hugs.
“There’s a delay making dinner,” she says softly, “because of a problem with
running water in the sink.” She brushes back her curly bangs and puts a hand
On her f0f¢l19I1ClA booming male voice contorted by echo comes from the kitchen. “Can’t
believe you don’t have a proper wrench in this house. But that’s typical.” The
tink tink of metal against pipe. Sounds like he’s under the sink. “This fucker
couldn’t open a jelly jar.”
“Chuck, they just walked in the door,” she yells over her shoulder. “Come
out here.”
Jessica whispers to Tina—are you all right? Tina shakes her head and tells
how water leaked all over the kitchen oor. They walk together over to the
couch and sit down. They met in high school and have ideas about baby sitting
each others kids one day. We did things with Tina and her former husband. He
sold cars and seemed like a decent guy; then he got another woman pregnant

a pipe wrench? Good. I’ll be over.”
Chuck and I walk into the living room. ]essica is patting Tina on the knee
in a consoling way——their collective dream dashed once again. They nish
whispering something between themselves and look at us. Chuck says he’s going
to Hank’s to pick up the wrench. He tucks in his shirt, fishing his hand around
the front of his jeans.
“That’s ne. We’ve got all the time in the world,” ]essica says, excessively
)
Cheerful. She looks at me. “Maybe you could go over there with Chuck?’

Got

within a year.
In the kitchen, Chuek is benr nver looking inrn rhe refrigerarnn He’5
wearing jeans, no shirt. Thick, tanned neck and back. “Never a goddamn thing
in here,” he says with a low voice. He pushes aside some cartons and reaches
toward the back, then snaps his head around quickly at me. “Want one?”
“Qne what?”
He pulls out a can of beer and holds it toward me, still halpinside the

0

»

‘
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“Sure.”
He tosses one to me, pops the top on his can and closes the door. He points
to the open area under the sink, a toolbox on the floor. “Leaky u-pipe. I took
out the old one. Can’t put in the replacement with these shit for tools.”
I nod as I take in the predicament. “I’m Bill.” I offer a handshake.
“Oh, hey, sorry.” He wipes his hand on the thigh of his jeans and shakes my
hand. “Nice to meet you, Bill.” Twangy, monotone voice, like he’s never pleased
to meet anybody. The guy smells like pit odor and cigarettes. Dark hair slicked
back behind his ears and remote, determined eyes, like the kind you see in civil
war daguerreotypes.
“Could I help you with that job?” I ask. An insincere offer given my outt.
I feel like a preppie homeowner supervising a contractor.
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Our I?lXi driver, a man Who may or may not have known English, dropped
Jessica and myself on the wrong side of Bangkok. It took us hours to realize

this. In a three piece wool suit, ready to press the flesh at our hotel with
chain
Smoking dignitaries from a multinational conglomerate, I stood next to the
jumble of our luggage in a swath of sunlight that seemed to have been focused
lhlnngn 3 giant magnifying glass. Motor scooters buzzed around me, one

knocking Over a garment nag- l waved my alnaa llylng to attlaet annlnel taillSandal ‘Waring people smiled shyly at me as I chanted our hotel name. Royal
Phllket? Royal Phuket! ]essica, in a sun dress, ran back and forth across

the
Stre’ tollcnlng Wale5> naggllng Wlln Venelols llslng slgn language» enlldlen

runnlng about her She returned With a Strange purplish fruit. This should be
fehclousl A elevlllsn fellow Wltn an eYe Palen was lnnlnng ever our el'~l5tY
“ggage. An old woman dumped a plateful of entrails onto the street. I thought,
What is the likelihood the chain smokers will sign on the dotted line after I
£10” "P hours late? Will they even stick around? I swung my jacket at a passing
onlfir- Relax, ]ess1casa1d
'
' . Look around . Its
’ beautifu
'
l here.
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The sun is going down. We take Chuck’s wheels. I walk around the front
of
the Charger, noticing a license plate——Trust The Lord, faded
doves flapping
around the letters—and get into the passenger seat.
“I didn’t have to offer to fix her sink,” Chuck says, fuming. “I should tell
her to call a plumber.”
“Now you’re stuck with it.”
He turns over the engine and backs down the drive. The big lumbering
V-8
chugs steadily with a round, even sound. It’s in good shape.
He pulls down the
gear shift into Drive. “I don’t even know why I’m dating her.
Shit, she acts like
I’m her husband. If I was smart I’d be dating her sister. Have you seen
Christie?“
“I met her once.” She came to our old house one night with Tina. Long
red
hair and a massive chest, tan legs. The car salesman got drunk once
and made a
pass at Christie, who reported the infraction to Tina.
Chuck whistles. “She could be a damn swimsuit model. She’d be awfully
hard to turn away, know what I mean?” I’m not going to say anything
that
could be taken as agreeing that I have the hots for Christie, or would
under the

At a stoplight Chuck reaches under his seat and pulls out a cassette, flicks
it in the stereo. From the cover I can tell it’s Lynyrd
Skynyrdk Gold €§“P/atz'num—their greatest hits. My brother Ralph, older by
aside the plastic and pops

three years, had a poster of the band: monster belt buckles, beards, bell bottom
gang, baek up singers. He was infatuated with them and the Allman

L.

I

21

right Cif¢l1m$t3nC¢$Chuck says: “She could eat Ritz with runny peanut butter and I wouldn’t
kick her off my Serta.”
It takes me a second to realize it’s a variation of not kicking someone out of
bed for eating crackers. I laugh. He laughs too—deep and rapid,
like a buzzer
being sounded over and over. The tops of his teeth are mustard colored.
He turns onto a four lane road and guns the engine. It lets out a full
growl:
the hearty sound of fuel and air combustion that affirms cars are
machines. It
reminds me of the guzzler cars my Dad used to work on. ]essica and
I have late
model Japanese sedans; four cylinder jobs that give a faint hum only
if pushed.
At stops they are ghost-like—you wonder if they’ve cut off. Now ]essica’s got her
eye on a four wheel drive suburban assault vehicle. How
do we get to and from
the malls Without One;
“What do you do for a living, Bill?” Chuck glances out of the corner of his
eye at ma

i

e

“I work for a software company.” ]unior Vice President for Marketing, but
I’m not going to rub it in. “And you?”
“I got a business laying tile.”
“Just you?”

“These days I got an assistant. His name’s ]esus, spelled with a ‘],’ but
pronounced with an ‘H.’ He beats me to the job site every morning.”
“He sounds perfect.”
“He takes every dime he makes and mails it back to Costa Rica,” Chuck
props his left arm on his door and the wind ruffles his sleeve. “You
don’t find
many like him anymore.”
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Brothers.
ha] h and his friends hit Greenville every weekend in a Mustang Fastback that
Ralgh put together, Skynyrd blasting. The music comes on in the middle of
‘Down South Jukin’ during the crashing honky tonk guitar solo, the three lead
guitars pieking furiously. It seems quaint to hear them now. It’s an old tape,
the
music patchy and uneven. Chuck bobs his head to the beat.
A scratching noise comes from the back seat, a frantic rustling, and a putrid
ell tweaks my nostrils. There’s a wooden box on the back seat, with thin slits
Zréltwegn the vertical posts. A dark form moves behind
them. The b0X has
in ed lid on to and a clasp.
h g“\X/hat’s in the box?”
“A rat. Did you know rats can eat through cardboard, even plywood? The
box is pressure treated wood. They still gnaw around inside there.”
He smiles
and shakes his head. Will rats never cease to amaze?
“Is that your pet?”
“No, Albert is my pet. He’s a Burmese python. That rat’s gonna be supper.”
“How big is the snake?”
“Probably near seven feet now. The more you feed them the bigger they
get.
NowI keep Albert in a phone booth turned sideways,” he takes his hands off the
wheel and illustrates an object being turned sideways. “I can’t
hardly take him
out any more because they get ornery when they’re big. The last
time he was out
he wrapped around my second wife’s leg. Took me an
hour to get him off.”
“You’re kidding me.”
“No, sir.”
I get the feeling Chuck is telling me the truth. He’s the kind of guy who
‘tells a story with a boring end or an
exciting end because that’s what happened,
°Y ifheis mad at you he looks you in the eye and
tells you you’re a son of a
bitch. There’s something refreshing
about Chuck.
My boss at the software company, the CEO, ]erry—he insists that
everyone
Fall him ]ere—is from San Diego. Most of the guys
in software development are
Jokers from the west coast
too. ]erry wears sweaters, like he’s Bill Gates and says
things like “tell accounting to cool out.”
He praises employees as he fires them.
Aemafd they ask around, panicked about whether they’ve been promoted
or
termin“t€d- lerry is always looking for the competitive edge (He’s gone through
“aram and jujitsu phases and can yell like a bad mamma jamma
but otherwise is
Ele';¢CtiVe. Muscle
tone might help). He’s big on personal development and
lgh‘Y recommends that everyone around him personally
develop.
He dropped a bamboo sword on my desk the
other day, almost spilling my

if
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coffee. I covered the telephone receiver. He said, “This is the s/Jimzi. Kendo is
discipline that dates back to the Samurai warriors. Those guys knew focus.”
He’s wearing an armored skirt and a shogun breastplate over a Cosby sweater.
“OK. ” Fascinating ]ere.
“It’s super good at character building and learning controlled aggression.
Wanna try on the /Jakama?”

“Not
alive

hOW- hm Oh the Phohe with SihgaP°re-”
signed up you and lonathan and Larissa in a beginner class.

ot i n the truck bay. Chuck calls me over to the panel controls of the hydraulic
crane that the chains are linked to, shows me the appropriate lever.
“Go easy with it,” he says.
“Is that block new?” I ask Hank, just to say something.
“No. It’s reconditioned. Don’t tell anybody that.” He smiles.
I rake off my jacket and put it on a dark wooden bench on an uncluttered
does
S on Chuck and Hank put their hands on either side of the engine. Easy
.5 I hear my father say, I work the lever in steady incremental pulls.
1 ’
We all let out a sigh of relief when it’s in there snug. I’m thankful the chains
didn>t Snap and that no hands were mashed. Chuck and I hover around the
bumper While Hank seeures the engine block with bolts. Hank straightens his
back, Stuffs his rag into his pocket and pulls out a half-smoked joint, pinching
it with his thick fingers. He lights it, sucks and passes it to Chuck who makes
the end glow red and passes it to me. The smoke is harsh and hot and I pass it
back to Hank and wonder when the last time I did this was. It was many years
ago when I visited Ralph, who lives in Tennessee now,
I Piek up my jacket and notice glistening spots on a sleeve and oil drops on
th¢ beneh where it lay, It’s 9;O() pm and dinner is nowhere in sight. It’s pitch
black when I step out of the garage. Crickets chirp in the thicket of grasses that
surround me. Stars are out. I get the odd feeling looking towards the house that
I have no idea where I am or what’s lurking and rustling among the weeds.
Somehow, it’s a good feeling,

a

5P

'>

It should

giv You 3 leg UP With the far ease Fm geihg to Sigh “P eh the dehartmeht
heads.” What is wrong with company softball? I survived Kendo lesson one.
You face off like fencers. You feign an attack, fend off a blow and smack the
other guy around the head and shoulders. ]erry takes this stuff to heart. Nobody

knows What he Waht5'
“Jerry, do you like my new marketing plan?”
“I can see some viable potentialities, but there might be some issues.”
Some of my cohorts think Jerry is a ditz, but I’m convinced it’s all ass
covering. Screw up and he says you didn’t do what he said, cut a big deal and he
says our strategy worked super. I’ve adopted his elliptical language patterns to
do battle: I’m positive about the target date, but I have some possible concerns.

At Hank’s place, there are a million cars in the front yard. Dusk is settling.
light industrial and an auto glass shop is down the

It’s a neighborhood zoned for

street. Hank’s house apparently doubles as his business venue. From the street
we drive through a chain link fence topped with razor wire. W/hen I step out of
the car, two mixed breed hounds sniff the back of my hand with circumspection
and decide I’m not a threat. In the twilight I follow Chuck beside the house——
the voices of a woman and several kids inside talking——to a huge ramshackle
steel garage toward the back of the lot.
I can’t guess where the entrance is until Chuck pulls on a panel and a door
swings open. Spotlights are rigged from the ceiling and it’s as bright as the
inside of a lamp shade in there. Looking down, I pick up the sheen on my
shoes. Hoses, tailpipes and gears hang from the walls. It reminds me of the shed
my Dad worked in. He had a job with the power company and over-hauled cars
part time. The smell of oil, clutch fluid, and old tires usually trailed around
him. I never liked mechanical stuff but my brother Ralph was a natural and

helped Dad out.

“This is Bill,” Chuck says to Hank, a burly guy in a dark, greasy jumpsuit,
wiping his hands with a towel. Hank looks at me and nods. There’s a truck
without a hood in the center of the garage. An engine block suspended by
chains hangs over the engine. My eye picks up a slight swing.
“Since you’re here you can help me with somethin’ Hoss,” Hank says to
Chuck and I guess me too. He points to the engine block and then to the open
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There is no way to get into a car like the Charger without sensing the car’s
malice, it’s sneer. The low slung bucket seats, indestructible dash board, the
heavy thunk of the steel door like a bank vault swinging shut. There’s also the
aroma

~

»

of vinyl gone through hard duty, food bits rolled under the seats, air

from years gone by and in this case, one deant rodent clawing again
in protest. Chuck slams his door and hands me the pipe wrench. He puts the
key into the ignition, reaches behind his seat and pulls out a square-shaped
bottle. ]im Beam. He takes a long draw and looks at me.
“Want some?”
It’s terribly juvenile to drink in a car but I gure it might smooth me out. I
ta-kf? a healthy gulp and pass it back. I detect an unusual lemony flavor within
th Charcoal whiskey. “That bourbon tastes funky. It’s gone bad.”
Hi’! grins, lls the car with his muted stutter laugh. “That’s cause it’s not
hellfbon. It was when I bought the bottle, but once I finish one off, I use the
bottle and make my own little concoction.”
(‘What concoction?” Warm ripples are crossing my frontal lobe.
“Oh, just a little whiskey, little red wine, and some special ingredients.” He
nestles the bottle behind his seat.
((
What’s in the special sauce?”
fresheners

_

~
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told him he was lucky everything in his room hadn’t been ripped in half, that he
knew all the things Ralph had been up to and it would have to stop. Ralph
stared at my father, quaking with anger. He looked at me and said, “Let’s go,
Bi]]_” After he said it a second time, I went. “Stay out!” my Dad yelled from the
front porch at Ralph, maybe me too. We got into Dad’s truck and Ralph
the steering wheel.
5C1'€€Cl'16(l off, cursing and slapping
of
me.
“Well?” he demanded
“W¢ll,what?”
“Whose side are you on?”
“I’m on your side.”
Lighting a cigarette, he didn’t seem to hear me. With no moon, the
headlights cut through a deep blackness. I flicked the radio dial around to
Whatever was coming in clear—bluegrass, Motown. At one point he sped up
and said, “We can make Texas by morning,” flicking a butt out the window.
“We can’t go to Texas!” I said. He got on I-85 and pushed the gas petal to the
oor, the doors shaking at 100 mph. “Jesus, slow down!” I yelled. He took an
exit ramp, ran a stop sign and drove along back roads. That’s when I started
crying. I’ve never cried so hard. Ralph looked over at me, punched me in the
shoulder. He laughed, “Ease up, little brother.” That made me mad. We got
back late that night. Ralph went to church with us that Sunday, then was in and
out of the house, sleeping in an abandoned farmhouse many nights. On his
eighteen birthday he retrieved all his clothes, left a long letter to my parents,
gave me his record collection and a poem he’d written titled ‘Standing on the

He shakes his head, a sheepish grin. “Can’t tell you.”
“Tell.” My toes are tingly.
“I add a little vinegar. And it’s in practically microscopic proportions, but I
put in a drop of VCR cleaner to add a twist, give it a kick.”

“Oh, yeah.”
“Yeah.”
Great. I’ve just self-induced a lobotomy. But whatever was in the juice, he
drank it too so it shouldn’t be fatal. I’ll just end up back at the dinner party
with my face contorted like a twisted drop out kid at a Dead concert. Hi,
honey! Actually, I’m feeling pretty good; it seems to be working for me. Dinner

Will C0m¢ in its

OWI1

SW6“ tim¢-

Chuck POPS th tape hack in and mouths the Wotds to isathtday Night
Special’ while he drives. I’m reminded of the way sometimes when you’re young
and frustrated or lovelorn you drive around listening to music and the music
seems to speak to you directly, seems to be the answer. My brother Ralph spent
hours learning the opening riff of this song on a cheap electric guitar. That year

it W611! Past his
collar. A wispy moustache sprouted from his upper lip. He played ‘Freebird’
over and over on his record player, told Dad he didn’t have time to work on cars
anymore and that his plans for college were out.
“Do you see these hands? See them!” my Dad used to say to both of us,
holding up his battered, oil-stained palms. It was his way of saying that working
on engines part-time would be a fate worse than death, that the cumulative
struggles and ultimate redemption of the Crockett line——his father the butcher
and his father’s father the dirt farmer—now depended on us. He’d done everything he could. When I won a National Merit Finalist scholarship to college my
parents cried and looked to the heavens like lottery winners.
My brother and his friends went to see Lynyrd Skynyrd in Spartanburg.
Thgre was a lot of adult talk that at tht; C()nC@1'[ high 5Ch()()l gitls wett;

he gf¢W hi5 hair lfmgi Outraging my fathflf With ¢V¢YY iI1Ch

kidnapped and deowered by the band and that a wild assortment of drugs
circulated through the crowd. Ralph became suspect. I did the same things he
did: drinking, smoking, petty theft, but I never raised the same suspicion with
my parents. I had a Dobie Gillis haircut.
I’ll never forget passing my brother’s room one afternoon. My father was
standing in there, holding an album cover—The Allman Brothers Eat/1 Peas/1. I
was headed downstairs and stopped when it occurred to me how out of place he
seemed. A black light picked up bits of grime sparkling on the back of his neck.
He stared at the foldout art, holding it at arms length: a psychedelic landscape
of mushrooms and Boschian figures. Then he ripped the cover in half with his
meaty hands in one swift motion. He saw the art as hippie propaganda, a
poison against decent values. I was working on my ]unior Achievement project
that night when Ralph came downstairs with the torn cover, befuddled. Dad
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“Wait...you can’t just leave.” All I could think to say.
“I can’t?” He peeled away in the Mustang. We got postcards from Oregon
and Alaska.
Ralph never made it to college. He started a company that builds log homes
and makes great money. He built his own house, this fantastic hunting lodge
and works on most of his job sites. He wears annel shirts, wielding an axe like
th Brawny paper towel man.

I roll down my window and lean my head into the gust.
“D0 you do your own work on this car?” I ask Chuck.
“Always have, always will. I know this car better than I know my own
Wfetched self.”

“How many miles you got?”
“Two hundred twenty thousand. And I’ve never had a wreck.”
Chuck is working the Charger. We’re hitting all the green lights and he’s
Passing what little traffic is on the street, snarling past them. A stoplight catches
hS- Pople in a Lexus sedan stare. I have a realization—a set of visions-—once
'
,
We F6 burning rubber again. In 1973 Chuck goes to a concert in his brand new
I

O

I
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3 rolling» Self-perpetuating time WaYPWe come to a green light intersection and Chuck begins a left turn. A van
tries to run the light and roars at us from the left headed for the driver side back
tire. I brace for catastrophe as Chuck yanks the wheel hard. The van breaks and
fishtails, the two cars spinning around and toward each other like a skating pair
meeting at center ice. The sides of the cars slap together. Crunch. The rat box
flies between the seats, hits the dash and lands sideways on my lap. As I gather
my wits from the impact I’m staring through the slats.
“Son of a bitch,” Chuck says, his mouth wide open. He points at the box,
“Don’t let him bite ya” and steps out of the car.
I right the box and hold it above my lap, then put it onto the back seat.
A large man with a beer gut argues with Chuck in front of the car. The man
points at one direction and at the Charger. Chuck stamps his foot, rears back
with a tightly coiled arm and punches the other man’s face. Beer Gut charges
Chuck and grabs him in a head lock, pounds the top of Chuck’s head. Wailing
and grunting. Arms ail about. Chuck is yelling Hell! Hell! No, he’s yelling Bill!
Bill! The van has pinned my door, so I crawl across the driver’s seat. Dizzy on
my feet, I grab Beer Gut around the neck. A thick arm springs back and boxes
my nQ$¢_ B()di¢3 fall Qn top Qf me, A warm ttiekle of blood seeps into my
mouth. I hear shouting and doors slamming. Two policemen untangle Chuck
and Beer Qut, handeuffs ash Another Snaps my hands behind me, a knee in
my haek_ I’m Still replaying the aeeident in my mind_ As the oops talk to Beer

musie H55

Gut by one patrol car, Chuck and I stand near another car, shackled, two
winded and dangerous rnen (one bleeding) at the Side of an interseetion A sight
for the traffic. It’d be a damned outrageous stretch to arrest us. All Chuck did
was....initiate the fight. Why did I get out of the car?
“Now remember,” I Say to Chuck’ “he threw the first pnnehf’
“I think I hit him rst,” Chuck Says_

of the pool underwater then coming up for a breath?
Chuck takes a last look at the scraped, rumpled side of his car and we get
baek in. He smiles ear to ear, his face reddened from punches. “Man, you are
one tricky devil. He started the ght!”
“You are one sorry fighter.” I laugh at Chuck’s goofy, splotchy face—the
funniest thing I’ve seen in a long time. Our adrenaline is still going, mixing with
everything else in our system and we’re soaring on the wings of personal liberty.
Chuck retells the ght blow by blow. “He stopped me cold with that hook!”
I notice blood stains on the ill-fated silk jacket. An elbow is ripped and
frayed. I Wipe dried blood off my lip with a lapel and toss the jacket into the
heel; seat. Who needS that Crap? The rat Can pee On it for all I Care A Vision
(;()rnes: Me suited up in Kendo gear, ignoring every thousand year old rule and
savagely teeing off on ]erry like I’m swinging for the fences with a Louisville
Slugger. Also, I’ll buy that Allman Brothers album with the fold out and mail it
to Ralph. He’ll laugh his ass off. Maybe I could get behind the wheel of the
Charger. I think I’ll ask Chuck.
I point at the clock on the dash. “Oh boy, the time. Somebody is gonna be

iength

Charger, his sweetheart riding shotgun admiringly; in 1978 there’s a news flash
on the dash radio while Chuck rotates the tires: American hostages taken in
Iran; in the mid-eighties Chuck replaces the timing gear for second time, his
first marriage ends in acrimony; he puts new fat boy tires on the Charger in the
nineties, the fth set, while people log onto the Internet——same hair style , same
if

unhappy.”
“Unhappy?” Chuck says. “Tina’s gonna whip my sorry ass. But before we go
back, let’s see if that python will eat this fat rat.”
“What the hell.”
He Spins the Steering Wheel and floors it, turns up the Stereo. Chuck’s
Wiping his forehead, mumbling something, not looking at the road. We buzz
through a turn, my stomach swaying. I get a nasty chill. W/hat if Chuck and I
had been busted for assault? I’d be sitting in a lockup contemplating my incipient criminal record. I pull my seat belt across my lap and snap it in, tighten the
strap. Or what if that Cro Magnon had slit my throat? Would the excitement
have been Worth it? Whupping Jerry Seems rather extreme A Serieus grudge
could be started. No sense throwing away a lucrative situation. Chuck acceler-

highway ramp, singing, the engine clattering. Thailand is a lush, lush
in from the Gulf of Siam you see the most robust emerald
imaginable. The Charger merges, already howling past other cars. I grip the
armrest, my outstretched foot hovering over an imaginary brake.
ates

“P

3

place. Swooping

“Listen. Very important. He threw the first punch.”
“Oh, yeah. Gotcha.”

A crew cutted cop walks over to
belt. “Now what happened here?”

us, hands propped on either side

of his gun

We say in unison: “He threw the rst punch, officer.”
They put Beer Gut in the back of a patrol car. He’s got outstanding
criminal warrants. Chuck was duking it out with a felon. We’re uncuffed and
told we’re free to go. Every tension drains out of me in a sudden splash. I’m
forty pounds lighter. High with sweet relief. Remember as a kid swimming the
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eanne Emmons

THE CLOTHESLINE

Nobody saw it coming. In hindsight it all seemed inescapable, but that was
to want to make meaning out of
only an illusion. There’s a natural tendency
drove everybody to construct
what
That’s
infanticide.
like
things
things, even
following, but their eyes would
weeks
in
the
it
and
retold
The Story. People told
slide to the side, as if the vileness of it shamed them. Gr, who knows? Maybe
they just wanted to conceal their pleasure in, at long last, having a thing of such
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moment to conde.
During the sweltering August after ]ohn Glenroy took up that gun, versions
of The Story reproduced like ies, mutating wildly. By Thanksgiving, everybody was fed up with worrying and speculating over it, and the frenzy died
down some. And by the end of May, The Story had been stripped down to a
thin wire. The gist of it was conveyed in a sentence or two, and a mere grunt or
sigh on the part of the teller or listener spoke volumes.
The anniversary passed with hardly a ripple, and by winter the town settled
into a pregnant silence. The Story was told only to strangers in town and
relatives from far away who came in for the holidays. But it was told always
with a tremor, as if it had happened yesterday and the gunshots were still
ringing in the listener’s ears.
In the spring, the thread of the tale began to accumulate weight again and
put on flounces and tassels, like the laundry on john Glenroy’s clothesline. This
clothesline was an endless fascination to the neighbors who drove by on their
Way into town. New things would appear which had never been seen before and
then either disappear or become part of the permanent collection, depending
On whether John Glenroy and the hired girl decided it was worth keeping. The
other items went to the Salvation Army and would turn up in the jumble bin,
and everybody knew where they had come from.
When ]ohn Glenroy’s paralyzed wife Dorothy had her rst miscarriage, the
town was beside itself, and The Story took on new life. But by the time the
Second baby was born, the town had lost interest, and the whole thing seemed
I0 die a natural death, the way a kite sinks when the wind dies down. Seemed.
Se‘/@n years to the day after the original event, new information surfaced, and
The Story once more rose from its own ashes.
By now, though, it is a far cry from the original. Only a few claim to have
had it from the horse’s mouth, and even those aren’t sure that the horse wasn’t
lY111g, or even who the horse reallY was. But nobodY cares an Ymore, because The
S
wry has achieved a reali of its own, se P arate from its ori g ins, and has entered
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the soul

of the town.

Most accounts agree that it began with the sound of four shots from a rie
that left little ]enny and ]ohn Hart, ]r. dead and their mother Dorothy barely
alive and in a wheelchair, unable to walk or talk due to injury to the spinal
and
chord and the left hemisphere of the brain, where one of the bullets lodged
gun,
the
shot
remains to this day. Now it is given out that ]ohn Glenroy, who
intended to turn it on himself, as most do in such cases. But, true to his
Seven years
maverick nature, he could not bring himself to do what others did.
sight of the
the
was
it
that
later, he told his former best friend Andrew Whitlock
couch that stopped him.
It was a flowered couch, with roses, which Dorothy had saved up for over
had ordered
the years out of her egg money and overtime at Walgreens and
all in
wrapped
was
it
from the Sears catalogue. W/hen it was finally delivered,
while
packing paper, and Dorothy stood on the porch with her hands shaking
glimpse
first
the
At
brown.
crinkling
of
]ohn Glenroy unwrapped those swaths
of one of those roses against a dark blue background, Dorothy gasped and
stood like some
moaned, and he unwrapped, faster and faster, until the couch
visit.
sort of dowager queen who had appeared on their porch for a surprise
save
to
one
the
been
had
himself
Glenroy looked on with pride, as if he

]ohn

of plastic
and slave for the couch. As if he had rung up purchase after purchase
regis-Ir Of“/9~lgY¢@115 and
0W¢Y5 and Wall plaques and Pain f¢m@di¢$ at T116 C3511
in back of the
hidden
jar
Mason
a
in
saved up stray quarters to stow away
spices. He clapped his hands and shouted Yee-haw.
It was the kind of overstuffed couch that you sank into and couldn’t easily
the depressions of
get back up out of, and ]ohn Glenroy found himself often in
raking and shiftand
mowing
of
those rose-covered cushions between odd jobs
of it when
off
himself
less carpentry. It was all he could do sometimes to lift
pitched in
Dorothy came home from Walgreens and to kiss her hello before she
on supper, browning ground beef and onions for the spaghetti sauce.
Still, the couch was her pride, even if it was always ]ohn Glenroy stretched
up on the
out on it, and, when he shot her (he told Andrew), her arm had hung
open and
cushion of the couch as she fell, and her hand had lain palm upward,
when
hands
their
hold
women
way
white across one of those big tearoses, the
quite
hadn’t
he
they are offering somebody a seat or a bite of food. And he knew
of the
killed her, because her eyes were still open and blinking at him, in spite
was
couch
this
that
to
him
signaling
were
she
bullethole in her head. It was as if
it.
on
place
proper
for him, always, if only he would agree to take his
The children were another thing. They died immediately, and it was a
to have
blessing, everybody agreed, because you would not want a child
heart of
very
the
at
burning
memory
survived such a thing and to have that
their lives like a bit of radioactive waste.
]ohn Glenroy looked up from his wife’s open hand, touched to the core
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the phone and called the
by that gracious, hospitable gesture, and he picked up
he raised up his wife and
then
And
ambulance and the sheriff to report a crime.
flab, into the bedroom
to
because he had gone
Carried her, with great difficulty,
pressure with a wadded up towel. It
and tried to stanch the wound by applying
gold thread, which had been a wedding
was one of the white guest towels with
ladies at the church. It had never been used before.
Present from one of the
even though they never had any
Dorothy had been saving it for company,
didn’t know anybody outside of town. Some
Overnight company because they
mentioning, but to a few,
thought ]ohn Glenroy’s use of the towel hardly worth
an abomination, a kind of
particularly among the women, it constituted
Shadow of the crime itself.
seven years later, when he
He hadn’t confessed at the time. It was not until
had run out, that he took aside the man who
thought the statute of limitations
to secrecy. Andrew did not tell ]ohn
had been his best friend, swearing him
existed on the crime of murder. Neither
Glenroy that no statute of limitations
confession immediately to the sheriff,
did he keep the secret. He reported the
]ohn Glenroy never spoke again. It was
and from that moment forward, he and
of storytelling, the one that spawned
this confession that set off the second wave
But all the versions had one thing in
so many and such baroque variations.
that unifies the town to this day. ]ohn
common——-an indignation and outrage
and coldly kept quiet for
Glenroy had lied to the authorities and had cynically
later when the truth
exactly seven years. It was this that rankled with everybody
trickled slowly out of Andrew’s machine shop.
was
The story ]ohn Glenroy had told the sheriff on the day it happened
was
Dorothy
cosmetics.
that there had been a traveling salesman, a man selling
in
man
this
with
there
always one for a new shade of lipstick, so he had left her
his
plugs into
white buck loafers (he said), while he went out to put new spark
these
heard
have
to
claimed
then
Ford truck, which had begun to miss. He
salesman
the
garage,
gunshots, three of them, and by the time he was out of the
of dust. He
was in his car and spinning out down the road, kicking up a cloud
line, and he had
had picked up the phone right then, but there had been a party
and her
Haworth
Louise
had to break in on the conversation between Edna
daughter-in-law, so that the ambulance could be called.
wife and
The sheriff had his doubts from the very first. For one thing, when
no
kids are shot, it’s almost always the husband. For another thing, there was
thing,
another
For
sign of any other fresh tire tracks on ]ohn Glenroy’s property.

_

there weren’t any prints but his on the rifle, and why would a traveling salesman
Wear gloves, especially in summer, even if he did wear white bucks? For another
thing, nobody else within fifty miles of town had been visited by a cosmetics
salesman.

The story had a thousand holes. W/hen asked about these discrepancies,
say
lohn Glenroy would just raise his eyebrows, pucker his forehead, shrug, and
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her foot down. Still, two babies, born out from between those unmoving legs of
hers, and you’ve got to wonder what it must have been like for her to lie there
and have him on top of her, who had tried to kill her. Or to see his girlfriend
hold and feed formula to those babies, looking up fondly at him who had killed

“It’s beyond me, Sheriff. I only know what I saw. I can’t explain it. That’s your
job.” And the way he shook his head from side to side made them think maybe
he was innocent after all, because he was too stupid to have thought up the
story of the salesman, even if it was as pock-marked as a hunk of Swiss cheese.
The Sheriff was no greenhorn, though. He said he would have arrested him
on the spot if Dorothy hadn’t been alive. Now, if John Glenroy had wanted to
kill her, why didn’t he go ahead and finish her off? Especially since she had
taken out an insurance policy on herself, explaining to her friends that if
anything happened to her, the kids would be left destitute, John Glenroy being
so lazy. Dorothy had no living relatives. Her parents were killed in a train and
automobile collision when she was sixteen. And why (the Sheriff said) didn’t he
wipe those prints of his off that rifle? Even he wasn’t that stupid, though some
thought he was. After all, Dorothy had given out to her friend Ruth Agnes that
he had trouble following the plot of cop shows and spent most of his time
watching old Andy Grzit/7 and L01/e Lucy re-runs. Still, even those who
thought him capable of the crime looked the other way and pretended to buy
his story, and made statements like, “I hope to God he’s innocent, because what
would happen to poor Dorothy?”
And he was eager to take up his cross and do his duty by her. Never had
anyone seen John Glenroy attack a task with such energy. He saw the doctors
and the nutritionist at the hospital in Sioux City, and he bought soft foods at
the Super Vaiu, because she didn’t seem to be able to chew anymore. He already
had a little food processor to grind up meats. He bought a big box of cloth
diapers, because he could not afford the disposable kind. And he knew from
taking care of his mother, who had died of stroke, about bedsores and wheelchairs and restraints and how to bathe a person in her condition. He got all the
instructions for Dorothy’s physical therapy from the hospital, and, even though
nobody ovor Saw him oxoroisiog hot, ho talkod 3 lot at Church functions about

his own children just because she was going to leave him.
That’s why he did it, Andrew said. And he should know, because it was
Andrew she was going to leave him for. John Glenroy’s best friend. It took a

half for John Glenroy to figure it out. He didn’t rouse himself
of anything that went on in
the town. But everybody else knew that Dorothy Hart would go down to
gQ()(l year and a

off the rose-covered couch enough to know much

I

how hard he worked to keep the muscle tone in her legs. He tried to get her to
talk, too, but he couldn’t get a word out of her, which was a good thing for him,
because she, of course, must have known.
You can’t help but wonder how she felt all those years, if she felt anything.
She had a knowing look in her eye, though, and would seem to react to things
people said, even smiling occasionally, or blinking slowly. Since he did do it,
and everybody except one is convinced he did, you’ve got to think about how it
must have felt to her to have him always by her side like that, acting like the
most loving husband that ever lived.
And in one sense, he was. He made her pregnant ve times after the
incident occurred. Now, not all those babies lived to full term. The first
pregnancies ended in miscarriages, and after that the doctor had a long talk
with John Glenroy, but it didn’t do any good. The third and fourth baby were
born fine, but the fth one was stillborn, and after that the girl must have put
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Andrew’s machine shop and climb up the stairs to his rooms during lunch hour.
Andrew would hang up a sign, “Gone to Lunch,” but everybody knew where he
had gone and who he had gone with. And the manager over at Walgreens would
shake her head when Dorothy came back late or had her buttons done up
wrong. But nobody could really blame her, with John Glenroy so shiftless, with
his smelly socked feet propped up on that couch, watching The Price is Rzjg/at
and waiting for her to come home and do his laundry.
Nobody could blame her, because Andrew was a fine, hard-working man,
and would have made her a good husband, and if it weren’t for little Jenny and
John, Jr. she should have divorced her husband and married Andrew, who
worshiped the ground she walked on.
Andrew had b¢¢I1 b¢5t friends With J01‘-I1 Gl@I1I0Y 5ir1C<'3 high SCl"100l, When
they used to jump the railroad trains and ride them down to Sioux City and get
off and go to the bars together, or look for women down on lower Fourth
Street. They never could afford the women, but they’d watch and snicker when
they saw some man in khakis and a sports shirt go up to one and disappear
inside one of those dark red brick buildings. They’d look up at the windows on
the third floors of those buildings and wonder what went on on the other side
of ‘hr? dusty glass Where you could just glimpse a lampshade or maybe a potted
Plant Q1166 they Saw 3 Woman in Slip, but She Seemed to be alone.
Andrew and John Glenroy were fast friends until Dorothy came along. She
rode into town on the Jackrabbit bus and got off at the drug store. She sat down
on a stool at the counter and ordered herself a cherry coke. \X/hen she nished
the coke, she turned sideways on the stool and crossed her long legs,
which were
bam below her Cut-Offjans, let her rubber thong sandal dangle from her big
t°¢, leaned her left elbow on the green and white-streaked formica and asked
El; Pharmacist if he knew of any rooms for rent. It just so happened he himself
a room right over the store. So she started out working for him, but he
I 1@d to take advantage of her and he sometimes had scrambled eggs in his
glvutache and bad breath, so she moved out and got a job as cashier at
3 greens. By that time shed met John Glenroy, who had inherited his mom’s
GU56 after she died from her final stroke. He’d taken care of her for a good two
21
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years, which gave him excellent practice for taking care of Dorothy one day.
She met him at the Wagonwheel Bar and Grill on a Saturday night when

they had

a

live singer in from Sioux City. Everybody within range

of where they

sat that night could smell the sex dripping like honey, and, because Dorothy
was new in town, everybody was watching. She sat down at the table where

John Glenroy and Andrew were lounging with their cowboy boots stuck out in
the aisle. And she looked from one to the other, eyed them up and down and
sideways, and then chose John Glenroy, who was muscular and stocky, with the
biggest blue eyes you could imagine, surrounded by dark, curling lashes.
Andrew was tall and lank and red-haired and pimply. He was used to the
girls preferring John Glenroy over him, so he just crossed his arms and ngered
a bad spot on his face and watched the singer while Dorothy laid her hand
playfully on the knee of John Glenroy’s Levis where they stuck out in the aisle.
Dorothy started to take up all of John Glenroy’s time so that the train rides
to Sioux City Stepped“ But eventually Andrew began to make mehey at his
machine shop and then he started driving in alone, only now he had the money
to visit the women on lower fourth. He would climb up those dirty stairs to
their rooms where there would be a double bed and graying sheets and, on the
bureau, a pitiful jarful of black-eyed Susans the woman had picked down by the
Missouri river. The woman would undress him and he would enjoy her, even
though 116 l<H@W 8116 W38 IIOI enjoying hiIT1When Dorothy began to confide in him and seek his eyes with those dark
eyes of hers, it took his breath away, because she seemed to need and want him.
And he would look in the mirror and know that he was no longer an ugly man.
He had grown taller and had lled out, and his arm muscles strained against his
white Sunday shirt, and the pimples had disappeared from his face, leaving only
a few small, round depressions.
So, when she brought the car in because John Glenroy would not get up off
the couch to x it, Andrew leaped at the chance to offer her a cup of coffee in
his rooms over the shop. She looked so sad and needed to talk, and who better
to talk to than Andrew, whe had known het husband ffgm the time they had
Snapped girls’ htas in the seventh grade?
And she had come back, over and over, and made him coffee in the percolator and brought him chicken salad sandwiches from her own kitchen, made
under the very nose of John Glenroy, who seemed not even to notice that she
packed two sandwiches now instead of one and occasionally added a sweet
pickle, even though it was kosher dills she preferred.
And so they had begun, making love on Andrew’s twin bed. And nobody
had asked any questions down at the Sears Distribution Center when he
ordered a double brass-plated bed one Saturday morning, because they knew
what the answer was, even though it wasn’t the answer he would give if they
asked. Everybody shook their heads when Dorothy gave birth to little Jenny and
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turned out to be a redhead bright as a robin’s breast, but nobody was
Surprised. It was obvious to everybody what was happening—everybody except
John Glenroy, whose eyes were so riveted on Wheel ofFortune that the irises
must have taken on the look of the wheel, spinning around with those glittering
nurn bers and Bankrupts and Lose-a-Turns, until it was time for his midmorning nap.
The talk among the women then Was that Dorothy had g0H@ I00 fah It W38
indecent to live with one man and have anOth€r maI1’S babY- Sh Sh0L1ld hv
divorced hnn some of the more thin_1ipped among thenn revised their e0ndem_
nation of John Glenroy. They decided that Dorothy just took and took. If she
had been a better wife, more supportive, then John Glenroy would have been
more of a man. He might not have made much money, but he would not have
gone to ab on that couch, Watching Love C0m1€Cl‘i011. If She had turned thOSe
big htnwn eyes on John Glenroy, her own husband, instead of on another man,
she would have turned him around. Beneath all this high-minded talk there
might have lain just a touch of resentment that Dorothy had neatly scooped up
two of the eligible town bachelors in one motion, without blinking twice.
But who was to say, now that it was over, whether Dorothy could have
dnne any different or made anything any better? It might have been John
Glenroy’s destiny to do what he did. Maybe nothing could have stopped it,
anymore than Dorothy could have stopped that fast-moving Burlington
Northern train that plowed into the family car and sheared off the part that
contained her parents and left her in a twisted hunk of metal upside down on
the other side of the track.
Once everything settled down and the investigation had ground to a halt,
everybody expected John Glenroy to take up with Andrew again. It would have
been like him. But he didn’t. That’s because John Glenroy knew that Dorothy
had been planning to leave him for Andrew. That’s why John Glenroy made his
Confession to Andrew, and why he just looks at Andrew to this day, looks right
through him, as if all those years of riding the trains had never happened. But
When he looks at Dorothy sitting out in the aisle of the church in her wheelchair, he looks at her. His eyes stop on her and go over her like stroking hands,
W611 though her own eyes are like stones.
After the sheriff heard Andrew’s story, he marched over and yanked John
Glnroy off the front porch. But John Glenroy denied everything, so it was his
Word against Andrew’s, and there was nothing the sheriff could do but shake his
had and kick the dirt with the toe of his boot. And some people said it was for
the best. John Glenroy turned himself right around, as if murder was his route
Y0 Salvation. He started going to church, for
one thing, taking Dorothy with
him but not the girl, who, people said, had had enough of religion to last her
hvti lifetimes. John Glenroy would sit in the back pew of Good Shepherd
Lutheran and put in exactly one dollar whenever the plate was passed. For a
She
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while he got himself a job at the grocery store, stocking. Nobody would hire
him for any job where he would come into contact with customers. But ]ohn
Glenroy would work for six hours at night, mopping the floors and neatly
lining the shelves with canned goods and cereals and bringing home the dented
cans and crushed boxes for him and Dorothy and the girl. According to the
tellers at the bank, he had it made, because his biggest source of income was
Dorothy’s disability checks, which came in regularly from the government.
That was what made it possible for john Glenroy to keep the house and
save a little and also hire the girl and start ordering the lingerie.
At rst everybody thought it was for the girl. She came from an unsavory
background. Her people had moved in from Kansas a year prior to the tragedy
and bought a few acres outside of town and set up a church where they did total
immersion baptisms and spoke in tongues. There was talk they handled snakes,
but nobody ever claimed to have actually witnessed it. She was just a tiny thing
and wore her skirts longer than was normal for a girl her age, which was about
seventeen, and she pulled her hair back into a bun.
She came to the house every single day at first and stayed until five. Every
Friday at four she drove over to the First National Bank in her battered red
Nova and deposited forty dollars, keeping ten dollars in cash for incidentals like
hand cream and feminine products and an occasional dress. She stayed mostly
to herself. But she had a sister who let it slip that the girl didn’t for a minute
believe the rumors about john Glenroy. He was a saint, she said, an absolute
saint. Finally, she moved in.
When that happened, the clothesline started to change, and to this day it
remains a scandal, a constant reminder not only of the tragedy but of human
depravity itself. It is what keeps The Story alive.
Like a self-respecting housewife, the girl hangs the underwear on the inside,
with the sheets hiding the dainties from view. But nobody’s fooled. In the spaces
between the sheets you can see those bright shreds of fabric, those turquoise
bras with black lace overlays and split-crotch fuschia panties and red satin
teddies. There is no end of silky slips and elasticized garter belts.
It took a long time for any of the women to say out loud that they could
of
swear there were two sizes of fancy underwear on that line. But, once one
them let it slip in a giddy moment over coffee, it was as if a dam had broken
and they all admitted they had thought the same thing. Little tiny size 32 Acups and big size 38 D-cups all hanging together on the line, whipping in the
breeze, nothing like even Dorothy would have ever worn before, and Dorothy
at the
was no lady. It was Linda Macksey, who had once worked in foundations
pronouncement
final
the
made
who
City,
Sioux
in
Younker’s department store
on size. Nobody had guts enough to sneak up into the yard and take a peek, not
with a murderer in the house.
When there’s talk now, it’s mainly about retribution and the will of God.
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The story has reached that stage in its development that it needs to yield up its
meaning, if only it would. People massage it and worry it, hoping it will give,
but it never does. People wonder aloud how ]ohn Glenroy can go on living in
People
sin and enjoying it when little Heather Rudersdorf has got leukemia.
so
be
can
is
Janice,
uses,
nobody
which
wonder how the girl, whose name,
Glenroy
john
how
about
d¢VOiCl of self-respect. Andrew is always complaining
had everything handed to him and never had to do a day’s real work in his life,
and now he’s got two women. The pastor of the Good Shepherd Lutheran
Church says that the will of God is not always discernible by limited human
perceptiOn. Nobody says anything about the children, either the dead ones or
the new ones, Who, in a few years, will have to start school and face the
ungovernable tongues of their peers. Nobody ever speculates out loud about
what goes through Dorothy’s mind, but every now and then somebody wakes
up in a cold sweat at night and ponders it until morning.
janice is always sitting with those babies on the front porch, where she and
john Glenroy have moved the rose-covered couch. And Dorothy sits there, too,
in her wheelchair, her wrist limp, her head lolling to one side. Meanwhile that
underwear just keeps on flapping out there, decently surrounded by the White
cotton diapers, big for Dorothy and small for the babies. Right next to the bibs
and tiny T-shirts. Waving merrily like the flags of exotic countries, not quite
hidden by the respectable white sheets, so that the women driving into town
have to duck their heads as they pass on their way to Circle.
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the green bronze nymph garden statue, that mortify us
uncapturable cries.

Anthony LaBranche
THE BUTTERFLY PORCH
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A second daydream
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whatever task
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P
here’ looking down
the porch from
Writing hand. We,re the only
the
from empty
upstairs and 116,5 bOSs_ A faint br€€Z€
P>

Y

house is abandoned and vacant. As I write this sentence and the next, he quits
his de€p kettl€_dmm purring. He knows th inscribed Word is another fraud_
.

.

ulent human claim that the things we hold here are precious because wordvalidated. It’s an empty pretense. Things need not be hypostatized any more
than they are already, he stares gloomily, and as a matter of record they don’t
stand much chance of improvement when we shove and wrassle them in that
.
direction. If he were in command here not me, he would legislate his own
version of writing, maybe get rid of it entirely or make it into something like
a Van Go h thick loads of i ment laid down with irre ular touches Spots of
canvas lefe untouched, a nertyteus twist of trees dotting tltie fields and a village
in the distance with small figures bent toiling obscurely in their ]OL1I‘I19.l1tl€S.
As for himself, he has an untouchable narrative. Soon he’ll leap down and
d
.
I
h f 1 1 d h
d
, h
start it again. Hes ear enoug o ca cu ate t eatrica pauses an resumptions, commas and exclamations. The punctuation of human living leads
nowhere, he says, on no footpads armed with sharp needles like his, nudging
the underbrush. I-Ie has eyes only for the sweet morsels of birds playing under
.
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W" asteuh mg _e°gh1t1°h5Beneath my bogus formulations some deeper narrative slips away and loses
itself in the tinkling fox trot of a 193O’s scavenger hunt in which the four of us
children (I to one side) and all sorts of giddy unfamiliar acquaintances participate in a hunt for hidden treasure buried around grounds and garden. The key
to the coded directions on the treasure map is hidden in an unused cupboard
behind the green doorway leading to the living room. V/hen I open the
.
.
,
cupboard the smell of stale cigarettes and lead pencils tells me Im too young to
participate in the hunt. (The yearly heights of each of us were recorded in
'l
h d
'
b b y t h e eup b eatd ° An mepeetten
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'
e th em een ttms my
penel en t e eetlem
suspicion.) Qne clue involves retrieving the police chief s hat (without the
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still a reluctant trace of humor in the world.
I 5° ba¢k d0WI1$I8i_fS t0 X my supper in the kitchen, still painted its unripe
I0mato green though sixty years have gone. I see that words are merely the
ri li
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‘
'
pp ng Vmyt euttaee eta deep lake We ytew from thttty thousand feet‘ The
Vinyl surface entreats me—a young supermarket matron in her summer outfit,
hate the World

stood it. The word has grown its own bacterial culture or fungus upon it which
Without my knowledgg, Ova the yeam It has adopted me’
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lob ihspeettng tteett’ grasping details and making Something out et them’ details
which it knows quite well are not intelligible but which challenge it to illumi-

has nourished me,
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This tt m e tte eleng sense eee met emette etmu e t at tune t mug my
heed‘ It has to do’ meeme altleinedhmhher’ Whih thle art of hallimgreheh Pa5UY>
or even better preparing a w 0 e inner But Im a so aware t at t 1S interpretation I’ve given you is just a feint of consciousness to pretend it’s always on the

Whatever this balancing act means and pm quite taken by it Fve ngvel. undcr_

of instruction it intends to perform.
la resentin thg motions ofm
Ti epstri tabb dmwses in

takes hold on me. Daydreaming may be the prelude to

genuine remembering The erraliie butteries ah ‘ah the eemeht Slab

I keep coming up with hypostatize. Fancy dictionary word. Maybe it
haunts me because it calls up from a shadowy world bowed shapes murmuring
with raised chalice their chants of frugal devotion. So goes the picture, if words
truly have pictures attached to them. Maybe they do in our early years; that’s
how we come to be acquainted with words. Qf course I’ve always been suspi.
.
.
.
cious of monks and chalices; theY’re as embarrassing as Jockey briefs poppin g in
for commercial relief on the Arts channel. Are we really meant to rush out and
buy those things during our intermission from Beethoven? But the fancy word
may stand for something I misappropriated quite early in my unguided
readin s aet. 16 from the life of a saint or desert father (who in early paintin s
seems ierched somewhere in Arizona mesa country) hypostatizing themselvesg
into the shape of some scruffy Stylites or scowl1ng]erome. The words means,
apparently, to hold something to its essential being, as an original substance.

.

with their careless,
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meeting by the eptee shelf wetting to he admired’ Sideways eye’ by me"“het
nes; etub ehdeteh’ leelm museled thlghs and genth’ Pulslhg hreaste Emreats
a
y Ieltetten’ t en me te away‘
This vinyl lake, I was about to say, 21Cl)OlI1S another deep lake also vinylCovered. These lakes have underground waters reaching far beneath the hills and
Qontinents I have in sight. These lakes have underground waters.
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A pungent scent of abandoned gravesite owers drifts on the breeze from
the village cemetery two hundred yards down the road. The sun in August dries
them into aromatic weeds and warms the illegible tipped Yankee headstones so
that they bow down like rough dogs to be petted by a child’s touch. When you
scrape away the moss and lichen you nd doggerel verses that chant sententiously, forlornly about the lives that went under, soldiers and patriots lost in
wars, children of child-fever, whole families of family-fever, lingering widows
and widowers grieving through twenty more years, way up into the l88O’s. As
ehlldreh We Walked hare't°ed through the unevenly ellPPed grass between
graves, sipping sodas that set us back a nickel at the village store, wondering
what was underneath the headstones that would push them up and tip them
over this way and that, as if they were about to speak. We ran squealing from
the honey bees that patrolled certain sectors of flowering gravesites, and we
Plhehed Our tees eh the $harP hot gravel that llhed the edge Qt the read hael<
home. We suspected that a long passage of time had something to do with the
tipsy hea<IlSt0n¢$; that W88 why they appeared S0 bent and grandfatherly and
WhY the 111055 had Put tleldlsh Whiskers on them-

he news a ers conrm that a man has been e (I ui PP ed successfull with a
Y
'c
heart to re P lace his own im P erfect human contraP tion. The <1 uestion
lastl
P
what change has come upon his “I” as a result of this major
0 Ceurs to me,
Has the former “I” withdrawn to one side like a shadowy poor
re riovation?
relative always on the outs and wishing to share in the new I ’ but not quite

“He”

back of a drawer, an incomplete manicure set very rusty and never discarded
and an old lead soldier dressed in French blue, lonely survivor of our wars in the
attic bearing the wounds of BB shot and other projectiles we hurled at it. They
seem to ask me to do something with them, now they have reappeared. Arrange
them into a fable called memory that I can understand and live with for the
present. Arrange, I suppose, even the death throes of the maimed rabbit which
just now the imperious glowering cat has dragged thumping and squealing
through a downstairs window, the stiffening of its velvet foot, the dulling of an
appalled, acquiescing eye. Cowering upstairs, I wait for them to pass into literature, if they will pass.

*****

upright and speechless and
much more a ghostof himself, we can feel it despite the announcer’s upbeat
commentary, than the artfully arranged patients of TV dramas. His head is bent
downward as if admitting to something extremely personal and only his, and
they Cannot prevail upon him to look into the TV camera. His thinning hair is
no longer his hair, and his eyes, unseeing, have been enlarged and rounded by
an apparition we cannot know though we will know it one day. I stare at his
pale subtracted image, only partly not wholly relieved that he is alive at all. He
Seems 3 wing without a bird attached to it.
But all this speculation and grammatology are just to entertain ourselves,
we the frivolously healthy. He struggles along with his own version of our
human temporality for six more hours, for twelve, then a whole day. His
discarded clothes and possessions watch and wait, clumsily out of place on their
hospital chair, a carefully folded golfing shirt made special by constant wear, a
belt and white trousers. Shouldn’t he have dressed otherwise to come here to
die? A friend appears by the bed, a face he accepts for the last time as it avoids
his asking eyes and instead follows his length down, wondering in secret how
cold each part of him is. In this moment there is so much he can’t say or write
down at the end of distant ngertips. This friend’s face appeared miraculously
just now before him, as much a mystery as all the bits of his life he has collected
painfully helter-skelter around his bed to populate this moment. His final
achievement—he won’t be able to tell us this secret-—may be simply to live a bit
longer as a silent admirer of the world, noting in its changes
and miracles the
seeds of our admiration for it.
so

“*“**
Forty-four years Sinee my gr11dm0thet died Her father fought 011 the
Union side with the Ohio regiment, against my father’s grandfather with the
Louisiana. I can’t tell if the two sides of my former self faced each other on some
green field, Antietam, Gettysburg. Likely they did.
“Tony, Tony, oh Tony,” my grandfathers voice swirls up again from
somewhere hidden inside me in his dour Pennsylvania Dutch litany for the
Chinese vase I destroyed while brandishing the handle of the power mower. “Diy
up Teddy,” my grandmothers voice answers by way of ordering him to shut up. I
can’t recall the outcome of the Chinese vase saga, but it doesn’t matter. The tone
of their voices carries me back to the event, the event back to me.
This favorite pearl-handled jackknife I’ve retrieved unexpectedly from the

has appeared on the evening news, seated

’ ‘

*****

The students are on spring vacation. The books held agonizingly overdue
for the semester have been returned; everything seems to be functioning and in
°tder- Except that the Director of the University Library has died suddenly
W1th0ut warning. I have only a hazy recollection of his appearance, and I’m
half
afraid to go up into the stacks only to be surprised by the face I thought was his
p°PPlI1g out at me from down a corridor of books, even while I’m running a
orial service for it in my conscience. If death pertains to anything, and

S

it

.
.
.
not to when we sit down to jabber inconclusively
about it, it must pertain
tO Out failure
.
.
to apprehend the genuine in anything, most particularly genuine

eenis
.

¢

-

-

-

.

.

¢

.
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to fade, then before it can catch itself, “Pooh. That’s foolish. Remember instead
the butterfly porch. Our tongues change so rapidly I’m of two bodies as to
Whether I should return to you or not. Your face is fading into gray bristles, and
already there are other lights playing around you and in your eyes so that I
Cannot see you distinctly. It’s time for the treasure hunt. I wanted to say one

presence and genuine absence and the relation between them.
Now my feeling of uncertainty grabs hold for sure. It’s not about this man,
though I know it should be. It’s that I may have missed out on something about
living, missed out on the original colors of my being here, which will be left
over after I die for others to gamble away and play with.
Sunlight spills through an April window of the Library’s East Wing
dissolving me in the glow of its bright Tuscan panel. Now I remember. His face
was the pleasant, unobtrusive one which smiled absent-mindedly at me from

thing, one more thing.”
My cat, ancient warrior, has been scrutinizing me all this while from my
lap, caught as I am in the empty human fit of words which has rendered me
motionless. Over our communal workbench he’s been tracking the myopic path
of Q waddling pigeon. His eyes shine with a language and intent. Fair game. It’s
time for him to fire up his narrative of living and dying, climb out the window
onto the roof then down. Out of anthropocentric loyalty to myself and to
humankind in general, I feel I should resist ascribing to him all these human
motives, intentions, wishes, dreams. But somewhere in this impasse which takes
shape between his vision and mine lies the secret of his potential superiority to
me. Merely sitting there, watching, he seems to surpass both my reasonings and
my fears regarding human aging.
That is why I feel I age and my tiger doesn’t feel it, an event which philosophy defends as my claim to wisdom, but which my tiger’s unflinching, yellowgreen eyes tell me is merely a part of a larger something, my passing, he says,
and of course it goes without saying, no great matter, his.

time to time (of course to faculty only), and it’s an awkward fact that for more
than a week I’ve been mourning the wrong face, which has shown up preoccupied and miffed about something behind the Reference Desk. No matter. The
sudden appearance and disappearance of faces among the stacks reminds me of
what is in store for me, and it is this reminder that hurts my feelings beneath all
my feelings. I’m not injured by the abstract topic of death; we all babble on
about it, using it as just another excuse for words. Look at all the people-names
in the library distilled into the yellowing pages of their books, I tell myself. It
doesn’t seem to faze them.
But I’m increasingly injured by the practical application of death to this or
that person, its subtraction of them from us, and just as awesomely us from
them, even if it’s just the family pet. There’s an awkward emptiness, like a
censorship, in their going away like that. When I return to the stacks I see the
hands then the face of the author struggling to get clear of the binding of his
volume, all bunched up in there, coming out to eat, belch, do something with
his life. He wants his playtime back. To hell with the words. He and I are both
homeless, he because he writes them and I because I read them—the small
games we contrive to fill our days in this dusty cooped-up place. I envy the
bright insects crumpled where they have fallen from mid-flight, neither obscene
nor forlorn, still worldly and ornamental.
*****

The ancient Greeks had a way of handling this, no doubt to cheer
themselves, as they were wont to do in mixing their more abstruse philosophical
speculations with wine. They proposed that the shade of the deceased lingered
close by us for a short period while making the awkward transition to life
beyond the river, dreaming himself out of one existence into the next. Even this
schedule of dying, at least in its initial stages, seems contrived to assuage the
grief of the living. After all it’s just a hypothetical schedule. We deal with the
deceased for a while—we can’t help it and we hope he’s appreciating our
efforts—-then we give up on it. Soon the shade moves beyond our schedule of
sentimental lingering, the etiquette we force upon him, and he wanders off.
“Remember me, remember me,” the strangely half-familiar face calls as it turns
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Virgil Suarez

silgnt, oblivious. All the while the sparrows
have perched on the branches of the fruit

PASSION FRUIT

tree that grows on the balcony

outside the lovers’ window.

FOR CADENCE WHO TOOK THE PICTURE

A fruit tree, its knobby roots each day
deeper, twisted into the concrete and wire mesh,
Everyday at noon when the noise
of the streets quiets down, the lovers

grows up here on the

third Story balcony’

where the sparrows now perch and preen.

come to this room, somewhere

Theirs is

in Old Havana’ in this Country

as

a history of this place
fruit the tree has given

much

where the single

of lost causes, and they lay next
will suddenly be plucked by his arm
as it reaches out through the window

to each Oth on an amaca’
a

hammock he has hung up

hY th¢ Wihd°W>

from the swing of the hammock. “This,”
he says, “is the fruit to quench our thirst.”

low so that ih it

their bodies resemble the shape
of a canoe, and their sunburned arms

“T116

fruit to

appease this

He brings this
as

hung“

>>

fruit to his lover, puts

they dangle over the edges, oars.

Thhy lay thhre and

Thad What

th

it close to her mouth, watches

¢FaCk$

on the walls say, these love poems
in the peeling ecks of paint, truths

She

now shares

takes

of oblivion.

it with him-if they have

t0 pretend in this empty room,

‘

in the patches of damp ceiling tiles.
After levemaking they dream

as she

the rst bite. Sweet is the juice

-

then they will imagine this is part

of Some story about to be told,
their escapes where so much water
fills their being. A y balances

at rh¢ ¢nd

of the 6nd of the World

when the last two humans embrace,

itself on the lip of the water bowl,
braving the slick smoothness of porcelain,

seek

consolation that like than nature
Q

has given, and given, a mother to all.

the burning candle ickers in a moment
of breeze as it cries on itself, slowly,

hi/hen the
kiss»

fruit is gone and the lovers

they y plops into the water,

slow like the lovers’ passing through

ih this
100

hhe-

gives up its

They love in this rhhm’
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life for the sake of the magical.

Virgil Suarez
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There was no shot. just a scream so high-pitched that thought it was a
woman} and the soldier hent like a puppet on the ground. Ahove him - Not a man,
ht 4 giant, wearing clothes too small and torn, skin dark, his hair like weeds.
My mother had told me too many fhlktales for me not to know who he was. The
Golgm came close and saw fire hurning in his eyes. He smelled like the riz/er mud
he was made from. wasn’t scared; he'd heen made for me. When touched his ice,

Lori E . Sarnlaol
KADDISH

Iam my grandmother tonight. I sit at the foot of the Passover table Wher€
,
she. used to sit, Ive coiled my hair into the same loose bun she wore. And I have
a piece of bread hidden 111 my lap. My mother sits across from me, brown hair
>

.

.

.

.

wispy over her face, her hands spread on the table

as

if to embrace the platter

with matzos’ unkavened brad
She looks at me waril . As do the others.

stacked

Y

.

I pull out T6 pmce of brad
.
have to tell you, my grandmother said, the week before she (l1€(l. Her hair
’
still blohldz, splfead on the pillow like light haloing a candle. have to tell you

I

a out

.

I

t

e

rea

I
I
.Hhldh"d

vestone to be set; at the cemetery, I left a pebble on the ground. The soil
gm
smelled rank and moist, like a riverbed after the water’s stopped running. I felt
her slip away from me, tried to catch hold. I saw a gure like a shadow moving
behind the graves.
SO I take a bi“: of the chddah My motheps mouth rounds as shg draws out
I

.

of Y°lk'yen0‘:'€d Cfalla/7' Not that
blg' But my moth pushes back ha Chair and Stands up’ Dent you dam take a
bite of that, Ruth. I thought we were through with this when your grandmother
died.” “You’re ruining Passover for your mother,” my father yells. My brothers
The bread I Pull out is lust

3 Small Place

snicker, jabbing each other with sharp elbows. The candle on the sideboard——

for rem€mbranCe’ for my grandmOtPer_gl_€amS calmly In Its Clear glass‘
Illy mother pushed me of the train carrying us from Brno to Thresienstadt into
a field ofsunowers. You had to go through the fields to get to the camp in those
days. She saw them andjust shoved me. Her hands felt like a hruise on myhack.
guess she thought Id he sa’ there. Perhaps she thought that I, the oldest child, would

I

he saved on this, the rst

day

ofPassover

Perhaps

it was hecause ofmy hlonde hair.

Every Passover, my grandmother ate bread before the first Seder; she would
never answer my mother’s angry “Why?”
But last year, she didn’t eat bread at Passover—or anything at all. She lay in
bed, ricocheting between the present and the past. Time spiraled, always
repeated, always coming around. I paused at the Seder’s beginning, hoping she’d
run from the back bedroom with her bread. Her absence was a sharp rie shot,
cutting through my skin.
ran. The soldiers on the train shot at me hut ran. tore through the
sunowers. The flowers faces turned toward the sunlight. Pollen streaked yellow
across my skirt.
At the edge ofthe field, the soldier waitedfor me. Sun glinted the harrel of
his gun. closed my eyes. Thinking that its hetter to zce death with closed eyes.

I

I

I

th'l',d

't, ha,
d'
'
'
l 'lkhis S/emfetsl So
6 6
ZS m exnger
0 ZS ZPS
mum mg quze Per PS
or secrecy.
He tore theyedow Smrom my]-dc/get dndpmhed me m the direction of
Prague. HZ-5 han ds le Stdim Ofmud
I Went alone to thg graveyard today She hasnat bgen dead long enough for

-

I had hlond hair; I could pass. It was an
early morning when I stood on the hanks of the Vltaz/a. I stole loaves ofstale hread

the

‘T\TlVE7lPnwr:1?ll22Z7I’l1§w

me

in Prague.

and ate them hy the 7,1-mm Bredhihg octhe mold Even thgugh
would haw hav6, to [mm a dhhgreht hfh
Swan S P 4ddhd in circles at myet

it was pdssown 1

I nez/er told anyone; they would call me crazy But I was alive, and there were
ofmud
I have to tedyhu, my grandmothgr Said The jzdmud dds Ourm. duh, to
Survive. I waspushed And I Couldpass.
Stains

S

Z-S

my hair, as blondg as h€rS_ Mhtha, She murmured Mothen
I takg anothgr bite of bread I Chaw until it beCOm€S dough I Chew until
thg bread turns back into What it was made O
She touchgd

I

I

of

I

was your age.

My mother now pleads, “You don’t need to do this.”
But I do.
>
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Kristin Bradshaw
LIKE ZOMBIES

Do

l\Io time for I love yous;
But you know I loves you boy.

In

3 SC€I1€

1

fa

I eat cats straight out: tom cat, pussy—it’s all a little voodoo and wine.
No more sign for kisses,
Night blues and re reds lure. I wind northward
on pathless expeditions, but veer out
in all directions; settle hellwards [because]
the whiskey Woman still keeps sh in me.
54“

111

@k;‘f.L‘:...:~.§§;»

il

Z

5

A clock got time for kisses,
making time like zombies do.
I say no. Nomeansno, even for kissing.
I say, your lips don’t kiss like zombies’ do.

3

Q

p

fonat/Jan Santlofér

UNTITLED I997 (Franz Kline)
12 x 12 inc/es
Oil on Carved Hydrocal Stone

Kristin Bradshaw
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hiimseIf on Iy While s itting at his com p uter. Either he has been
notied of his sisteris breakdown or he has somehow fantasized it, but gradually
he begins to narrate her ordeal from his vantage six thousand miles away.
U-- passes her days in a tiny room with a window too high to see out. She
experiences rages that exhaust her, prolonged episodes of sobbing and nightD s ite I—is absence from these scenes, he describes her traumas with
6 P
I
impressive vividness. U——’s symptoms are dramatized, and her interior
monologue is Convincing There is a moving Scene of masturbation
In itself, the technique of substituting an imaginary account for a recol_
lected one is neither confusing nor especially new and, ‘Iii. skillfully handled, can
able to compose

SECOND STORY

I

Seconai Story could have been an. excellent novel. Its

plot, or what remains of

Zgghfftngiigiaigigzjiilezigsciwgflilisizisggissvgistam niaiiei iicoifiiiiiliociiie’
interest But tiiie Story
have is got that
ii ii € socia an PO iuca

A young man,

I—-, inherits his fatheris business a small roduce store H‘
sister U—— is ignored in the will Both siblin s are liivin abridad
at the ti i is
and each reacts to the legacy with profound bit mixed e%notions The

pioviii a.n cffe€tiVe.Vanatiiin in mood and tonei We willingly suspend our
diSbCiiefin.I_ S. pomi of Vi€,W and afiiow Ourselves to forget than of Coursei hi:
canii really-in-iagme his Sisters Suffering But uiiiioriunateiyi I.— Ca-nt foigiit thisi
After deSCnbmg.U_,.s miiiiniiry of their faths voiciii
Rims his powérfui
‘Tie
Continues
effgctintersperses
U—i
by
remarkingi
narramig but
how
I
picture
or
this-is
his story with expressions such as, I seem to see her
now

sisiieifii

I_

despises her father (there are hints of sexual abuse) and ho ed never
to see hi
i . B t bein
disinherited infuriates her It re licates thi; i i
d
h m
aiiiiiiiifii
3
.
g h
'
P
niury one er as a
C 1
an
“Wives
t
S
memones
She
Crossed
th€
Ocean
to
e5CaPeShe
undgoes a
h t.
.
psyc 0 ic episode and ends up in
a hospital in Scotland.

gazing
up,” or “In my dreams he sties her cries,” or at his most ludicrous, “Is this the
shape
haiiucmauons
an assume?)

_

-

-

he son is iiviiig iii Paris’ piiisiiiiig iiis ciieaiii of beiiomiiig ii Writer’ and
iaiiiiig uiieriiii 1:1 ii, also hates his iaiiiii His reasons am iincieai’ but iiiey may
invo ve t e at ers abuse of his sister, for whom I—- too harbors forbidden
desires.
,

.

.

,

Although irritating, these intrusions gradually become less noticeable, and
time the narrative of U—is recovery proceeds. In U—is nightmare her
father is perpetually inside of ha NO matter how hard She stiuggies, She can
for

_

a

iiiiliiiiliii<iI§§lg§§§§iiil§ii§i§il iiili Zgaiiiiniiaiiiiliiiiiii iiiliiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiii

overlooking the street, that he and his sister were raised fthe motheris &l)S€i1C€
never explained). I— has a recurrent nightmare of being imprisoned
tl1€r¢The inheritance takes on the character of fate for both siblings. I—- is

piiiiiii ess

him he
’

is

gt‘.
is

t at W1

lm to Practice

am and he hasnt the
faintest
n ti 0ndh 0W t E seliture it.
lfbo
'
He obsesfes alhout l'1llS(
i fathers
’ legacy, feels
imse
in
r
Am
¢ 8
awn ac £0
€n‘3a> T31 5 at 15 Wea miss» @tC¢t¢Y3This predicament is skillfully contrived, and for the rst fty pages or so,
OW

is

iiiiii is’ iiiiiii i__iS iiaiiiiiioii iiiiiiis Over’ Sef0”d_Sii0'i3i Verges on being {Capt}
:l:;??t§epal‘i't ISZZZZ‘/gr’ iigi (siznliil 210515611: Zgvlfng bccomfi fh I10V@l S f0CUS
Part
ness

of the problem

is

that I—i is afflicted with

a

debilitatin self-conscious-

what he tries to do questions everything Qnce installed ih his fatheris home
I—- passes his days selling peaches and kumquats. He doesnit mind his
fatheris
business, even takes an interest in the daily accounts, but gradually
he succumb
h'
'
'
O epe i ioii
6 iiicis imS€ i6 iviiig Oid iivaiiies’ Waking to the
of
forgotten slights. One afternoon while washing rutabagas, he blurtssting
out a
schoolyard epithet. Later counting change, he bursts into childish tears. Heis

tr t't'.Hf
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to her
piigiiti
He explain-S
to U__
Sh-Ci Creating her nightmams hersiiifi that
her
father
is powerless
Without
herthat
permission,
that U— holds the key to her
own jail. For some reason, this casts U— into the deepest gloom imaginable.
She stops eating. Her eyes become expression i ess Sh e spen d s wh 0 i e d ays staring
.
.
at a wall. Her breakthrough nally comes when one night
she recognizes the
i
Th-1S mistake is never
vio ator of her dreams as the young psych-iatrist
(
explained.) She immediately begins to plot her escape from the hospital,
feigning
openness and recovered candor, and counting
on the psychiatrist’s
.
.
Sexual repression to make her scheme work. Despite I——is tiresome asides, U—’s
Suht €f Llg
k
d
H121 €S OI‘ an CXC1tl1"1g CPISO C.
-

-

~

-

-

~

-

-

f

f

-

-

-

But the novel that Second Story might have been gets no further. One night
While seatsd before his computer imagining U—-is torment, I—- undergoes

of no obvious origin. He doesnit want what he wants canitiiet himself do
>

“es U-’S ““?“°‘ is 3 Z°’“‘°i“" ".“‘ 3 PS.Y°*“a"“ F“i“@“‘ °°“‘“ 3”“

-

t
'
iio cspeciii Y Strong
en t 6 Word O his inheritance reaches
living on the charity of friends. Itis wearing out. He badly needs a

an

means 0 Support’ Om

I

>

pijraiysisi My ngfirs irozei he mcounisi I Stare-Ci in-to noihi-ngi There across
i C-Watiiri i, saw her misii hm eyes’ Saw my iiaiiucmanon l°0l<1I_1g back, saw U—
Swing
t/mi And We névcr nd out how.
escape? th€ ,1? Ospitaii instead We,
are treated
to a two-page orgy of authorial self-loathing.
( How transparent Ive
becomgi All my designs,
prctensgi Abasing
ust to exalt mysei»)

U_

U_

When next We hgar

of thg sister,

sh€>S

back in Am€riCa_

..
At this point the novel starts to disintegrate.
The narration
fragments. The
plot hgcomes Contradictory Increasingly, Sam“: Story rgsgmbies a jumbig of
-

.
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off unnConsummation, of events taking their course. This fragment breaks
rage
sister’s
my
of
heat
the
iShed_ Its last sentence reads, “As I utter these words
devours the floor beneath my”
motivation is
In a second fragment, U-— and I—- go into business. I——’s
sister a partner, sharing management and
unelear, but he decides to make his
his
I-—’s reluctance to credit accounts turns out to be
P1-()tS equally. However,
venturing
upstairs,
U-— has taken over. I—- withdraws
failing, and within weeks
often, and nally offers no protest when, during
less
and
into the store less
in their father’s facade. I—’s only way
remodeling, U-— bricks up every window
gut now is through the market.
and she’s free of her
At this point, U——’s success has restored her confidence,
a feeling of uncanniness overtakes her, as
violator’s memory at last. But gradually
if everything has happened before. Although I—- never resists her management,
opacity that somehow shuts her out.
5he’5 disturbed by his composure, a silent
alarmed when, after forty-eight
Qne day she locks the upstairs door and becomes
his footsteps overhead,
hours, he hasn’t tried it. She starts listening for
fears she’s being used, considers
She
monitoring the water bill and electric meter.
her daily profits do
liquidating or selling out, but as her apprehension increases,
a sinking heart that her
too, and she decides to expand instead, recognizing with
signs of life above have
fate has outrun her. Finally one night she notices all
an echo is her only reply.
but
ceased. She creeps up the stairs, calls to her brother,
upon himself, but
U-— knows that, left to his own devices, I—- will have turned

parts without plan or direction. Among the parts are: 1) I—’s unfinished narra_
tive of U—, in multiple versions, with notes for a revision; 2) a self-serving
autobiography about I—-’s life as his father’s heir (if there’s any story in Second
Story, the autobiography concludes it); 3) seven journal entries, presumably
written at a later time, disparaging both the narrative and the autobiography; 4)
various documents about Second Story itself: a form rejection from an obscure
press, an insipid jacket blurb, an anonymous reader’s report (unnished), and a

to which the author has attaCh€d his rePlYNeedless to say, the reader finds this abandonment of artistic responsibilities
infuriating. Presumably, the book’s deterioration is meant to reect the brother’s
worsening psychological state, but the more involved we become in the sufferrevi€W>

of U—-> the mom 1-“ 5661115 3 di5YY91Cti°1‘-U-— returns home and takes up residence on the street beside her father’s,
now her brother’s, store. She shrieks at pedestrians, sleeps on the sidewalk,
defecates in an adjacent alley. To all appearances she has become a lunatic.
meanwhile is making a shambles of the business. Customers are leaving, creditors are phoning, everywhere there’s the smell of rotten fruit. Then, seated at his
computer one night, I—- hears singing. At first he thinks he’s a child again, then
he decides he’s asleep. Finally he goes to the window where he sees his sister’s
nude body swaying under a street lamp. The imagery turns evocative. He
describes her “undulating trajectories, the fuchsia haze of darkness over my
brain.” He narrates his gradual loss of self-control, “as consciousness shattered
on the cusp of her pain.” He continues: “I saw the silver spike of moonlight, my
sister’s bare shoulders, her Gorgon’s hair.” He rushes downstairs. U-— turns.

ings

I_

her strongest feeling is of consummation,
enters the apartment, checks every room.

She

Although the narrator of this fragment is never identified, the final sentence
point, has
implies that I-—’s disappearance, and perhaps the whole novel to this
a Scottish
been hallucinated by U-—, an incurable schizophrenic, confined in

lamp brother and sister embrace.
Wh0 l<n0Ws What happens next? In the shortest of the ensuing fragments,
room, where I—U—— and I—- become lovers. They move back into their old
spends his days writing, while U—— minds the store. At night they rejoin for
exuberant fornication, made still more piquant by the taint of ancient taboo.
I—- (who in this fragment is narrating) says their union realizes his heart’s

Under

of events taking their course.
I— is not there.

a street

h0Spital.
If there exist readers sufficiently persevering to continue to this point, they
Story
Will have long since abandoned all hope of rewards to come. Second
than a pun.
more
is
hardly
novel,
of
a
contains no story, is at best the semblance

,

deepest desire.

But gradually a feeling of uncanniness overtakes him, as if everything has
happened before, Although U-— never eemplaing, I__ feels troubled by he;
composure, a smiling opacity that somehow shuts him out. One day he
mentions their father and grows alarmed when no remark, no matter how
insensitive, produces any retort. He becomes anxious, starts prowling the apart—
ment, making sure of doors, windows. But as his apprehension increases, his
nightly pleasures do too, and with doom approaching, he determines not to
flee, recognizing with sinking heart that his fate has outrun him. Finally he
awakens one night to the smell of smoke. He calls to his sister, but the crackling
of ames is his only reply. The open stairwell and windows, he realizes, will
form a chimney, draw the re toward him. But his strongest feeling is of

.

1

writing but to I-—’s apartment, or more
exactly, to the elevation at which he lives “in accordance with my father’s will.”
its superior perspective (“one flight up”) seems essential to I—-, but its distance
from the fruitfulness in store below unsettles him. For some reason, he confuses
contact
Coming down to earth with abandoning fiction altogether, as if art’s

Its title refers,

of course, not to

I——’s

his
with life were somehow corrupting. From first to last I—— looks down upon
r¢ad¢r- He never tells us What We Want t0 know.
This condescending reticence is nowhere more apparent than in the unfinby leaving
ishd autobiography. There I—- finally becomes a novelist, but only
his Sister’s disinheritance entirely unaccounted for.
The autobiography begins with a promising sentence: “It was always my
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ambition to meet life face to face, but when I discovered I was my father’s heir, I
reconciled myself to living at a distance from the ground.” Although rich in
possibilities, this beginning sentences us to a contradiction that Second Story
never overcomes. The rst story is where nature’s produce is stored, but it is al
s
a store in which the products of cultivation are sold. I—— insists he loves earth’s O
abundance (calling it “my mother’s bounty”) and fills pages with ecstasies over
“the surprising brightness oranges become,” but these effusions appear forced,
35 if C0mp€n5ating for Some lack. Finally, in a lyrically expansive scene, he
recognizes the “cornucopia of being” every pumpkin is and throws himself into
“the life of a greengrocer,” professing bewilderment at that mysterious C0rnpul_
sion he formerly called “literature.”
But gradually a feeling of uncanniness overtakes him, as if this devotion to
fruitfulness had happened before. Although I—’s customers never haggle, he’$
disturbed by their composure, a mindless opacity that somehow shuts him out.
One day on impulse I—- rearranges price tags, valuing kiwis as highly as watermelons, and is alarmed when no one complains. He decides to join a radical
party, starts quoting Marx and Bentham, but as his anger increases, his isolation
does too, and rather than succumb to desperation, he retreats into the second
story, leaving his conclusion up in the air. The produce rots, the store is vandalized, eventually drug dealers move in. I—’s life on earth is over. For the
remainder of the book, there’s no explanation how I—— eats, much less pays his
POW“ bill
(Although the seven journal entries criticize virtually every other aspect of
the novel, they never complain about I—’s lack of material support. Noting his
apparent indifference to nancial motives, the entry for “Day 7” observes that
I——’s writing seems increasingly immaterial and remarks on an absence of
economy in his narration throughout. However, after deciding that “what’s
fundamentally the matter here” needs “laying bare,” all the journalist ever “lays
bare” are twelve sentences. Inexplicably, in the editing that follows, the journalist
removes every evocative phrase and image quoted in this review.)
If Second Story finally does tell a story, it’s not the one summarized here, not
the narrative of U—’s violation, but the story of I—-’s failure to tell that story.
U—’s story is a mere pretext. The novel’s real subject is the male artist’s selfdefeat, his narcissistic plea for adoration by the very public he ignores. Nothing
ever happens in Second Story because its sole aim is to show why nothing can
happen, why I— can never assume his father’s position, how, in the plot against
his sister, I—— too has been framed.
The autobiography contains a gap, but when it nally resumes, I— has
written his novel. (Entitled, predictably, Second Story.) Cur text provides no
excerpts, but an enclosed, unfinished reader’s report calls it “a work without
prospect of any following,” and a jacket blurb (also included) describes it as a
Kunstlerrornan that “records the artist’s undoing.” \X/hether I— still lives “at a
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distance from the ground” is left ambiguous: according to the autobiography,
the father’s legacy is “a thing of the past,” but the blurb says “the author’s whereabOut s as of this writin g’ remain undetermined.” Althou gh the autobio gra P hY
Covers ninety pages, there are just two mentions of U—-. In an early aside
Complains that she’s still working for “that rag” (an unnamed eastern
newspaper), and on the last page of continuous text he contrasts his own
2

‘

I-

amorphous fiction with the plots “to which my sister appears drawn,”
Suggesting that she may be a critic or novelist herself. But I—’s absorption has
now become total. How U— escapes her confinement, how she resists the
violator of her dreams, no longer comprise his business.
If my synopsis has not sufficiently brought it out, the whole of this tiresome
work is further vitiated by an undertone of anti-feminism and indifference to
Women that many readers will find unsettling. I realize these criticisms are
serious, but I do not offer them without reflection. I know nothing of the
author’s expressed political views, but the qualities I mention (which will strike
women readers as obtrusive) are notable precisely because they are unconscious
and, I fear, irremediable. The author, like his protagonist I— (there is nally no
difference), is afflicted with an obsessive need for abstraction that amounts to
little more than fear of the body and love. The whole of his work is permeated
by defensive gestures, a kind of embarrassing self-exposure that merely aims to
avoid exposure itself. There is something sad about all this. The author is
capable of impressive concreteness, as shown by his brief slips into lyricism (for
which, of course, the journal entries always repent), but he seems to fear these
fleshly pleasures, the invigorating saga of life and mortality. This fear is his sole
reason for retreating into narrative indirectness and complexities of structure,
and most readers—certainly most women readers—will feel it’s high time men
stopped doing this. If the author Wishes to encounter life face to face, it’s in his
power to do so. This is, after all, what novelists have always done.

THE AUTHOR REPLIES:
I know it’s always in bad taste to respond to a review, but I don’t want to
miss this opportunity to thank my sister for her generous remarks on Second
Story. Qn all signicant points she has recognized my aims and done justice to
my work_ In Writing this novel, I loft the Story untold, prosorving only its jnSup_
POrtable consciousness, precisely as she has explained, and the ineffectuality of
my narrator was a transparent ploy to this end. Unlike some reviewers who
dismiss what they don’t understand, she has been scrupulous in her analysis and
Shown a rare willingness to withhold judgment until my meaning has made
itself plain, A5 every reader can imagine, the hope of such judiciousness keeps
my Spirits high.
Her comparison‘ of my book’s disintegration with my narrator’s discompo-
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sure and her comment that, in narrating U—’s suffering, I—- tells more than 11¢
knows, are further examples of her perceptiveness, but nothing has encouraged
me more than her recognition of my unconsciousness of women. Although she
may not know this, it has been the major work of my adulthood to liberate
myself from the injustices and political repression with which I’ve been familiar
since I was a boy. Having come to maturity during the latest ourishing of
W0mfII1’$ hi8I0fiC demand f0f autonomy, I, like SO many of my generati0I1, grew
to feel feminism in my tissue and bones. A chance sexist remark could send
blood to mY face. Listenin g to news-re P orts I found m Y heart racin g , P alms
starting to sweat. There seemed no end to the novels I couldn’t read with
P leasure. In one fashion or another, the consciousness of women constituted t e
air I breathed, mY instincts and terrors, the lots I constantlY re P eated in m
Y

dreams.
As you may imagine, the naturalness

of all this at times felt confining. Like

my height Or bodily imperfeCti0I1S, my Cli5COmf0rt With iI18titL1ti0I18, laws,
policies, friends—-virtually everything!——resembled a fate or affliction. Even my
attempts at sexist jokes or crude wisecracks were marked by self-consciousness,
as if I Were merel Y tl/@171g m%1Cl'1iSm0, Fffdi
g I0 be ma-let What I felt
incaP able of was 8 enuine insensitivi , a sincere obliviousness of mY own obliviousness. I say this with no pride. I no more chose my dissatisfactions than I
chose to speak English. On the contrary, my pride in my indignation, my confidence that anger arose in me from real outrages, from conditions about which
people oug/at to feel angry—all this only made my plight more ludicrous. Hadn’t
every age, even the most brutal, viewed its own anger in just this way?
Gradually a feeling of uncanniness overtook me, as if everything I’d grown to
know, all my reactions and experience had already happened before.
Perhaps this explains my attachment to the I—— I wasn’t. Perhaps nothing
explains it. I can’t tell. But I soon found myself preocuppied with another being. I
had no desire to be different. How could I desire what my stomach rose up
against? But something about his composure, his faceless opacity, made me feel
shut out. I suppose I imagined——or not really imagined, more like imagined
imagining, imagined being able to imagine—I imagined myself imagining myself
apart from what, in coming to know my sister, I could never not know. There
were moments when so much nothing disconcerted me. I tried to overcome it,
fearing I—— was going nowhere, but because my concentration remained weak, my
mind inevitably wandered, leaving me to stare vacantly into space.
I want to make perfectly plain that this other being was inconceivable to
me. Perhaps I— wasn’t even male. But I knew that his acts were marked by a
thoughtlessness unlike any act of mine, an unconsciousness that avoided no
consciousness, that denied nothing. After all, to have merely denied what every
woman knows, to have pretended ignorance of what no man today can pretend
ignorance—why that would be an achievement hardly superior to the
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Republican party. Wasn’t my whole nation in denial of what a woman knows?
be more arduous. I must revert to the nature I
naturally avoided, to my uncreated state, must recover an absent-mindedness in
which my sister’s unaccountability could never be on my account but would be
as incalculable as my next heartbeat or every new breath escaping me. In short,
must undo human history.
Of course, I set about the task systematically, discovering one step at a time
of all that is. I cannot say either of us has made much progress,
impossibility
the
the
rst thin g to P rove im P ossible, but I can saY his under01' P ro g ress was
taking has completely preoccupied me while composing Second Stoty, and
t ou gh I ex P ect failure will also one daY rove im ossible, m Y divided atten'
no n has caused me no end of concern. What if, in t IYin 8 to leave m Y sister
alone, I unwittingly violated her dreams again? Often I’ve been beside myself
with apprehension and would surely have surrendered to fate, had not the
continuous prospect of her oblivion prevented me. And so I'm deeply grateful
for her reassurance that my work does not contain her, that it betrays no
consciousness of any woman, that in it all sensitivity to pain is gone, such that,
in withdrawin g m Y interest from her savin g ’s account, mY words have nall Y
ceased to be overlooked, comm 5 forth without su P er vision, occurrin to all at
g
one time. Nothing seems harder than to tell what isn’t happening, but in
reviewing Second Story, I wonder if my sister is there.
However, there remains one sentence of her review with which, despite my
deep and sincere appreciation, I still must disagree. Personally, I do not see how
Second Story could have been an excellent novel. This was what attracted me to
it. That any man could narrate his sister’s disinheritance, tell how he assumed
her abuser’s place and came to dwell above the market-—from the outset, such a
plot struck me as fantastic. Only its perpetrator would presume to write it, and
only his collaborator could tolerate its being read. The work’s conclusion would
be the recognition of its own futility, so that its very existence would constitute
proof of fraud. Having always known myself as history’s fabricator and having
never accepted my sister’s reality as my own, I seemed the perfect one to undertake it—by which I mean the first story, the one I could never tell. In this way, I
lived out the second. My sister’s review is entirely correct. I who write this selfServing epistle am the impotent and narcissistic I— of the incomplete autobiogfaphy, nemesis of novel readers everywhere, undoer of my life’s work. Knowing
h0W classic plots were made, I discounted everything in store, leaving my
authority groundless. Thus another beside myself was needed to compose my
W0rk, for to him alone its words would come as a surprise. And so the I— I
W=1Sn’t was sentenced without ever imagining what he’d done. As far as I can tell,
Second Story has ended in the utterest of failures. For this reason I call it a novel.

My task, on the contrary, would

If
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Ralph Adamo
exeerptsfrom:

THE BICAMERALIZATION: A POEM (IN DISENGAGING PARTS)
ABOUT LovE WITHOUT THE PROTECTION OF GRACE

‘

you who never arrived

in my arms,

be/oveaf who were lost

om

the start

from XI

Say I am the King of China
old beyond his years
who is surprised
when a girl (though having the body and form of a serpent, she seems
to him still
a girl) walks right up to him and says
arborpoma gerit, arbor ego lumina gesto
(though how the serpent learned a yet unborn language is
anybody’s guess) (we might as well think Orpheus
lifts his head from the cross
and freed from all responsibility to his voice
demands a smoke)

'

But where are

in

I
t

_

Jonathan Samlar

UNTITLED

1998 (Duchamp)

U 3/4 x 11 3/41-ndm
Pencil, Ink, Gesso on Paper

We?

Ah,

room full of bad light,
look like a small rose
fallen in black snow outside the gate
a

Where you

youtouclg IE)’ chest
piercing 0 t e tauroctony—
a blade of longing so deeply put that
I cry out (quietly,
btring $115 bad lighI)—
Ellgd Fvlgen

ee

t

e

Or that undone as I am by the forgotten
one
Still my limbs are held together (though
you could say
my scalp is gone) by the re that turned me,

imeuma, unendurably, my eyes becoming blood,
my teeth about to sink into my own esh
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from XIII

Or say I am the emperor of the earth
and you, murderer of the sun, ever virgin,
your esh a deep glass from the sea of stars,

YQu’ve armed me

with the black knife

plant, triangularly, a kiss on my forehead
whispering, ‘realm on realm we move,
until new born again we say, as we have always said,
courage, my heart, take leave and fare thee well’

a

twist of hands
a

of what remorse might look like

The task is freedom

road map

over the long haul.

(But my book does not have the poem
that eats the page in it.)

We exchange crosses
Mine from the incomprehensible past
Yours, still fragrant, from your throat

How are the dead restored? The increatum, made of uncreated air,
waters—a scintilla, mingled in the dark
I warned myself loudly but in vain,
and as you say, such warning would be vain
repeated, and so vanity closed around the light
vanity conceived the idea of in the first place.
There was none but your illuminating body,
trapped in the radical moisture of my heart.

.

Do we carry our tombs with us where we go?
Is it too much to ask that the sun be our father,
the moon our mother? The hour has opened
my mouth...but my eyes? I will not question you
except you say my name, which I will know
when you say it. Always we shall have to begin again
from the beginning, half-truth out of the question.
I

Those who live in their days, who is the teller

of the two lands?

I am provided with what I need.
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Bed in the mirror that disfigures

from XVII

You

Bed of abstaining from which you rise
gowned as a bride
Bed from which you are turned over and over
by one death
Bed the old ones deny you
Bed you catch yourself barefoot walking away from, bereft

will never hurt anyone with my words

money, pride, vanity, envy, beauty, fraudulence
You nam

it

and I am nowhere brave enough to cross Asia
Bed of the recapitulation,
of the announcement and the exegesis

Before the creation of the world
were the black waters

In their wombs, the
miracle of mind

seeds

of what?

between the trumpets
dry bones which come to life

I am

so slow

I am stained glass

Who

is

worthy to open the book?

Bed of the dragon’s rage
where lamentation was written
Even the birds shall feast
who never before ate flesh

and the pure soul

of the bee

barefoot in the dogmatic city

I had this need to
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XXII

(agapetae)

Qr: a creature of your fear, most likely, (me)
stumbling, among startled noise, to inarticulate
life, the unqualied groan, the murmur, then the roar
in the face of re, unwise from before time, doomed-—

You in the crucible of grace, witnessing refraction,
faithful and true, you the morning wheel, you
the lake of surpassing re, calamus and cinnamon—
you, wherever I am
1 am here to nd
1 am there looking for you, vineyard at morning,
where my soul feeds and harvests, unafraid,
uttering your soul, asleep like a child in a child’s bed

Still I move to your voice, and when your voice
halts I fail all over, feet like mulch, eyes
convicted in their sudden sleep, attempted motions
of the mind null as watery myth, tumped.
To get enough of you I’d have to be a cannibal—
instead I poke among shadows cast by wind,
not clairvoyant (tho included in the past 86 future),
man as omen, never to be borne.
*

/loesti tanto more tie /tzssarmi?
[nntzmonzti sitzm tie btzmoinellil

Come to the window and give me light,
dreamer singing songs among the plants in blossom
singing under my voice with a bird’s way of singing

ifI sing, you listen
if] t/sink, you know
t/so

unknown world is beautzilf

a wild new joy that begins on earth
and ends in the sky

like

*

I declare you and read you and begin to know
your unity by repetitions of awe and love,
though time allows just prologue and will not let
epilogue to the signs of you, light over water,
the half-solved mystery, sea, rivers, stars, bread.
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XXIII (“lin not C/Jinese, myiend.

from XXIV

’)

Inventing paper was not enough to intercept
the polysyllabic wonders of the silk.
Alarmed incitations of the p’i-pa 86 Fan-/you,
the collared beasts, soldiers at a game,
great plantings, pickle and pickle juice, wine mash and fox fur,
falconry and tug-of war, or the old men wresting luck
from pitch-pot and knuckle bones: none of this you,

(attic ar)

Suddenly sick of myself in love with you, I think
‘End this song in praise of trouble 86 beauty!’
my soul writhing in soft exile, unable to throw
voice beyond chin, the words become like
ghoked spittle sticking there.
NOn€ Of this
looking to you for sustenance, ambition, pity—
none of this nding you beyond eulogy, my measure
Wholly unmenCl€Cl. But I CannOt makti my heatt
mtum to me.

I recognize, though I see faintest engravings
of the dragon among ames, the phoenix ying
in your cheek, the blue
both pale and deep there, running under
a baptismal river. And in your obstinate heart
no battle fought

*

And will I die, like the wake of a ship in moonlight?

over the arched bridge
can be lost.

*

Still, I know what you mean—
after my three kneelings and nine
knockings of the head, I cut the hidden pages
with my knife.

You and your damaged way of being you.
A weal of sadness, then sadness growing cruel?
Your restless father lost in your mother’s arms,
anarchy of all souls extinguished in you

I do not quarrel with my friend.
Laotsu (“aged boy”): the solid wheel useless without the hollow axle,
the windows without the vacancy they enclose.
But we are not all natural in our humor, nor prone to quietude,
nor have I cursed my anger as you
say you have done.

*

from before that official chronicle, from beyond
the known cartography, you with your rivers
and hills, your ancient rectilinear divisions,
your heady teas in bowls of ice and jade,
your appliques of bronze and silver, bolder
than all analects, odes, histories, annals, rites.
You and your perfect way of being you.
*

I draw the scent of you to me
(on your timepiece!) and hold my head down.

The body bears us, this much is clear.
Visible and encircling, dense with desire

thought out.

And the spirit bears mere
memory from life to life, so the spirit
that unfolds divinity can stand aside
for the spirit that will know and rise.
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I would be less selsh, ceding you to you,
man trying to get on with heaven.
Be less lost in the heart of the earth,

XXV

(donnoi)

a

the language

of the sun-struck word.

You through whom I see
the white light 86 the end

of knowledge.

N0 good can come of being as we are——
needful, afraid, convinced that doom is near.

And then this dream came for me: a chaste book
I could not open, but took out from the shelf
to hold against such time: on its old binding stamped: LOVE:
Rules, Ana’ t/we Stream T/Jat Flowsom the Hole in Your Head.

*

I ask if you remember me.
I have an endless strain of questions
to keep a saint from saintliness,
from catalepsy and somnambulism.
But can I keep you in the caul of memory?

I had other dreams, then always
looked to find the book unopened in my hand.
A tree confessed the murder of child,
spitting out the little shoes smoking from the heat of death.
If the book had more to say it did not say it.

Did I

sleep well?

And your sleep, inlaid with love?
I stand guard in the space between the worlds
until you come back to me,
only than to breathe again, to release this t/aeoria.
*

The stars below our feet, we wait
for the intercalary month, the omitted days,
the recession that is precession, the re
for sacrice upon the point of music.
I have lost my way so faithfully,
grieving past each longitude,
hungry as a circus horse on the midnight of departure,
I wonder if light’s restoration or astronomical
death will find me rst.

I listen
for the sounds you can’t deliver.
The silence everywhere your love’s measure.
*
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And do we know the secret from the sigh?
How do we hear the secret in the sigh?

XXVI

\X/Ihose secret is the silence the sigh

Qkay, okay—push enough toward folly and there’s bound to be
3 touch of something else; thus, a despair beyond the little leap
Qf suicide, the very absolution of despair:
there is no me to love you anymore.

displaces? We grow more strange
the more we try to talk, the farther

we endeavor to talk past, the more the sigh
becomes the currency of speech.
Sigh citing sigh, annotations of the moonless sky.

Qnly this enjoined

in which you

are

sun, moon and all the blazing stars.
And if you think I’m covered with confusion, you think me
as I am, unknown silence, lover
in whose long divisions my caged self rejoices
for its human-heartedness once more
and for its freedom desired before time.
And for my memory of how it is to kiss yau

*

And who is guided by this woman’s hand
cannot know the way back, which anyway
is smoke. But where in the blacker blue of the day,
among the genealogies and convolutions,
carrying no keys, is she made to repent her beauty,
or he who sees her truth to despair of it;
is that not written? Blood of the twofold woundin
articulated mait/auna, substance entranced——
who is guided by her words and gentle
cruelties can breathe out prayer 86 pour
through her divine abandonment. Anandal
How do we come to such a morning? The girth
of the globe (a fat earth) parting us,
all science sucked from the root of language,
but the two of us still joined, light—grasped.
Gladly, I am at the end of everything,
waiting for you as though for the end

space

deep in the yearning embrace.
Each joy Wants its Own eternity,
is

yeS_

Yours

where my searching comes to rest.

*

Woman burning through time,
on whom the salt air is absorbed
within your skin of a panther
pacing in the Aegean moonlight———
there where the race begins again from bones
and the lost chronicle must be restored.

*

of time.
“

Because we cannot know a damned thing
we experience what we can, the soul squared,

matrix of the symptom and the dream,
roots growing from the light that eats us alive.
It is too hard to sink into the grave, not to be
borne by an excess of grace to the abyss,
Or by the abstract acrobatics your heart performs
be dissolved there suffering reections
of the burning winds. I am the words, you are
the words you are. This love is like a listening
at the end of all the covenants, a listening
in a ghostland—est ut est aut non est-We never did inhabit, though we will
¢0me to live there, still and pure, quick
knowing, poured out of ourselves like Water.
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from XXVII

(last testament

65'

this green place from. No sadness
I ache for all
alike. I cannot keep a single hope
fygm mad scrambling anti-lucidity.
But I was no scientist of the soul,
nor tenor with a voice of timeless air.
I could not even keep myself in sympathy.

testament received)

feels foreign now.

My mind was weighted down, tristita,
myself degraded by this grief I swore
I would unlearn in your spirit, where
nothing is as simple as a dream; just so, I
have nally understood your innocence,
touched only as the stone the wind
by suffering.
Time does us violence,
before yielding to eternity, to the cold
incisions of iron and sweat of blood.
Abandonment in the thick of ecstasy:
I must love being nothing and give
my whole heart to the silence,
for without the world we are everything,
and evil truly is the mercy of God.

*

I look out on destiny—trees opposing rain,
the Whole of the disturbed world postprandial again.
*

>l<

As you are swept along today
I am motionless.
Books open me
reading my carrion state.

In gravity
out
there,
do exist—you

both of us
me in time surpassed.

.

I dwell in the imaginary advantages of my place,
hungry and thirsty, in a harvest of fatigue.
*

t

I

How long have I been gone, the rain my accomplice,
cassock 86 surplice, the piney silk a tight t, sermonic
intermezzo dawning sleep, the book of the uncommon sinner,
the saint insatiate upon her rack, storm stressed, sorely
used, that book open upon my greedy chest to every
unsuccessful act 86 algebra of human thought. How
like a sister she might raise her eyes from her labors
toward me with a smile she does not recognize as kind.
The love of my life a wraith, forbidden, a ruination.
But sweetly, antithetical, no mere participation
mystique of the frail 86 mortal, in the almost tolerable
light. I rest the remnants of my head and let space
wander over and through me, now there’s time
to reach around your waist and hold you closest,
burying my old face in the nest of your hair to remember
breathing there. Does the woman full of wishes ever die?
Where then will her children nd the only good
Outside this world, the place where they may safely lie?

A small system of bugs

(a cloud)
attending me, like akes of sunlight
hoving to a hive of air, above
the place I open myself to light
as to an idea I will never comprehend
though it has done away with
me harmlessly. I watch them-—
all motion in the blue air, but fail
to know what depth I come upon
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Letting go is useless, one is let go.
And virtue of virtues, one is free
Y0 hunt all passionate desire,
harmony adjusting its own wake
like Francis of Assisi his book
upon which sparrows light
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expressing as they step upon
mystery the world’s disinterested
satisfaction in itself, however
broken down the rhythm, unity
distressed but holding moment
to moment. One is let to abstract
the storm, to step in the simpler
time of created song 86 unfreeze
all tOna1iti€s__Wim€sS the body
bending there in ecstasy 86

Robert Hendriclzson
DIRTY DREAMS

The watch face had turned gray except for one black broken digit. Was
time ending? Jumbled on the bed, legs dangling out the shattered bay window,
he felt himself swaying off the edge of some black hole of perpetual night while
high winds cast his shredded canvasses among gulls and terns hovering over the
rock jetty below. The pitiless dream became sexual again, they were naked
feeling their swollen bodies on the verge of but never joining in total darkness.
When he nally came awake, still drunk and unsure, he reached over cupping
her breast and she stiffened without shrugging free or pulling away.
“You like rape?” she said.
He was moments focusing his thoughts from the wash of colors flooding
his mind ' “Eva facit ’ ” he said P ointin g smilin g at his erection.
Put on your cape, Mt. Superman. Put on your artist’s cape.”
“Paint you,” he said.
“Paint wine or Revolution. Paint them bomb us again.”
“To hell such talk.”
“My address five years,” she told him. “But not longer. Why don’t you go
out for air the quick way, Mr. Dreamer, go pour you on rocks? Good, raise glass.
I hreak glass for you!”
“Polluted, air,” he said, blocking the window. “I like looking.”
“Go walk on water.”
“Polluted, water. Wine I like. Your magnificent breasts.”
“Once a week, darling Sandor, should ever you put a paycheck beneath the
pillow. It is the local custom.”
“You have heard of poetry in motion,” he said laughing. “I am prose in

Sorrow.

who has loved Wen?
NO Om, makes thg Claim convincingly
who Could know himself
as

lovgr lovin

Cu;
gY

Who

has

in common himself from yesterday?

A liar? M ayb 6 only our thoughts
are lost or lose us, theories taken

out of love: pleasure before truth.
The white petals fall, the fruit
holds with the commonality of rain.

Onl time

is Ha

Y

enslaves.

t

g

ic and Onl timg
>

Y

Though in its fearful purity

to love

YY

sh

Y

>

like starlight, preposterously
alone the thing from which
’

we cannot turn away, the surge
of blood and heat around the heart.

Honest perplexity or melancholia?
I give way to heaven, cedar-lined
perch of the uttering soul, incitation
to coupling and more powerful births,
the ivin
of ast and futum nau
9

g

g

P

P

i

Y

The preceding excerpts are from a book-length poem, written between November 1996 and ]un6
1997, in numbered parts; within most parts are several smaller sections. Among these excerpts, 3
few poems are complete, but most are excerpts themselves.
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repose.”

“I told you, we put you in carnival with bottle, Mr. Geek. Put on some
clothes, Picasso, put in your magic wand.”
“Eva facit,” he said.
“Go paint. Already you have made here his gallery.”
She hadn’t finished dressing. In the mirror their eyes met hard and he
followed a scar of beaded skin like drops of water down her belly. He came up
behind and softly but firmly cupped her breasts, his thick erection pulsing far
up her bare back arched away from him.
“You are no good for that either”
’ she said.
1

(‘

I

I

bitch,
your Supper,
l1Ou5@,”
GO! GO slng for

I

I

O

h3V€ I1€V€I‘ l1€éll‘Cl YOU Sing tl11S
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their house again three thousand miles trom home.
No numbers, no date, no time at all on the watch now. He was back in the
the
Same place dreamed that morning, bed impaled in a broken window where
of
thought
He
reach.
his
beyond
just
canvas
wind whirled scraps of colored
leaping out and joining them, restoring his canvasses, the picture complete
than
then, an immense family portrait of father and mother and child, realer
in a blue cloudless sky.
real, he thought, all of them coming together
we?” he heard her say from long
are
old
“How
long.
But he could not look
again, escaping a terrible
eyes
his
ago. “He is four years old always.” Closing
know that pain ever ended,
interval of sobriety and sanity where he could not
journeyed again into
he tried Willing her back to him. The deeper he drank and
out what
leaned
and
up
got
He
could.
he
dreams, the more he was sure
ngers bleeding
painterly
long
remained of the great window they had smashed,
while he balanced himself at what seemed the hard cutting edge of a bright new
world, emptying the belly of the bottle into his own as the coins of golden
cape, partly
canvas bought him confidence and joy. He drew tight the black
weak
aware of the comedy of himself white and frail in his nakedness, his curses
and futile as his limp body ludicrously swaying little and lost among limitless
galaxies. But deep into the night he stood there defiantly drinking and
dreaming, barely evading jagged fangs of glass as he swayed like a mobile in the
window frame. He watched the nuggets of golden canvas swept out into the
dusk all around him, pieces of a puzzle broken apart, knowing he and Eva

“Go back your bottle, Mr. Bitch. You buy it with my money by the case now?”
“And what of your pills? Look——here——better medicine for you!”
“The dirty dreams of Sandor Katona,” he heard her say slowly. But didn’t
she speak in sadness, he thought, drinking deep again, wasn’t she extending
with love the portrait he’d done of her cradling the goldenhaired child in blue
sailor suit, the best of so many he had chanced sprawled about the loft, bright
surreal portraits of mother and father and boy so blond and gold in fields of
hawkweed and dandelion. It had to be that she cared. She wasn’t just holding
the painting, scissors in hand, she was asking him to recreate their sordid lives,
transcend reality. With another rush of wine he was certain he could do it, he
knew that even on this spit of sand in this alien country at the end of the earth
of the magic
he could unroot all vestiges of sorrow inside her with great strokes
rod he
thick
the
brush
his
as
powerful
and
subtle
wand, it was that strong, as
said,
he
mean,”
not
do
I
things
felt rising, he could, was sure he could. “I say
The
Eva.
gently touching her breast again. “You know we do not mean them,
accident... They intended me... Perhaps we. . .”
“You certainly give me no pleasure,” she said, lifting his hand from her.
“I know your pleasure,” he said. “You come in at night when I see that
clock. When you steal in at ve I—-“
“Maybe you sleep you work daytime, I would not steal in if you worked,”
she said.

Go
“Steal. Yes. You ransack his pockets? That is what? You pick his wallet?
count
back then. Go back to bed to hell with your accountant collector! He can
the genitals you have collected!”
Doubles of her seemed to explode stabbing from her when in a sudden
violent motion he wrenched away the child’s portrait, a screaming congregation
gleaming scissors held low, eyes all glaring pupils again, her dark angular beauty

“Give
reflected in a cathedral of severe enraged faces axing him as she shrieked
me murderer baby!”
one of them
“Accident!” he cried, their bodies clapping together as if neither
and all
struck first, becoming an immane bloody two—headed beast ailing at itself |
digging
loft
the
through
1n its path, breaking glass, chairs, easels, reeling sightless
and he was part of
bedpost
brass
thick
the
hit
head
his
until
into its own wounds
the beast no longer. Dizziness swept over him. He kept coming awake, fading
-

¢

-

-

¢

0

nd and make them Wh0leThe more he drank, the closer he came to her. She lay yieldingly soft
beneath him now. He felt her long red nails rake and chill him, fell back upon
the bed with a swelling erection. His eyes closed tighter. He pulled at the bottle
and with the familiar warmth the pain subsided and he descended from red into
stammel, amarathine, dark purple, comforting darkness, there was peace here
through passion, he no longer cared what was real or dreamt. “The magic
Wand,” he soon heard her say. “We shall meet again when the magic wand
it bigger and bigger
C°11I1¢Ct$ u$- -- It SttetCheS Out Searehing. .. We Shall make
”
d b’

W0t1!d $000

.

.

-

an

1gger- --

He Strained, hi8 temples COHtfaCted- The magic Wand, the thieh artiSt’S
brush, the divining rod did indeed grow bigger and bigger and bigger, seeking
Out the answer. It rose high above their heads, touched the ceiling and with
tremendous force crashed through plaster and lath boards, leaving a yawning
hole again as it broke through ceiling and roof into the sky. It ascended,
Cezanne’s sword, toward the sun and the vaults of heaven and then she was
Climbing the Shaft ying t0 Capture the huge head. He called for her to come
d0Wn. He shifted about on the bed as best he could but the weight was oppresSlve, he could barely move. The magic wand grew tantalizingly as she tried to
pierced the clouds
r@a¢h its Seed head, the giant voyager pulsing With blue river

back, helpless to stop the enraged congregation from slashing, ripping, cutting
and when he awoke fully much later, still spinning, it was in a bare red violated
room, her things gone, closet doors ung open, bloody footprints leading
nowhere, his own reflections mocking him in the shattered bay window that
at
pointed out prowlike over the sea. All the paintings were scissored and slashed
his feet, the gold pieces reflected in shards of glass, so that in glittering instants

of
dependent on the sun the enormous loft seemed some fragmented mutation
obliterated
had
them
damned
had
the child’s portrait, as if the same bomb which
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but she climbed on, determined to nd its secret source, sex her sextant in the
long dark night. No longer could he see her yet he felt her grasping for life
along the course of the river owing out from them, soft and wet she clamped
herself against the peak of their being, resting, climbing until they wounded
lovers failed by friend and cause would reach the stars and break apart coming
together. It was no sense calling her. She was coming back home to him, he was
sure of it, he could barely contain himself. Soon when the warm wet velvet ring
of her finally held them fast and soothed and coaxed the angry head they would
explode as one from out the eternal river, overwhelm all earthly evil, drift
among the Milky Way light as plumes of dandelion embracing their golden
child, exiles now together nding soil in which to root...
When he awoke he thought they had found some other kinder galaxy, the
rising sun reflected on the water as if two suns warmed their new planet. Then
he looked behind at the ruins in which he had been dreaming and realized he
was back on earth bereft, his dreams dead, her reality rioting in ravenous
lipstick letters, the boy’s name huge on walls and doors and broken mirrors:
YURI YURI YURI screaming in childish scrawl as if scribbled with flaming
crayon by the child himself and consuming the loft and all it still contained. He
drank, awakened, drank. Day burned so quickly into night. Soon the huge loft
would house only him and wind and darkness, a charred forbidding gallery
where no one else, neither bird or beast or man or woman, even curiously

J

_j
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I

l

browsed.
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jonathan Santloer

UNTITLED 1998 (Mary Cassatt)
I I 3/4 x 1] 3/4 inc/res
Pencil and Gouac/Je on Paper
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Marlon laughed right along with Hoot.
of
The men all liked Marlon. They didnt even mind that he was one
funny
a
had
He
town.
into
Roosevelfs New Dealers, sent to string electricity
shing or farming.
pinch-nosed northern speech and didn’t know beans about
the jalopies to turn over
But he was good with machines and could always get
to do a man a favor without
and the outboards to fire up, and he was quick

Karen Bjorneby
ANGELS IN WHITE DRESSES

keeping

from
‘Ivy Wade dreamed of Marlon with an urgency that left her pulsing
Pastor
her belly to her knees and sent her straight to prayer in atonement.
than apolomore
But
Lord saw into her dreams.
Brooks had taught her that the
.
.
.
.
her and Marlon as
getic, she felt embarrassed: thinking of Him having to watch
she’d dreamed them.
But all that day, Marlon didn’t come into the store. The heat inside

in his pockets. “I’ll
Wilson Booth stood, the heavy weight of coins jingling
he said, laughing, clapping Marlon on
listen for spaceship news on the radio,”
new possession '
his
of
slightly
only
h Shoulder boasting
€
Ova to
t Hoot Patterson coughed and Spat and Switched the Conversation
does land, we can count on her
Eleanor Roosevelt’s oddities. “If any spaceship
Martian hands. Green skin won’t make a whit
to go right inside and shake those
of difference.” men snorted at that
1

-

_

fretted him.

A few of the

beer bottles, while Ivy
Instead he sat out on the porch with the men and the
a Coca-Cola for sweetness.
stayed in the store’s heated gloom and popped open
to the men.
She leaned her elbows on the windowsill and listened
asked.
“Anyone hear about that spaceship out by Allapattah?” Marlon
out by
No one but Marlon believed that spaceship story. A farmer
little green
and
light
white
of
Allapattah had taken a fit and woke up talking
spacewanted
He
men. But Marlon was convinced spaceships were out there.
the black sky a
ships to be out there. He wanted to believe that out beyond
pondered the strange
superior Martian wisdom looked down on the earth and
in progress. He
ways of humans. Marlon believed in science. He believed

made her
Marlon looked up at Ivy, with that quiet gaze of his. A gaze that
had thick dark eyebrows, a
want to stand still for him and just be looked at. He
into town, just four
long sharp nose, a sweet sweet mouth. And since he’d come
air, the long
humid
months ago-—maybe it was the summer heat, the heavy
lived her life in slow
sticky afternoons and golden evenings——it was like Ivy
to the creak of
motion. In a thick yellow haze. Sometimes, like now, listening
of beer
clink
faint
the
oorboard, the spurt and murmur of conversation,
be sure
couldn’t
bottles, and then held in place by Marlon’s sure, quiet eyes——Ivy

if she were awake or asleep.

believed one day humans would fly to the moon.
better than
Ivy drank deep from her Coca-Cola, unimpressed. She knew
]esus Christ.
and
Heaven
blue
pale
Marlon: out beyond the hot ochre sky was a
and long
eyes
brown
She could picture Him: He was tall. He had velvety
His body seemed
sturdy limbs and the kind of taut, muscular frame that made
years ago, just
two
sixteen,
been
She’d
to hum with invisible energy and power.
love.
His
about
her
after her mother left, when Pastor Brooks first told
The signs of
So now she waited for Him with a loose, liquid expectancy.
had had
r nd. It Was October’ the dead time. For weeks the air
H'lmwere all aou
to
threatening
close,
burned
sun
a weight to it, pressing flesh toward earth. The
to
straight
sawgrass
drop fire to the tops of the pine trees and sweep across the
into pale yellow
the sea. Steam seeped out of the ground into the sky, streaking
about fishing but
wisps that refused to boil into thunderclouds. Men talked
water on the ragged
a
little
didn’t stir. Women put off ironing and just sprayed
through the dusty
marigolds. Qnly the children ran, fast as little chameleons,
grand excitement of the
streets to the Booth’s big white house, to listen to the

he wanted to make her his wife. He
Marlon wanted to marry Ivy. That is,Ofit
an
less about the

Could

~

*

It was just three weeks ago she and Marlon had been sitting outside on the
buttons on the
steps of this very porch. Ivy had on a peach-colored blouse with
shoulder. A lock of her hair got tangled on a button. Marlon unwound the

and
strands and then stuck them in his mouth. Her hair was spun out so find
a
was
it
like
hand
left
her
of
hold
long, he just had to taste it, he said. He took
l
ld.Sl
l hSlfocijgzlisdgfnsgt
Zjrgh
hSep\(I)VV3’n
l
dh
allb'd.H'
Eefngzrgnejglpipgtarf
begtn
:11;

f

dl

f

f

kind of shivering. “Ivy, marry me, he said, sighing through the words.
Holding her with those velvety brown eyes Sitting so close she could smell
him—limes and fresh hay and the barest whiff of engine oil.
to
The sinking feeling she felt in her belly as he touched her knee. Ivy had
Swallow hard, had to force herself to remember Pastor Brooks and the pledge
Brooks comes back
shid made. “I can’t,” she told Marlon. “Not until Pastor
.
.
found and you can go down to the pond and get saved.” Sorrow in her voice.
B
when death would
¢Cause she could never promise her whole life to a man

3

new radio.
get any l\/laI‘[l21f15
”
Tell ou what ’ Hoot Patterson said ’ slapping his knee. We
Y
words.
Yankee
big
the
with
one
the
You’re
talking.
the
here, we’ll let you do
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landed!” Even Mrs. Booth, in her sateen lounging gown and feathered mules, ran
along, begging for Charlie, her precious to stay close to Mama.
In pairs and in small knots people piled into the streets. Hoot Patterson
fetched his shotgun. Someone forgot to latch a gate and chickens fluttered
through the gathering crowd. Dogs bayed. Ivy looked for Marlon but couldn’t
nd him in the shadowy movement. The wind had picked up. Her hair twisted
around her face. Marlon’s electrical wires danced between their poles. Other
guns appeared and Hoot shouted orders, trying to assemble an army.
“They’ve got the President!” someone shouted. And despite everyone’s
harsh words for Roosevelt, this news caused the crowd to stop its swirling and

mean eternal separation.
But Marlon laughed right out loud, a happy, joyous laugh. He got up,
excited, pulling Ivy off the porch, swinging her around into the middle of the
dusty street. “Is that all?” he said. “I can do that. V/hat do I do——dunk my head
in the water? Can I pinch my nose?”
He held her by the waist, pulled her close to him. His hands traced small
circles on the small of her back. Without her even realizing it, Ivy’s hips lifted to
his touch. But his very foolishness betrayed him. He didn’t truly plan to
welcome the Holy Spirit into his body. Pastor Brooks would have his work cut

out for him, with Marlon.
But once Marlon was saved. Qnce they could marry. It would be just like
Matthew promised: “Seek first His kingdom and all things shall be added to
you.” She’d gotten saved and business at the store had picked right up. She’d
gotten saved and ever since she’d felt Him touching her, holding her, guiding
her. Stroking her hair. She’d gotten saved and Marlon had come into town, had
come into the store for a tin of salt crackers and a can of soup, had settled his
quiet gaze on her. Had chosen her.
]ust thinking of Him made her close her eyes, made her sway a little with a
drowsy sinking feeling. She put her empty Coca-Cola bottle back in the crate
and circled through the gloomy store to her room at the back. She curled up in
her grandmothers old flowered armchair. The chintz still smelled of her, a sweet
sour smell of rosewater and a slow, coughing death. Qutside the back window
the yellow afternoon deepened to dusky orange evening. There was a change in
the air. A lick of breeze. A taste of salt. Ivy settled in the chair, expectant,
dreamy, half awake, half asleep, imagining Marlon touching her again on the
knee. Imagining ]esus holding her and Marlon, both.
Fully asleep, she fell into other dreams. Her grandmother, slapping biscuit
dough on the counter-—biscuits for supper again. Good farmland all plowed
under—hogs slaughtered and milk dumped into the road, not worth selling at
six cents a gallon—and nothing but biscuits and watery gravy to eat. Hunger
like a cold fist in the belly. Her crazy mother, all pink and wild-eyed, scrabbling
through the dresser for the dimes that were the only cash money in the house,
smashing her glass teacup, a souvenir of Tallahassee, onto the floor. The slap Of
dough, the crash of glass.
Whoops and hollers penetrated her dream. Ivy sat straight up, blinking.
Her first thought was that the men had better pay for all that beer. She shoved
herself up out of the armchair and onto the porch, to demand her money.
But the porch was empty.
The evening light was hazy and brown. Little Charlie Booth, chocolate
smearing his mouth, ran down the street, ahead of a pack of boys. Wilson Booth
ran behind, his mouth working. “Martians!” Charlie shouted out. Wilson gasped
out, holding his stout chest, “It’s true, we heard it on the radio! Martians have
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in place.
“Maybe that farmer out by Allapattah told the truth!” Hoot said. “Maybe
what he saw was a scouting unit.”
Flurries of panic rippled through the crowd.
“My candlesticks!” Hoot’s wife cried. She left to bury them in the same
flower bed her granny had used to hide the silver from Union soldiers.
“Well I for one intend to drink myself a tall glass of gin right now,” Mrs.
Booth announced. She clutched her sateen gown and flounced off in her mules.
The crowd, seeming not to know where to go, followed. Everyone knew the
Booths stocked the best liquor in town.
And all the while Ivy stood trembling on the porch. The faintest lightning
bug of hope darted round her mind and then that swarmed into a fierce blaze of
light. Iubilation buzzed right through her. There wasn’t any Martians coming!
The Bible never talked of Martians. It was Him! It was Him and His angels,
coming for the ones who loved Him.
Her fingers shook and then her arms shook and then her very blood shook.
She stared up into the deepening sky and the black pine trees at the horizon.
Here am. The words, in her own mind, were husky. She pressed her hips
against the porch rail. Come to me, fin ready.
But she wasn’t ready. All she had on was her old housedress. She whirled
back into the store, into her room. Hurrying. Snatching from her grandmother’s walnut chifforobe her best dress. A white lace gown she’d stitched from a
tablecloth——to marry Marlon in.
Fingers fumbling, clumsy, Ivy did up the small buttons. Breathing through
a shuddering pang for Marlon. The Lord was here and Marlon wasn’t yet saved.
There might still be time. She’d get him to the pond. She smoothed down
her skirt, wishing she had daintier shoes than her clumpy old oxfords. She piled
her hair into a knot of top of her head.
She felt beautiful: ]esus was coming, for her. She took only a moment to
Check her reflection in the mirror: she was beautiful. Pure, something carved
from shell or pearl. Collarbones like swan’s wings, long bare neck.
]ust as she turned from the mirror, out of the corner of her eye, she caught
sag
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‘
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sight of her own mother in her. That arch of cheekbone, that wide smooth
brow, those blue blue eyes. She was south of her, Ivy guessed, if she was still
with that rum-runner she’d rode off with.
The memory of her mother made her smile, with pain and love, C0mbinecl_
Ivy crossed her ngers for her mother. If anyone could charm an escape from
the Devil, it was Ivy’s mother. lust like she’d charmed an escape from here.

But Marlon, there aren’t any Martians.” A sudden sharp gust of Wind
rushed in, swamping the party sounds. And then just as suddenly, the wind fell
away, and the piano music bobbed up again.
Marlon, think! I read to you from Revelations. Stars will fall from
Heaven-—that’s what people are seeing. It’s not any Martians coming. It’s lesus
Christ Himself, and his angels.”
“
Oh come on, Ivy. Thats all just story. Im talking about science. Im
talking about cold hard fact. Think about this: if the Martians already have
space travel, their whole civilization must be more advanced than ours. Think
What we could learn from them. What if they could cure all disease? What if
they could control the rain and the sun so that the crops always grew?”
He looked so certain, so eager, his furry eyebrows rumpled, his brown eyes
luminous. It made Ivy sad, to see him so stubborn. “No hunger, no sickness.”
Her voice was gentle, She reached up to him, stroked his cheek, his chin, rested
her hand against the beat beat beat of his heart under his white cotton shirt.
“That’s what Heaven promises. Whosoever believeth in Him shall not perish
but have everlasting life.” How could he not see how simple it all was?
She grabbed his hand, then, began tugging him, toward the sandy path that
snaked behind the Booth house toward the pond. “We just have to get you
saved before He gets here.” Her feet felt so light, she was practically skipping.
It made her so happy to think of her and Marlon, saved, in Heaven. They could
get married there_ Maybe one of His angels would marry them, Or even__she
could hardly think it_maybe He Himself would do the honors, “I hope there’s
white cake in Heaven_ I used to love white cake_ Marlon, come on,”
Wind howled by_ Qverhead one of Marlon’s electrical wires bummed
Marlon grabbed her shoulders “Do you know how stupid you sound?
Prattling on about white cake and jesus? The radio people said Martians. Don’t
you think they’d know the difference? And it makes perfect sense: our scientists
have dreamed up rockets; why wouldn’t theirs?”
A loud eraek burst above Sparks easeaded from the sky In a ash, Marlon
>

Full night had deseended Stars rOse frern the hOtiZOn and then disappeared
into blank black squall line. Wind tossed the tops of the pine trees. The panicky
crowd had turned wild, tossing bottles and shooting pistols into the sky. The
barber’s shop plate glass window had smashed and wind rifed the girlie
magazines strewn about the street. Piano music tinkled out from the Booth
place. A smoky barbecue smell oated from that direction. Hoot Patterson
marched UP and <10‘/Vh, Wearing his Old doughbvy ¢aP> his shotgun tucked
Under 0116 ¥=1fm- “N0 W0I1d@f this F0“/his always heeh such 3 s°Y1'Y Pl3¢¢=” h¢
said. “They’ve all given up already.”
“Have you seen Marlon?” Ivy asked.
H0Ot Sh00l< his head and Spat at fh¢ ground “H55 probably at B00Fh,sEveryone else is. They’ve decided to die drunk.”
()vet at the Booth house, the parlor drapes were open. Yellow light spilled
out. Women danced to the piano and men passed bottles between them. The
men still wore their work clothes but the women had changed into fancy wear,
rose-printed chiffon, purple dancing dresses, paste jewelry of all colors. Mrs.
Booth pranced into the parlor with a plate of pickles and cheese. “Eat up!” she
cried, her voice shrill and quivery as a lap dog’s. “Can’t let the Martians get good
pickles.” A pair of man’s hands—not Wilson Booth’s—wrapped around Mrs.
Booth’s waist, spinning her around. She dropped the pickles on the floor and
leaned into the man’s kiss. Ivy turned away from the window, sickened by the
Devil’s work here, and when she looked back down the street, toward the store,
she saw Marlon’s jalopy rumbling toward her.
“Thank God I found you,” he said. “Come on.” He tugged her toward the
car. “I want to get over to Allapattah t0 see the Martians.”
“Allapattah? You can’t go there.” Ivy shook her arm free.
But Marlon had a look of rapture on him. He could barely look at Ivy, kept
scanning the sky, peering up toward the black tree line and the squall clouds
moving in. He could barely stand Still, urging her toward the car, and behind
him, the jalopy rumbled, impatient.
“Ivy, I’ve been waiting for this all my life. Ever since I rst learned about
the planets and the galaxies I’ve known there’s more out there. What do you
want me to do? Hide from them? Get drunk like the rest of them?” He waved a
disgusted hand tOWard the BOOth PlaCe-
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shoved off the street, away from a bolt of fire. She landed on the sandy path and
jumped back up, instantly furious. “You messed up my dress.”
But Marlon leaped around and over something on the street.
“What is it? A snake?” Ivy asked_
“Stay baek_ It’s an eleetrie wire_ It’s liye_”
The yellow light in Booth’s house had died_ Qne by one lantern lights
bloomed in the window, The piano music falterecl only a moment,
“lust leave it,” Ivy said. “If we don’t get you to the pond and get you saved,
you’ll roast in Hell,” Her voice now had escalated into a plea, a cry.
“Someone will roast right here if I don’t see to this wire_ You just go on

Without me.

If Jesus comes, you’re welcome to Him.”

“Marlon!” She would never see him again. ]esus would come and

she

would
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oattwheeled off the truck. One arm swept the snake cages to the ground. Then
the cross smashed down onto the tomato field. For one split second, the truck’s
taillights cast a red glare on a writhing mass of moccasins. And then the snakes
slithered away, into the cattails edging the pond.
“Come,” Pastor Brooks said, holding his arm out to her, to escort her. A
taw dank smell rose off the water in front of them. Wind lapped small waves on
the surface. Ivy held her skirt up with her free hand. She hesitated only a
moment, thinking of the beautiful white lace of her dress. Then she waded into
the water beside Pastor Brooks. She would give herself up to Him again and

off with Him. And Marlon would stay, and die a horrible death. He was so
mulish. His chin out, his dark eyebrows gathered, a blue knot of stubbornness

go

in his forehead. What was she going to do with him?
But he’d already started shinnying up the electrical pole. The loose wire
dangled like a limp and broken wing.
She watched his long legs working up that pole, the ridge of muscle in his
thigh, the roll and shift of his shoulders. He was so strong and yet so gentle. He
was so smart and so misguided. Maybe lesus would understand that. Maybe, if
she pleaded, if she prayed, the Lord would spare Marlon. Or maybe, if he had
time, if he could hide himself somewhere, he could escape the wrath.
But even as she thought all that, she knew the thoughts themselves were

if

again, need be.
Pastor Brooks turned to her

with a fierce look. “Do you accept the Lord
]esus Christ now and forever into your heart?”
“I do.” Her voice was husky. In the water, she didn’t feel cold or wet. She
felt heat. She felt her own self liquid, melting.
“Then I baptize you again in His name.” Pastor Brooks bent her back over
his arm into the water.
Tiny currents tugged at the pins in her hair as she sank beneath the surface.
Submerged, she heard the muffled voice of Pastor Brooks praying over her. She
heard the flickering hiss of snakes in the water. She heard her own blood

bla5Ph@m}’-

Her heart split wide open. Rain began to fall, huge drops, fat as pigeon’s
with Marlon and she just couldn’t. ]esus was coming.
was certain. It was His sanctified place. She had to
she
He’d come to the pond,
be there, for Him. lust thinking about Him made her breath skitter, made her
feet start to pull her down the path.
Marlon, goad-bye. She thought the words but could not say them. Tears
spilled down her face and mixed with the rain, steadily falling now. She turned
from him, from the electric pole where he grunted and struggled with
something up there, and hurried along the sandy path. Through the tomato
field. She wiped tears and rain from her face, felt her hair slipping from its pins.
Beyond the tomato field was the flat black emptiness that was the pond. Lit up
now by car headlights: Pastor Brooks’ truck. A giant tin cross rose from the
truck bed. As Ivy neared the truck, wind rattled the tin cross, made a powerful
drumming, In cages beneath the cross, Pastor Btgoksi water moccasins wtithed,
Ivy scooted past the snakes, quick, a sour vinegar taste filling her mouth.

eggs. She wanted to stay

drumming in her brain. She sank down and down, dissolving into the pond.
There was no longer any boundary between her and the water. She merged with
the pond, with the earth underneath, with the all the universe of His creation,
stars, planets, galaxies. Light shattered into a thousand pieces. lesus approached.
His gure was shadowy. He had broad shoulders, long arms, sure square hands
rimmed with gold fire. Sparks spun out from Him. He reached for her. She could
hear HIS ruby heart beating. She could feel l'1lS gOlCl fire on her flesh. She COlll(l see
Him looking at her with the same kind of calm, quiet gaze Marlon had.
She shoved herself up out of the water and sucked great chunks of air into

She hated snakes.

her lungs.

Pastor Brooks stood beside a stand of cattails at the pond’s edge. Rain dripped
off his black-brimmed hat. In the thin light his face looked burned blue.
Ivy tan to him, clutched at his black suit coat, “Is He hete yet?”
“Not yet)’ His hand Shielding his faee ftom the rain, Pastor Btooks looked
at
out the 5ky_ Then he tutned to look at Ivy_ “Daughtet,” he Saitl “You look

I

Marlon had flooded back into her. Water streamed down her face, her hair, her
back. It pearled up on her eyelashes, on the points of lace at her neckline.
Breathing hurt. She felt burned hollow, like a coal had dropped down into her
Chest and charred its way through from the inside out. She was just a papery
Shffll now, Waiting. He would come soon, would whisk her away.
She splashed toward the shore. Off in the distance, lightning split the sky.
Thunder cracked.
Ivy wrung out her dress. Pastor Brooks had stayed in the water, craning his
neck toward the sky. “We’ll be seeing something any minute now.”
Lightning spears shot down. The ground vibrated. Ivy felt a buzzing shoot
FY0111 her feet to her fingertips. The black sky had the weight of iron. The air

beautiful.” He touched the lace at her sleeve. “He’ll be so happy to see you.”
Ivy felt a heat, a flush, starting at her chest, bleeding its way up her throat
to her face. She couldn’t wait to see Him. For Him to see her.
A huge gust of wind roared in. The giant tin cross tattletl Pastor Brooks’
next words were swept away. The wind sharpened itself, whining against the tin“There’s not much time.” Pastor Brooks had to shout above the wind. “W6
should rededicate ourselves to Him.”
Metal shrieked and tore the air. From the bed of the truck, the giant cross
began to rise. For a moment it held steady against the wind. Then slowly it
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“I held you under extra long to wash away every last sin,” Pastor Brooks said.
But even here, in this sanctified water, washed clean of her sins, dreams of

xi
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morning,” Marlon said. All around them lightning slashed the sky. Marlon ran
along, hurrying Ivy along, down the street, muddy now with puddles of rain,
with windblown leaves and litter, toward the store.
Inside, Ivy clutched her chest and tried to get her breath. She still had that
burned feeling in her lungs from her time under water. Rain pattered against
and yellow light lled the store, warm
the tin roof. Marlon lit a kerosene lantern
wet, her hair sodden, snaking
dripping
she
was
realized
suddenly, cozy. Ivy
hadn’t He
down hf haCl<- H6! hautiftll Whit Clf€SS Was limp and ruined. V/hy

smelled of metal lings. Qver the tomato eld, something oated down from
the clouds. A blue mass, quivering. It hovered, and then began to drift toward
the pond.
A crashing noise burst out of the cattails. Him! Everything in Ivy surged
forward toward those cattails. She ran to Him, to His voice calling her name: “Ivy!”
But it was Marlon. He grabbed her wrist, pulled her away from the water.
“You have to get out of here. There’s lightning everywhere!”
But behind Marlon she could see the blue jellied mass oating, sparking,
“No, look,”she said, her voice tight, aching. He’s here.” Small darts of blue light

taken her?
She was cold. She was shivering. Soggy lace clung to her. Marlon moved
toward her, wiped at her wet face with a bandanna. Heat radiated from him.
She moved in closer to him.
His eyebrows furred together, puzzled. “What’s that on your cheek? Stand
Qvcr here, by the light.” His hands turned her face this way and that. He looked
at her neck, her arms. “These are snake bites. Are there snakes in that pond?”

shot out and she stretched her arms out toward them.
But Marlon wrapped himself around her, clamping her arms to her side.
“Are you crazy? That’s ball lightning.” Ivy struggled in his arms but he would
not release her. “Pastor Brooks ” Marlon shouted, toward the pond. “Get out of

that water!”
his
Ivy’s hair rose from her shoulders. Marlon’s hair floated in a halo above
’
“
Ive
open.
mouth
his
pond,
the
in
still
head. But Pastor Brooks stood stock
and
waited my whole life for this.” A sob broke from him. “The hour cometh
now is! ”
The blue mass rippled, floating, inexorable, toward the pond. It hummed
with the sound of a thousand lightning bugs. Ivy struggled against Marlon. “Let
me go.”
over
“Angels!” Pastor Brooks said. “I see them.” The blue light was directly
blue
the
embrace
if
to
as
arms,
his
up
held
him now. He was bathed in blue. He
jellied light. “Take me, Lord. Take me now,” he moaned.
Ivy writhed in Marlon’s grip, screaming. “Me, too, Lord! It’s me, Ivy Wade!”
spear of
Pastor Brooks rose from the water, his face contorted. One sharp

“The moccasins escaped.”
“My God. I’ll go find the doctor.”
“Stop, I’m fine.” And truly, though she could see the snake bites on her
arms, she didn’t feel any poison inside her.
wait her whole
She Was only C0l<i- Th6 Lord haCln’t Come for her. She might
life for Him to come again. But Marlon was standing right there. She was cold
everywhere but where his nearness warmed her. He was looking down on her,
With that Calm, quiet gaze that IT1a<i€ hf Stand Still, that made her Want to say
right th¢h> t0 himl /16%? 1 im-

light shot down and seized him.
And then, instantly, the blue

mass evaporated. Pastor Brooks fell back into
he
the pond. Steam hissed off his body. He floated face up, and then slowly

rolled over and sank.
The stand of cattails burst into flame.
“What about me?” Ivy wailed, to the pond, to the sky, to the burning
cattails.

“Come on, we have to get inside somewhere,” Marlon said. He half pulled,
she
half dragged, half carried Ivy up the sandy path toward town, all the while
coulti
How
sobbed and screamed and stretched her arms back toward the water.
that?
like
her
abandon
He
He not have taken her? How could
the lanterne
As they passed the Booth place, Ivy caught a fleeting glimpse in
She felt
said.
lit windows of bodies sprawled everywhere. “They’re all dead,” Ivy
Booth and
betrayed. She felt cheated. How could He have come for that Mrs.

not her!

“Huh,” Marlon

said.

“If they aren’t dead now, they’ll wish they were in th
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the hills ahead. One observer wrote that
‘no other boundary in the world has seen
50 many shattered hearts.’ There was no return

Hilbert

WHEN TRACING NEW BORDERS

from that point, like crossing into the azure
frost of Hades without a golden bough
to ensure retreat. One bitter morning,

For more than ve hundred years the cardinal problem in dening Europe has
centered on the inclusion or exclusion of Russia. Throughout modern history
an Orthodox, autocratic, economically backward but expanding Russia has
been seen

as a

bad t.
—-—Norman Davies, Europe,

A Histmy

Oxford Professor» born 1n Ru551a>
gled out of hls ram‘5Pattered Wmdow at
garden walls receding down a grey English
an

of a tidal Europe, its
receding in time.
and
rising
borders
ascend and fall
Vespers
For centuries

lane and thought

When tracing new borders for the Middle East,

W/‘G’ drunk’ allowed his pencil to Slip
and kft a thlrqhmllc polyp on the
into Jordan this day.
that
Travding to the edge of die Salient’
one nds only Sand and dirty rock’ Wmd'
.

_

_

_

Sometime in the eighteenth century,
minor Russian administrator was
sent to erect a boundary post on the

a

from cathedrals and cloisters and sadly
announcing the decline of day and light,
mark limits and origins. Our children
play in the dirt, inict bloody noses, draw
harsh lines in the dust that are smeared clear by
careless footste s u on their de arture.
P

P

P

barren trail between Yekateringburg
and Tyumen to mark the division
of Europe from Asia, one of many

that have been drawn. Flakes of snow scattered the
landscape, gleamed in fragile starlight, made the
route indistinct. Bound in iron fetters,
Tsarist exiles passing the frontier would
kneel and tfully scoop the last handfuls
of European soil beneath colorless

winter sun. They crouched as long as they could,
struggling not to cry, before being pushed forward,
gazing into the sapphire dusk over

L
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Maria M . Hummel
my brother, I see you for the rst time
under the dark yawn of the church, I see you
Sleeping in our mother’s arms until the moment

B APTISM

What hope in

us offers the semblance

She hands you over, a shirt of rain awaiting.
The birds streak silver with forgetting, catch
the bait of evening, that last earthbound light,

of ponds,

shshew rehrs rh rhe haekyarer
Where blackbirds dive at their Own dark

but for us, I know there is necessity
in memory: the boy must remember the man
before he is one, must hear his voice above the choir

echoes, where they split their selves to clean
their bodies? As they could show us how

if

re rove the hrsr saerarrrehr’ rhe drewhrhg

before the choir sings, and see his ight before

rrhgre or Warer aeress rhe searP- MY hrerher
swears he remembers hrs> 3 lagged errere or raees’
hrs hearrY srluarr reaehrhg high re rhe Prhhed

he knows he has no wings, bare feathers stuck

wet to his sides, eyes stinging

as

they meet the air.

silver lungs of the silent organ. Today,
blackbirds splash the water out, sinking
their claws against the smooth stone footing,
tossing up rain. There is no music, no flightbeat to their awkward washing. Today they are
earthy grub collectors, nest builders pulling

thread from the grass. The egg of a baby's
head is ladle-bathed, but my brother says
they pushed him under, the water seamed
above him like the neck of a shirt, shimmerwhite, the priest’s rough hands wrenching him
free and everyone waiting for him to breathe

again. He is the worst swimmer among us,
gangly apper who will not soak his head,
the whole pond breaking for him, shattered
surface of a mirror, now blackbirds rising
for the trees, beating their wet wings
against the weightless air. There,
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the trash and the door, wondering
if it will hurt me less to hide this stopped
heart, or toss it, for all the neighbors
to see, across the blue clear air.

THE ONLY DAUGHTER

Qpening the egg cartons before buying
them, checking each eye-shaped oval
for cracks or damage——this is the kind
of preparation you taught me,
as if we could prevent ourselves
from taking into our bodies the useless
or rotten, and once the eggs were owned
by us, those hard swollen seeds,
they could be nothing less than whole.

In the choice I’ll have to make, flinging
the shard wings of shell across the yard,
or slipping them quietly into the black
plastic pail, everything you told me
becomes a lie. Nothing is preparation,
not the finger gliding over a smooth
perfect skin, seeking flaws
that the eye can miss. Not the grainy

shifting of eggs in their boxes when lifted
carefully, cradled among the small
balances that won’t change until we
decide it is time to alter them.
Not breaking each solid one

Qne day you will have to lie to me
I’m ne, as your own mother did,
afraid to trouble you with her surgery,
calling late from Florida after it was over
to announce that she, breasts scalloped to scars,
had survived. I’m fine, and on the interior
of that thought, you will have painted
the walls blue, as they do in prison
to trick the inmates into absorbing
the calm of a cloudless sky.

by one back into days

of clear lakes and yellow
burning in the well
of a blue-rimmed china bowl.
suns

Every time I crack an egg, I fear
the embryo I saw once in a dream,
the blood head of chick curled within
its shell. I fear the heaviness of that rough
globe, the one that does not break, but hatches
wet with responsibility in my palm.
One day I will have to weigh the red
sticky accident that falls to the silver sink
against the times I have secretly
longed for the force of death
to affect my life. Gathering the damp
tucked claws, the unfeathered veins
stalled with pink blood, the dark

clot of a never-opened eye, I will have to
consider its burial, hesitating between
150
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Kate Deimling

Ken Pontenot

MARY CURLEY

REVERIE

For most of my married life

ml’ husband had

a mistress‘

If it had been a woman of esh
at least I mightiw felt

So

and blood,

I Could Compae

or leave. But it was the war.
He would gaze at pictures of her,
gather up his mementos,
and polish medals like jewelry.
When the division yearbook came out,
he pored over every photo
and wrote letters to the others,
Scanning the mail “cry gvening
for replies, just to hear them speak of her.
At night sometimes she took hold of him

t¢rriblY- H6 Croudmd down 0n thg bed
and responded to silent orders
and when he awoke his eyes searched
frantically around the room.

When I contracted pneumonia,
I didn’t try too hard to get better.
Lying in my bed, staring at the circles
on the quilt, I thought,
I too will have a lover,
who comes to lift me to the clouds.
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many feet make up the joys of centipedes.

My feet, on the other hand, have both
limited Oys and even Somg pain

after I stood on them all day like a waiter.
And what is pain, anyway, if not misfortune
in excess, misfortune weighted down?
One confines oneself to the home,
or to the beach where walking on sand
is unique and inexpmssibly pleasant

The sun, in fact, would look better
wearing a hat to cover its bald head.
At sundown its red face could be a kind of blushing.
Cam kiss the Sun, Can>t hold it
in our hands__as much as W€>d like tO_

without misfortune, and in our minds
a reverie arrives, once and only once that way.
So the day passes
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David Punter
EACH DAY You W010; STILL PICKLED

Addressing rne arr ar daWn> r round eVerYrnrng else
silent except the radio I had meant to turn down.
Another parched summer, another cloudless day.
Your no longer among rne uVrng> a gnosrr need a runnY srorY rrorn You» I sa1dTen Your mernorY ro sPeak> i You sard> rnVrsrbre-

r never drd rearn Wnar neearne or Your nodYYou nad urrre moneY- Did rneY rurn You rnro asnesr
Yours was a nressrng onrY Vodka would nesroWWrrnour rr You wuld hardly breathe,
as rr sorneone kepr Pusnrng You underWarerYou understood Wnar Tnoreau Wrore anour srrnPuerrY
bur nor Wnar Goerne Wrore abour moderarr°n-

Srur r snourd nave rnsrsred- I should have Said:

Bur I Worrr

sraY nere and Waren You dre-

Do THE WATUSI
singing ‘Do the
The saddest thing I have ever heard was Patti Smith
\y/atusif
So.

various assumed names,

After twenty-four years writing pornography under
Major, Pamella Hattersley, Marilyn
mostly drawn from the newspapers (Myra
them), in a fit of cleanliness I turned to
Straw——don’t tell me if you’ve heard of
my garden.

it within
I have always been very fond of my garden, and have tended
the proper
made
profession
my
of
reason, although the harsh mental conditions
not
am
(I
central lawn
attention difficult to pay. It has borders and a large
can have a front garden), and a
concerned here with my front garden, anybody
somewhat under-developed patio, and two trees.

tending ever since I
The reason it only has two trees is that it has needed
years ago, because at that
acquired it (along with the house, of course) eight
rubble, the house being
time it was merely a somewhat choppy sea of builders’
hawthorn, but it
large
then new. Then there was only one tree, a moderately
the builders had done strange
very rapidly became apparent that the exertions of
no longer able to convince
things to that tree, and after a year in the house I was
other hand, neither
the
Qn
myself, against all the evidence, that it was alive.
I planted a
could I bear to chop it down, and so I adopted two stratagems.
to say that over
thriving honeysuckle adjacent to the dead tree, and I am pleased
of rejuvenation,
the intervening years it has performed an exciting program
strangulation,
towards
intertwining itself with love, or possible an impulse
below the fence and
around the hawthorn’s withered limbs. And I also planted,
of willows at an early
near the stream at the bottom of the garden, a number
one of them
when
stage of development, and was more than pleased
conditions and
pronounced itself deeply satisfied with the watery climatic
and possessed of a
throve, to the point where it is now some fifteen feet tall,
spread not much less.
Meanwhile, the fate

of the dead hawthorn has continued to interest me,
is still possible to do so
and it was only recently when observing it, insofar as it
that several of its
within the embracing clutch of the honeysuckle, that I noticed
retaining their approximate
larger remaining branches are in fact broken off and
creeper.
position only through the succouring presence of the
patch, in which I grow
is also in my garden a substantial vegetable
There

successful

if amateurish potatoes, lettuce and beetroot, and the vegetable patch
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has been of particular interest to me, because it is in connection with this patch,
which measures some twenty feet by ten, that I became most vividly aware of
the phenomenon of the rising stones.
Any gardener will tell you the same: that stones left in a reasonably welltilled bed of soil will gradually rise to the surface. And indeed they do, and nor
only stones either. There would be some mornings when I would stroll into the
garden, not long after my morning brandy, and I would see whole slates and
unidentifiable pieces of broken pottery lying upon the surface, where no Such
objects had been the night before.
After a hard day (or night: I am an indiscriminate worker) spent among the
lissome thighs and pouting breasts of my own objects of inscrutable desire, I
found these silent machinations curiously comforting. It seemed as though
there was a benevolententity (or perhaps substantially more than one) toiling
away below to purify the very ground of my being, although I Sometimes
wished that this secretive creature would also clear away the detritus it so
usefully produced instead of leaving me to dump it in the stream.
And yet, for all its fecundity, my garden was not without its problems. Qne
such problem was that it was constantly overlooked by my neighbonr5_ My
house is built on a considerable slope, which means that the fences at the back
run steeply downhill to the stream, and therefore, from the upper windows of
my neighbours’ houses, all activity is visible. This has never greatly concerned
me. I do not have what is commonly referred to as a private life. Instead I have
my work, which is not easily observed.
Another problem, however, was that the steep slope of the lawn required
drainage; and so, shortly after I moved into the house, and observing the waterlogged state of large parts of the lawn, I engaged two loeal men to eoine along
and insert a drainage system down the centre of the lawn, disgorging through
an only just visible length of yellow piping into the stream. And for a long time,
this seemed—through mechanical means of which, I freely admit, I have no
cognisance—to do the trick. The lawn grew lush, if a little mossy at the corners;
soft it was underfoot and yet neither squishy nor slimy, and although the
weather in these parts is uniformly foul many nonetheless were the days when,
having put it to rights with my substantial electric mower, I would wander
around on it, savouring the feel of the turf, the spring of the soil, the bright if
somewhat livid green of the grass. Sometimes, indeed, I dreamed of luscious
adjectives I could use in my work, but for the fact that my work is not of a kind
that can stand a great deal in the way of ncQlQgi5m_
Yet perhaps that is rather inaccurate; for sometimes I see my writing-——of
which, I should add, my publisher is always eraving more_as a little akin to
the geometer’s art: the space, the space of bodies and between them, the triangulation, as it were, all this is already given; the task is to commit more and
more permutations upon these givens, to measure and transmit the least
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distance between hand and thigh, to register the precise speed of. . .and yet all of
this while at the same time appealing to those senses at once so active and so
near to the brainless sleep of the somnambulist. Of which, let me assure you
unless you may be driven to think otherwise, I am not one.
It was, however, particularly the lawn that provoked my renewed interest in

the garden; °r> PernaPs I should saY> an rnreresr Ora dirrerenr kind For rnere
Came a rirne_n°r so long ag°—‘When I ennid nor resisr reeling rnsr rne PiPe
underneath had broken. At first I was merely aware of a certain difficulty in
walking across the lawn from one side to the other (a task I sometimes set
myself in the spirit of research, imagining the relative capacities of different
models of queen-size beds as I d0 s0), and it Was n0 deuht s0me time hefere I

difculry had to d0 With the Way in vvhleh the laWn,
imPereePtihlY at rst, Was sinking in the middleIt was on, I think, a Tuesday morning—-I think that because Tuesday is the

heeame aware that this

day I usually POP inte tevvn tn see my Puhlisher, and en this Partieular day I
missed my appointment—that matters came to something more of a head
heeatise> While engaging in this Customary Perainhtilatien, my right tent
suddenly disappeared from sight and, with a bit of a wrench, I found myself

kneeling en my left kneeI should Pause at this Peint t0 eXPlain the signicance Of Patti Smith t0
these events, alth0ugh I am not sure I have got it right, and I may be confusing
several reeerds; Or ree0rd sleeves; Or Wnmen, althnugh all my endeavnur has
always been to keep different female bodies apart (except, of course, when I am
for quite specific purposes jamming them together). I associate sadness with
Patti Smith because of a sleeve picture where you can see the emaciated flesh of
her collar-bones, those peculiarly vulnerable bones where, it always seems to
me, the marks Of Our ehildh00d Weakness enntinue t0 manifest themselves,
€XCept, of course, when decently covered, especially by an Armani suit and a tie

rrem the Hong Kong markets (I told you my Work sells Well); h0nes like vulnerable rOOtS.

But the way she sings ‘Do the Watusi.’ It is as though she is all alone in
some nightclub at dawn; everyhndy has gone, and s0meh0W she missed Out On
whatever action there was. There she is still, a waif struggling to whirl in the
largely dimmed lights, amid the ridiculous plush of such places (which I have

from time to time investigated, naturally, in the course Of my Werk), unavvare
that everybody else has gone, trying to relearn or remember the steps of the
dance, trying to encourage the steps of those who are long gone, fighting all the
time against the despair of the early morning (unfortified by brandy), but
unable to ward off the dreadful collapse of hope which invariably (for me, and
n0 d0uht fer Patti 1300) attends the start Or a nevv dayAnd so perhaps Patti also reminds me that there is something, some
substrate of despair, which underlies all our efforts, all our groanings, all our
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frOIn the WaterPartieuiar interest in spreading themselves away
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Was

it dead or was it alive, this root? Raunchy Rita was certainly alive;

so

was Carolina, although there had been previous heroines who had been more
narcoleptic. In the spirit of pure research, I betook myself to the local branch of
BSCQ (I have a nice village youth who takes me on such expeditions, since after

ten o’clock in the morning I am rarely capable of driving myself without hazard,
and before that time the activity lacks interest) and bought a larger and much
sharper spade. At home, later, I dug it in. Although the root was eighteen inches
below ground level and it was thus difficult for me to get much purchase on the
assault, it went through with a nice squelching, succulent sound. Grandmother
Willow then, I said to myself, and looked for a moment apprehensively at the
tree, half expecting it to come down in a rush, or to express its resentment in
some other way; or perhaps

Do the Watusi. I-Iow

is

to...
it possible to

express the sheer desperation endemic
lived once, long ago, with a woman who

in this scenario. I have no children. I
had a child, and I despaired, constantly. The little girl would never finish
things, I would come across her half-played games in the morning, and they
would fill me with anguish. I am a great believer in climax, in completion.
Qnce, when I was living in the company of this girl (she cannot have been
more than five or six, but I forget her name) I was moved to such despair myself
that I went out to a local toy-shop (yes, there were toy-shops then, even in this
part of the world) and I bought her the most difficult game I could nd. Not
having much imagination in such matters, I suspect it was probably Monopoly.
I remember that I flung it down in front of her, and she eagerly, scrabblingly,
opened the box, and looked, awestruck and unnerved, at what lay inside. ‘How
do you play it?’ she whispered. ‘You find out,’ I responded, and left her in tears.
I can’t do it, I know I can’t; I can’t confront that vulnerability in myself, that
sense of incomprehension, that possibility of things being left uncompleted.
Her weeping only confirmed what I already knew, it echoed the weeping inside
a
myself. I went back to my pornography, where all is clean and achieved. I am
I
since
time
a
long
is
it
then
but
sex,
great believer in the plenitude of unsafe
sought to proselytise for my beliefs.
Do the Watusi.
A night in my garden. The vegetable bed has got larger; no, not in its lateral
dimensions, for that would be uncanny, but it billows, up and down, like a
disturbed queensize bed. The healthy potato plants, the ravishingly green
beetroot tops, the swaying onions, all attest to this mysterious rocking motion
which seems to rain down on me ever more soil, ever more shards of rock and
slate which, if only I had the knowledge, I could assemble into a quite particular, a quite individual shape. Somebody is rocking on their haunches in front
of me, singing with a thin wailing cry; somewhere else, quite close by, there is a
drift is
severed root, also weeping, also not knowing where it is going, what its
I
honeysuckle.
of
supposed to be. Perhaps it is a root I have forgotten, the root
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lie down and put my cheek to the earth. At the bottom of the hole there is a
ask of brandy. I put my arm into the hole, and something squelches, as though
on
a spade had cut through it. I sit up in bed trembling. There is a livid mark
my arm, just below the elbow. Grandmother Willow.
Night and day seem less clear to me now. Sometimes I imagine that I go
into the land through the hole, and that there I find an intricate tracery of
roots, with thin songs of mourning issuing from the earth. In these environs, I
discover, I am no longer upside down; perhaps that was a mere rite de passage
Qn the other hand, around my face, but just out of reaching distance, there
seem continually to wave severed roots, roots of unnamed and unnameable
plants. The vegetable bed billows like a sea of oxen, engaged in umimaginable
copulations. The hawthorn dies nightly, strangled in the loving grip of honeysuckle. Down below the fence, the willow, blown by magnicent and unseen
winds, presides over desolation.
No birds sing in my garden; they used to, I remember it well, there used to
be a robin that hopped among the fenceposts, a chorus of starlings. . .but
perhaps I have set them too difficult a task, perhaps I never explained the rules
to them. Perhaps, down in this hole every night as I now am, constrained in a
set of dimensions I do not understand or love, I too have a task of difficulty to
perform; but I cannot see beyond the sea of roots, I can smell nothing beyond
the earth’s rich succulence, although it seems that perhaps I dance nightly for
somebody’s delectation, trying to avoid the small stones and shards that emerge
beneath my feet. Sometimes I hear the beginning of a song from above, but I
know that it is far too late to make out the sound, the words; it is already early
in the morning, and I have missed the show.
There is only me, and an empty wide plain, dark and low, stretching across
the underside of my garden; there are occasional lights, but nobody to tend
them, and very soon it will be time to go home, except that to do that would be
to embark on a game too difficult for me, and I would end up in a sea of
severed roots, broken toys.

Do the Watusi.

David Punter
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Jonathan San’cloTer
ART1sT’s STATEMENT

I am no longer sure how the rst of this artist series came about—-just the
who, Mondrian-—carved and locked into the framework of one of the artist’s

¢¢/

to
Neo-Plastic paintings. The second piece, a soulful Arshile Gorky, appeared
literally conjure up the image/ painting of himself as a young boy with his
mother. The third? I forget. But at some point there were six or seven of these
artist pieces and they begin speaking to one another as if my studio had been
transformed into an art historical chat room, each piece acting as a kind of
Rosetta Stone, a key to that artist and his or her particular work: Manet
shielding Olympia} most private parts, Rothko enveloped by his own field of
color, Franz Kline as graphically black and white as his painting.
By the time I knew I was onto something the series was already rule-

governed:
1. Each piece a foot square.
2. Deceased artists only.
3. Each piece to say something specific about an artist, his or her work,
what the world thinks of them, or what I think. I did not presume that any one
piece would tell the whole story about a particular artist—-only that it would tell

you something.

it became obvious to me that the work could be taken as high art, craft,
or even folk art; clearly it trafficked in art history, but equally in popular culture.
Pairing an image or carving of an artist with a replicated image of his or her art
may question notions of originality, individual achievement, fame, collective
memory, and the cult of the artist. But these portraits-within-portraits are not
Soon

__——jomzt/um Santlor
UNTITLED 1998 (Edward Hopper)
12 X 12 inches

Pencil on Paper

dispassionate, wry critiques: my own technique belies that. Della Robbia’s 15th
Century carving of blessed madonna and their offspring are part of my inspiration, but so are the crude but marvelous whittlings of Appalachian folk art.
In making the work, my biggest challenge was how not to repeat myself.
An
vC)ften, as I begin thinking about an artist, he or she offered up the idea.

elderly Picasso asked to be shown with his last self portrait; Picabia to spout Dada
rhetoric, Mary Cassatt to watch over her tenderly depicted mother and child.
W/hen an artist was not forthcoming, I did not do the piece.
The drawings were no different than the carvings, and never made as
studies. Qn the whole, they tend to be somewhat less ironic, but more
emotional, which I think has to do with a drawing’s personal touch. Egon
Schiele looks as tortured as his self-portrait; Cezanne merges into Mont Ste.
Victoire; Robert Smithson’s head is the biggest boulder in his Spimlfetty.
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Artists, for the most part, have hidden behind their work. Most people can
identify Picasso or Andy V/arhol——-both instant icons, who need no assistance
from me. But how many people can tell you what Charles Demuth looked like,
Knowing What an artist l00k5 like is 110$ Of
01' that Liul)0V POPOVQ W218 bfiutill?
primary importance to me—~or to the world. Its the People Magazine part. But
more important to me was taking the image of the artist, craving or drawing
it-thereby converting it to ai't——and playing it against what we already reeQg_
nize

as

art.

It was not just becoming a chameleon——aping this or that artistic style-—

ti:

Challiengliii en? the lfuie
which intriguedhmefi tough S,urel.y Zlhis Ti/as art. of
going iiisieie eae 0 t e artists mm S’ S lppmg mm is or er S n' ears 6 Ore’
in my abstract paintings, I painted literal Shad-0W5 amund hOh'iiieiai> aesiiaei
Shapes to eehvihee the Viewer that What they Saw was iahgihie> “real” My iePi'e'
ductions of art works seemed to me to be a similar kind of activity. Though this
new work looks different, both the abstract and the representational work play
with the picture plane; and I think it’s possible, in this new work, to talk about
the “shadow” of the artist, and even the replicated art work as being a kind of

“Shadow”

Of

both activities depend

the vieweris Wiuingnss to Submit to

believable world has always been important to me. I
are there inside m
'
.
'
Y
’
Seeiiie enough to enter It is Once they
Want my Viewer
realities
suggested’
W0Yld> that the ambiguities begin to 5uiii‘iee> aiieiiiaiives are

illusion. Creating

a clear,

qLl€StiOI1€d-

I do not have all the answers t0 the questions this W01”k has P05tl1lat¢d\X/hen I (10, the series will probably begin to mutate in some new direction. But
for now, Richard Diebenkorn is calling, as is Phillip Guston. Elaine deKooning
eannot believe I
is demanding equal time; her famous ex-husband Ree Morton
have not gotmn to her.
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BOOKS

Jacqueline Bishop. Em Meméria C/aico Mendes: A Tribute on the Ten Year Anniversary
His Dear/9 (New Orleans: Lavender Ink, 1998). $25.

of

On December 22, 1988, Chico Mendes, the leader of the struggle to preserve the
Amazonian rainforest, stepped out of the back door of his house and was assassinated.
Chico was a seringueira, a rubber rapper who collects latex from the trees of the forest.
He had a vision of the people of the rainforest living in balance with the natural world,
supporting their communities through harvesting the natural, renewable forest products
in a sustainable manner. It was for this vision that he was murdered by the powerful
ranchers of the region, who wish to burn the forests and expand their vast estates. And
it is also for this vision that he has become for many throughout the world a hero of the
carth, a Saint

of ¢¢O1Ogy_

Each year since Chico’s death, New Orleans artist Jacqueline Bishop has traveled to
Chico’s home town of Xapuri, in the state of Acre, Brazil, deep within the heart of
Amazonia. There she has met with his Widow Ilzamar and his friends, and spent time
in communion with the rainforest itself, observing, listening, and learning from its
diverse life forms. And each year she has painted a portrait of Chico as a tribute to this
humble man and his inspiring vision.
The public has heard a great deal over the years about the massive destruction done
.
.
.
to the Amazonian rainforests. Yet the devastation has worsened, the struggle of the
rubber tappers has languished, and a horrifying ecological holocaust has remained at
best on the fringes of public consciousness. If the magnitude of this continuing ecological catastrophe is to register with the global public, the realities of nature will have to
capture its collective imagination. Iacqueline Bishop’s art is noteworthy not only as the
expression of her own inspired and numinous vision, but also as a powerful defense of
nature through its unique contribution to the creation of an ecological imaginary.
In Em Memérza C/Jzco Mendes Bishop includes her Chico Mendes works, along
with some of the most captivating of her rainforest paintings. There are also
photographs of a joyful Chico with Ilzamar, a pensive Chico with his young children,
and Ilzamar with the artist in Xapuri. And finally, there is “Chico,” the only portrait
painted during his lifetime, done by his friend ]orge Pivasplata de la Cruz.
The context of Chico’s life and work is presented through informative texts by the
artist herself, by Brazilian historian Maria ]ose Bezerra, by Wade Davis of the New York
Botanical Garden, and by writer and lmmaker jonathan Maslow. And a deeper
personal dimension is offered in moving “testimonies” from Ilzamar and three of
Chico’s companions from the rubber tappers’ union.
Yet this extraordinary work is above all a book of Bishop’s paintings and an expression of her marvelously creative ecological imagination. In Bishop’s works, the rainforest
speaks to us. Its plants and flowers, its fish, birds, and monkeys, even its earth and sky
cry out to us. They testify to the infinite and sacred beauty that lie within the forest,
and they express the agony of loss, of death and destruction. Bishop’s magical brush
transforms the pathetic fallacy, the speech of nature, into an exquisite expression of the
pathos of truth. Her genius is to compress into single, overpowering, complex images
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the tragic, unfolding story of an enchanted garden of earthly delights transformed by
human ingenuity and human greed into a terrifying landscape of destruction.
In “Chico” (1989) the colors of nature are transformed into a hauntingly garish
beauty blending the grotesque and the sacred. Two eerie skeletal avian heads hold a
small banner before a red and purple image of Chico, as purple tears fall from their
hollow eyes. Leaves rain through a black void upon jagged green and yellow peaks,

which themselves shed a tear.
“Chico Mendes: Man of the Forest” (1990) is a rich icon depicting the benevolent
Chico, saint of the forest, his head haloed by the curving beaks of jungle birds, as
luminous forest owers, birds, and furry animals nestle around him. Even fish drift
through an animated aether. Yet skeletal trees tower over a pinkly ominous horizon
and one barely notices that starkly bare bones protrude from a radiant form,
In two of Bishop’s oil-on-wood constructions, “A Casa do Chico Mendes” I and II
(1991 and 1992), we are transported to Chico’s “house.” In both we meet a resurrected
Chico, surrounded by vibrant life. In one image, a purple buttery ascends like a spirit
from his head. What at rst might seem a scattering of bright red—petaled, yellowthroated owers becomes the peak of the roof aame (Bishop’s intense reds continually
symbolize both intensity of life and ferocity of destruction). In the other work, the
spirit buttery rises above a halo-beak, a simian peers out from the forest as if to
qucgtign us, and again 3 sh drifts into view,
In both works, we slowly become aware that amidst this lushness of life the
beatic Chico’s chest is riddled with holes and dripping with blood. Through
Bishop’s polysemous “house” we are at once “at home” with Chico, pilgrims to the
tomb-house of the martyred saint, and voyagers in the greater household (“oikos”) of

reminiscent of of an altar piece, a nature-crucifixion that shocks one’s sensibilities,
perhaps even into recognition.
“Century of Silence” (1996) is one of the most strikingly emblematic of Bishop’s
many powerful images. Here, a mandala of monkeys intertwine with a charred, spind
seemingly emaciated tree. The work is spatially dominated by an apocalyptic skyscape
fiery pink, yellow, and red-orange tones that fade into an ominous reddish-blackness i1
the distance. One monkey sits staring out at the observer. Forest growth emerges in t
foreground, but the forces of destruction are clearly ascendant in this disturbing image
Diaphanous leaves, drained of life, oat in the background, and one senses that the
growing holocaust will soon engulf the remaining life in its eiy degti-uCti0n_
Bishopis “Century of Silence” is the silence of dearh, as the forest hOm¢ of myria

life forms is reduced to a mute, lifeless wasteland. But it is also the silence of our soci
World, as we quietly and complacently turn away from this unspeakable tragedy. It i
Qut of thi5 $ii¢I1C¢ that BiShop’S haunting images cry out to us, asking us to fQn'1en'1b€_
Em Memérid C/vim Medes is available from the New Orleans-based publisher,
Lavender Ink, and at a number of local bookstores. The images are all impressively
reproduced in 16 full-color prints, and the texts are presented in English, Portugmse
and Spanish.
Reviewer ]0/m Clark teaches philosophy in Loyola’s City College.

his tropical-forest home.
In “Chico Mendes, 1944-1988” (1993) the head of a mournful Chico emerges
from a thick patchwork of rainforest leaves. I-Ie sheds tears of blood that are echoed by
similar tears falling like raindrops. But the next year’s “Chico” is ghostly white, drained
of life. There are no colorful life forms in this image, and only a velvety red curtain
backdrop accentuates the paleness of death. Perhaps this lifeless image of Chico
symbolizes the fading of his dream, the loss of interest in his cause by the international

media, and the accelerating destruction of the rainforests.
“Xapuri” (1992) is dominated by a haunting row of grotesque skeletal tree-forms,
seemingly frozen in a terrifying dance of death. There is a bleak wasteland background
in which a fire storm on the horizon fades rst into a smoky gray, and then to deep
purple infinity. The central backdrop is a ghostly purple lake, from which arch
dolphins of the same unnatural hue. The foreground is invaded by rich vegetation,
owers and birds, and lianes-—climbing forest vines— creep up the dead limbs on
which perch brightly colored birds. An unvanquished Eros fights back against an

imperious Thanatos.

But despite such evidence of a regenerative life-force, the exclusively female treefigures with their spindly outstretched limbs convey an overpowering image of Nature
Herself crucified. Our complacency is mocked by these gures’ uncanny visages: one is
effaced by a bird
a smiling human skull; others are empty, mute bird skulls; another is
precise center of
the
at
ame,
ironic
cruelly
perched on a branch; another is a large and
painting is
the
genius,
imaginative
the painting. An excellent example of Bishop’s

l
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Cimarron Review, Prairie S5/1007167, Cream City Review,
College English, Nehrasha
Review, Laurel Review, and others. She has ction forthcoming in Conontation
and
Southern Humanities Review. She teaches English at Briar Cliff College and is poetry
editor of the Briar Clif Review.

Amy England>S poeuy has appeared or will appgar in

Smwm Rem-Kw,
TriQuarterly, and Colorado Review. She is now in the creative writing Ph.D. program
at
thg University of Denvgn
C/W-mg0 Review,

have

lll llumelolls jolllllals’ lllcllldlllg

The Cream City Review and the Clmmarmn
Review. She also operates Redwood Coast Press and co-edited and published
hite to eat
place: an anthology ofcontemporaiyodpoetiy in 1995.

Ken Fontenot is originally from New Orleans and editor of Pontchartrain Review in
Austin, Texas. His book Ofpoems is called A/[My Sum and/Am-malS_

R.M. Berry is the author ofthe novel, Leonardo} Horse (Fiction. Collective 2, 1998?,

Robert Hendrickson is the author of thirty books, including American Talk and, most
recently) The Road to Appomattox (1998)_ His Stories and poems have appeared
in the

and a Cllllectloll Ol; sllol llctloll’ Plane Géjammy and OPS” Akm oft/J6 Hm” lclloll
Collective). Berry s ction has appeared in the Iowa Review Massachusetts
Review
’
Minnesota Review, and others. Berry teaches 20th-century literature and narrative ’
theory
at Florida State University.

Karen Bjorneby’s stories have appeared in IThe Nehrasha Review,
Ralebud’ The Sun’ and €ls€Wll€le' Slle has llved
Europe and currently resides in San Francisco.

Passages

North,

lll many Palts of the Ullltecl States and

Laurie Blauner is the author of the novel, Somebody. She has had poetry in three books
from Owl Creek Press and her work has appeared in APR, The Nation, and The New
Republia Slle

Cullllly

lesldes

lll Seattla

Kristin Bradshaw is originally from the Carolinas and is a second—year graduate student
in the master offine arts program at Brown University. She is the poetry editor of
[mpossihle Ohject, an on-line Journal at Brown.
Darrell Dzlllld Chase

the Sllpelvlsol of the leadlllg loolll of ll lalg‘: ulllvelsltlj llblaly‘
He also Wlltes alts commentary and SlllgS' The pomll ln tllls lsslle ls the lllsl lle S €v€l
ls

submitted for publication.

Kate Deimling is pursuing a Ph.D. in French literature at Columbia University. Her
most recent publication is featured in an upcoming issue of Lilliput Review. A
native of
New Orleans, she rst started writing at New Orleans Center for Creative Arts.
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North American Review, Quartet, Sonora Review, and Turnstile, among many magazines,
and he is working on a short story collection entitled Wars ofthe Twentieth Century.
He
lives in Pgconic New York
,

.

E.A. Hilbert is currently working at Travel €§"Leisure magazine and also in the nal
of a Ph.D. in English literature at Oxford University. He has published over a
hundred poems, short stories, reviews, and articles in such publications as The Midwest
Poetry Review, the Connecticut River Review, The American Scholar, The Boston
Review,
and The South Carolina Review, he has been the chief editor of the Oxard Quarterly
and
is now an editor at Long Shot magazina
throes

Christine Hume is a Writing Fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown
this year. Her work has recently appeared in Arshile, Boulevard, The Best American
Poeny 1997, The Colorado Review, Conjunctions, Fence, The
journal, The Ohio Review,
and Volt She received a 1998 gram from the Colorado Council on the Arm
-.Maria M. Hummel is employed in desktop publishing. She just nished her MFA at
the University of North Carolina in Greensboro, where she received a Randall ]arrell
fellowship and an Academy of American Poets Prize. This fall she returned to her home
state of Vermont to attend the Bread Loaf Writer ) s Conference on a work study
scholarship. Her work will soon appear in The Georgia Review, Nimrod, and Manoa.
Rodney Jones, sixth book of

Eleg)/for the Sam/gem Draw!)

publishai in th€
spring of 1998 by Houghton Mifin. He teaches in the MFA program at Southern
llllinois University at Carbondale. His dog just celebrated his tenth birthday and this
past summer ]ones caught nineteen trout.
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John E. Keegan is the author of the novel, Clearwater Summer (Carroll SC Graf 1994),
which was named one of the “Best Books for 1996” by the New York Public Library.
Born and raised in Spokane, Washington, Keegan is a graduate of Harvard Law School
and lives in Seatdg

Anthony LaBranche was born in 1931 in New York,

a great-great-great grandson of
Lucien LaBranche (d. 1846) of Seven Oaks Plantation, \Y/estwego, near New Orleans.
For his lifetime he has been a professor of Renaissance literature at the University of
Michigan, University of Massachusetts, and finally, for thirty years at Loyola University
Chicago. He retired in 1994 to a family home in rural Massachusetts.

Taylor is a yoga teaeheri poet, and the editor of The Raw Seed R6156?/,¥ npw,
Journal devtoted to Intensity’ lmagmanon’ and_ mm_)van0I?' Recent Wcfr O
ay or S
appears or ls forthcoming In numerous magazlnés Including Spoon Rn)” 1_)0eny Review’
The Midwest Quarterly, The Bitter Oleander, Oasis, Rattle, and The Maverick Press. He
lives (as of this writing) in Qjai, California, though by the time this issue appears he

Probably will have Wanded On"

k

1

Steve Wllson has Work out or forthconjilggalnssuch lourga S as
Letters’ The Wallace Sm}m_S]0u_mal’ an
6 ingapwe xprem
Southwest T€XaS State University‘

_

N
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Valerie Martin’s most recent novel is Italian Fever, due from Knopf in ]une. She is
visiting writer-in-residence at Loyola University New Orleans this year.

David Punter is a widely published literary critic, the author or editor of twelve books
and many articles and essays. He has also published three volumes of poetry: China and
Glass (1985), Lost in the Supermarket (1987), and Asleep at the Wheel (1996). His short
stories and poems have also appeared in many magazines and journals in Britain,
Canada, and the United States.

Lori E. Sambol writes and practices law in Los Angeles. Her short ction has been
published in 13th Moon. Her story in this issue, “Kaddish,” is dedicated to Sylvia Kaplan.
Jonathan Santlofer is a New York painter whose work hangs in The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, and the Chase-Manhattan Collection
among other places. He has been the recipient of two NEA painting grants and was
recently visiting artist at the American Academy in Rome. The work appearing in this
issue was recently shown in two galleries in New York, ]ames Grahm 86 Sons, and ]im
Kempner Fine Arts.
Prageeta Sharma won a 1995 American Academy of Poets award in 1995, her nal year
student at Brown University. Her work has appeared in Agni, Explosive Magazine,
and will appear in Shiny, Comho, and The Hat. Subpress Books will publish her collection, Bliss to Fill, in the spring.
as a

Robert Skidmore lives in Atlanta, Georgia. His ction has been published in Oasis and
an upcoming issue of South Carolina Review. He is working on a novel
during the times he can tear himself away from short stories.

will appear in

Virgil Suarez’ first book of poetry,

You Come Singing, is due out this fall from Tia
Chucha Press/Northwestern University. His poems have appeared in New England
Review, Ploughshares, Mid-American Review, Manoa, Shenandoah, The Kenyon Review,
The Ohio Review, and Prairie Schooner, among others. He teaches creative writing at
Florida State University.
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